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THIRTEENTH  REPORT 
on 
Expenditure  on  and  Utilization  of 
Rail,  Road  and  Inland  Waterway  Infrastructure 
1983 
A.  INTRODUCTION 
1.  This  is  the  thirteenth  annual  report  in  a  series 
starting  in  1971.  Since  1973  the  reports  have  included  data 
for  Denmark,  Ireland,  and  the  United  Kingdom,  and  from  1981 
for  Greece. 
2.  Over  the  last  two  to  three  years  and  despite 
reminders  several  Member  States  have  failed  to  supply  data; 
in  some  cases  the  data  received  were  not  in  the  form 
required  by  Regulation  11 08/70/EEC.  It  has  therefore  been 
decided  to  indicate  in  the  report  that  such  data  are  "not 
available",  instead  of  repeating  the  most  recent  figure 
provided  1  as  had  been  done  in  previous  reports.  As  a 
result,  a  number  of  data  which  figured  in  previous  reports 
for  the  years  198 0-198  2 1  especially  in  the  summary  tables  1 
have  been  replaced  by  the  non  sign  and  no  Community  totals 
are  available  for  these  years.  Moreover  the  summary  tables 
and  graphs  also  exclude  Greece  in  some  cases,  but  the  effect 
remains  minor. 
3.  Official  procedures  to  obtain  the  missing  data 
have  been  put  in  hand  with  regard  to  the  Member  States 
concerned  and  it is  hoped  that  most  of  the  problems  can  be 
overcome  by  the  time  the  next  report  is published. 
B.  ANALYSIS  OF  THE  MAIN  DATA 
Expenditures 
4.  As  in  most  cases  it  has  not  been  possible  to 
calculate  EEC  totals,  it  is  of  interest  to  compare  overall 
spending,  for  the  three  modes,  in  individual  Member  States 
over  the  last  few  years.  In  terms  of  ECU  German  and  Danish 
expend~tures varied little between  1980  and  1983,  but  the  UK 
was  36  %  higher  over  the  period,  Ireland  55  %  and  Italy  as 
much  as  77  %,  Greece  also  increased  strongly  by  20  %  from 
1982  to  1983. - 2  -
s.  The  shift  from  road  to  rail  expenditure  which 
started  in  1980,  continued  strongly  for  Denmark  and  to  a 
less degree  for  Germany  and  Italy,  but  went  in  the  opposite 
direction  in  1983,  i.e.  from  rail  to  road,  in  Greece, 
Ireland  arid  the  UK. 
6.  Expressed  in  national  currency,  1983 ·railway 
expenditure  was  slightly  lower  than  in  1982  in  Germany, 
Ireland  and  Luxemburg,  but  as  much  as  16  % down  in  Belgium. 
There  was  a  slight  increase  in  Greece  and  more  substantial 
ones  in  France  and  the  UK  ( 12-14  %)  and  over  20  %  in 
Denmark  and  Italy. 
For  roads  a  1-2  % decrease  in  Denmark  and  Germany 
contrasted  sharply with  increases of  about  20  % in  Ireland, 
Italy and  the  UK  and  as  much  as  50  % in Greece. 
Waterways  expenditure  decreased  in  Luxemburg 
( 18  %)  and  the  UK  ( 32  %) ,  while  increases  were  shown  by 
Germany  and  Belgium  (1-8  %)  and  as much  as  31  % in Italy. 
These  figures  need  to  be  assessed  against  a 
background  of  substantially  lower  inflation  than  in  the 
previous  year,  ranging  from  around  3.5  % in  the  Netherlands 
and  Germany  to  about  20  %  in  Greece,  with  a  Community 
average of  6  %. 
Utilization 
7.  As  utilization of infrastructures is expressed  in 
different units  for  rail,  road  and  waterways,  these  must  be 
looked at separately. 
Rail  traffic  steadied  after  having  decreased  over  the  last 
few  years.  Increases  were  noted  for  Greece  and  the  UK 
(6-7  %)  and  decreases  for  Belgium  and  Ireland  (3-7  %). 
For  road  traffic  outside  built-up  areas  a  drop  of  5  %  was 
registered  for  Ireland  and  the  UK,  while  Greece  showed  a 
22  %  increase  and  small  increases  up  to  5  %  occurred  in 
Belgium,  Denmark,  the  Netherlands  and  Germany. 
Waterway  traffic  showed  this  time  a  4  %  rise  after  having 
almost  continuously  declined  since  1976.  A  decrease  of  6  % 
was  registered for  France,  while  the  Netherla'nds  and  Germany 
showed  increases of  3  and  6  %. - 3  -
The  Period  1973  to  1983 
8.  Whilst  this  report  continues  to  show  tables  and 
graphs  on  expenditure  and  utilization  trends  in  the  Member 
States  since  1973,  these  are  less  complete  than  before  for 
the  reasons  mentioned  in  paragraph  2. 
9.  Expenditure  for  railways  in  real  terms  followed  a 
cons is  tent  trend  from  19 7 3  to  1983  in  Italy,  with  steady 
increases  to  double  the  original  level~  in  Germany  there 
was  a  persistent,  though  slight  decline  over  the  years,  and 
in  the  UK,  recent  levels  were  10-20  %  higher  than  in  1973. 
In  the  other  countries  the  pattern  was  more  variable,  with 
periods  of  increase  and  decrease  in  succession.  1983  levels 
compared  with  1973  were  20  %  higher  in  Belgium,  50/60  % 
higher  in  France  and  Ireland,  similar  in  Luxemburg  and  a  few 
%  down  in  Denmark. 
10.  Roads  expenditure  at  constant  prices  followed  a 
slightly  increasing  trend  in  Ireland  to  a  level  20  %  higher 
than  in  1973  and  in  Italy where  spending  in  1983  was  back  at 
the  1973  level,  after  having  shown  a  drop  of  30  %  in  1979. 
In  Germany  a  decline  was  registered  over  the  last  four 
years,  with  1983  2 2  %  lower  than  1973.  Denmark  and  the  UK 
show  more  fluctuations  with  1983  3  %  and  14  %  down  on  1973. 
11.  For  inland  waterways  in  1983  Belgium  maintained  a 
higher  level  than  in  1973  (27%  up),  while  Germany  was  17  % 
down  and  Luxemburg  continued  at  much  lower  levels  than  the 
apparently  exceptional  1973  expenses. 
12.  Turning  to  utilisation,  overall  rail  traffic  in 
1983  kept  the  same  leve  1  as  in  1982  after  having  dropped 
back  since  1979.  For  most  of  the  countries  1983  traffic  was 
somewhat  below  the  1973  level,  - 9  %  for  Germany,  - 4  %  for 
Belgium,  Denmark  and  France  and  - 2  %  for  the  Netherlands, 
but  up  3  %  for  Italy. 
13.  In  road  traffic  outs ide  bui  1 t-up  areas  Belgi  urn, 
Denmark,  Germany  and  the  Netherlands  showed  higher  levels  in 
1983  compared  with  1982,  but  Irish  and  UK  traffic  dropped  7 
'. 
14.  Overall  inland  waterways  traffic  was  3  %  up  on 
10  \  below  the  1973  level. 
France  traffic  continued  the 
1979,  whilst  Germany  registered 
1982  and  now  stands  at 
Netherlands,  Belgian  and 
decline  that  started  around 
a  7  %  increase  on  the  year. - 4  -
C.  THE  REPORT 
Background 
15.  The  report  has  been  drawn  up  pursuant  to  Council 
Regulation  1108/70/EEC  introducing  an  accounting  system  for 
expenditure  on  infrastructure  in  respect  of  transport  by 
rail,  road  and  inland  waterway  and  its  amending  regulation 
1384/79/EEC. 
16.  Major  shortcomings  in  the·  data  supplied  have 
already  been  commented  on  in  paragraph  2.  As  regards 
details  by  modes,  railway  data  are  complete,  except  for 
expenditure  in  the  Netherlands. 
For  road  expenditure  the  tables  for  Belgium, 
France,  Luxemburg  and  the  Netherlands  have  not  been 
completed,  because  figures  were  not  provided  at all,  or  not 
in  the  form  required,  while  for  other  countries  data  on 
investment  and  police  expenditure  were  missing.  Road 
traffic  data. are  missing  for  France,  Italy  and  Luxemburg  for 
1983. 
Waterway  expenditure  data  are  missing  for  France 
and  the  Netherlands  for  1982  and  1983,  UK  waterway  data  are 
limited to  those  relating to  the  British Waterways  Board. 
17.  To  assist  in  the  improvement  of  future  reports, 
readers  are  particularly  asked  to  advise  the  Commission  of 
any  problems  or  inaccuracies  that  come  to  their attention. I • 
I 
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Exchange  Rates 
18.  Expenditures  in  national  currencies  have  been 
converted  into  European  Currency  Units,  at  the  average  rates 
for  the  year  in  question.  Rounded  off  these  are  as  follows: 
1  ECU  = 
National  Currencies  1983  1982  1 981 
BFR  45.44  44.71  41.29 
DKR  8. 13  8. 16  7.92 
DM  2.27  2.38  2.51 
FF  6.77  6.43  6.04 
LIT  1350  1324  1263 
LFR  45.44  44.71  41.29 
HFL  2.54  2.61  2.78 
IRL  0.715  0.687  0.691 
UKL  0.587  0.560  0.553 
DR  78.09  65.34  61 • 62 - 6  - . 
EEC  TRA!'JSPORT  /f'JFRASTRUCTUR£  £)<PS~JSES 
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INDICES  OF INFRASTRUCTURE  EXPE!VS£5 
AND  UTILIZATION  FOR  1983 
(in  terms of 1973 values  1973=100) 
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PAGE  12 
l:l.L  Mn!EL'R  STA7ES 
(CCJ.'1'IA"UA 'l'ION  OF  FfrECl.DING  1"ABLE:)  IN MIO  Of I:ClJ 
--~p-~~~~~--~-·----~-·~-~----·~----~-~~~------~~--·~-~--····~~----h·--·~---·--~--------·---·p 
I  I  I  COJ.:l'I:NSATION  FOR  I  ICCJ.:PC:11SATION I 
M  EJ.;ru:  I  I  I  I  II.H?ASTRUCTURE  CHAnGES  I  IFC.F  Ff.NSION  I 
STA'l'E.S  IIJET~JO[;I: I111:'IT  I  10fAL  1---~---·-~~·--~---~~-~-~~J  TOTAL  IAA'D  f.ETif.'[;- I 
I  I  I  I  I  INCLUDED  IN01'  JNCLUDLD I  II  "ll·fl"l;T  CHAF.GES 
I  I  I  I  JN  (10)  I  Iii  (10)  I  I 
( 1)  I  (2)  I  (3)  I<10)=(f)+(~)l  (11)  I  ( 12)  I  (13 >=10•12  I  (  111) 
•---~·-··•-·+~·••••+--••·~·-·•••••••••+•••••·~·••••+••·-·~··•••-+••••-•••••-•+•••••••••••r 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
ELLCJ(;UE.'  I  SliCE/  I rev  I  l!8P,lt  I  1l!8,8  I  0  I  4ee,l!  I  46,9 
I  lJELGIE  I  li~!ifS 
DANMI:F.K  IDSP  rev  171,  ~  I  0  I  0  I  171,9  I  0 
I  I  I  I. 
DLUTSCELAA'D I fb  ECli  3  355,2  I  0  I  372,f  I  3  727,8  I  580,5 
I  I  I  I 
FRANCE  I  SllCF  ECU  2  651,5  I  1  355,2  I  0  I  2  ES1, 5  I  0 
I  I  I  I 
Hl:LLAS  I  OSE  ECU  58,7  I  l!l!,l  I  0  I  58,7  I  0 
I  I  I  I 
IF.ELAI,'D  I CIE  ECU  50,5  I  0  I  7  I  57 t  5  I  .e 
I  I  I  I  I 
ITAJ.IA  I  FS  l.CU  2  770,7  I  1  54l!. 3  I  0  I  2  770,7  I  23,3 
I 
LliXEJ.:fOURG  I  Cfl.  L'CU  n.2  I  0  I  0  I  32,2  I  9,6 
I  I  I  I 
1l ED E.'JiL/.NlJ  I  liS  1 rev  0  I  0  I  0  I  0  I  0 
I 
Ul!I7'"£"D  I  EliB  •  I  rev  I  1  fl!7,~  I  D  I  0  I  1  6l!7,9  I  0 






H.C  70'IAL  0  0  0  0  0 
-------~---------~--------------~---------~--------------~---------------------~·---·--------Il.TRASTWCTU!if.  EXFEh'DI'lVliE  :  FAILf.tAYS  1  ~83 
PAGE  13 
ALL  I!EJ.tBEli  STA'l'ES 
IN  ofo 
-·--·-·--~-~~-~-------·--~--~-----~-·-·~-~~-·~--~-·-·~-~-N·----~·---------~-~~~·-~-~---~"·-~----------~--- I  I  INVES'/Mfi:T  E.XFENDITUEE  I  OFEEATING  f.>:FU:lJITURE  I  I 
I"  1-••••---~---P-••••••••-••••••~•••••~••+~•-••~••••••••~---••-••"w•••••••-•••~~~  I 
I  I  INH"  COIJSTlit.:C IRECCA'STEIJC- I  I  CUliREli'I  I  I  I  I 
lllETUJE.K I  UNIT  I  TION  !:NlJ  I  TION  AND  I  TOTAL  I  EXPEND I ..  I OVCE/:EI.DS  I  TOTAl.  I  TOTAL  I 
I  I  1 rx'!ENSIOA'  I  REA'E~AL  I  '  I  'IUr.E  I  I  I  I  I 
I  (2)  I  c  2  >  I  (4)  I  (5)  ICE)=C4)+CS)  I  (7)  I  c  e)  I(9)=(7)+(C)  IC10)=(t)+(9)1 
·+-.-----·---~-·----~--~~---+~-----~·--··-------~--~-+-••-·-------·-------~--·-+···---~----•+--------~~-~  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
SIICBI  I  ofo  I  ~0.2  I  13,4  I  4:!,6  I  36,7  I  19,7  I  St,4  I  100 
NNES  I 
DSB  I  ofo  13,5  I  22,3  35,8  55,4  I  8,8  I  64,2  I  100 
I  I  I 
II  DE  I  ofo  0  I  0  te.e 
I 
34,9  38,2  I  73.2  I  90 
SliCE  I  ofo  11,1  10,5  21,5  57  21,4  I  78,5  I  100 
I  I 
OSE  I  of•  0  D  112,8  44,9  11.3  I  56,2  I  100 
I 
CIL'  I  of•  16,€  19,2  36  40,11  11,4  I  51,8  I  87,8 
I  I 
FS  I  ofo  25,9  8  34  114,9  21.1  I  66  I  100 
I 
CEL  I  ofo  S,2  12,8  21  53,4  25,E  I  79  I  100 
I 
liS  I  ofo  D  0  0  D  D  I  0  I  0 
I 
BliB  +  I  •/•  I  0  I  0  I  30,9  I  57,2  I  11,9  I  69,1  I  100 
NIF. 
·------~-----·~+----~--~--~~+~-----~"---·.-·-·----·--+----·-·-··--+~--·~-·~-~--+·-~--~-----~+~----·-~---- 10TAL  D  0  0  0  D  0  0 
•-•M••~•w••••••-••••-•-•••-•-•~•"•~••••-••••••••~---·~~---~--~~--~·-•••••-·•~•••••~•••••"-••••~---~·-•-•••~ ll' p  IllFFASTF.UC'IUliC:  EXFf'!:DITUl?E  :  liAILF!AYS  1ge3 
PACE  1  .. 
ALL  #tEJ.1EEF:  STATES 
(COllTINUATION  OF  PRIXEDRJC  'fABLE)  IN  •I• 
~-~-~-·-~·-~·--~-~-~~----·-------·-----~----~-~·~------~~--·~-·--·---~----~----~~·----~~~~--- I  I  I  I  CONFEllSA1ION  FOR  I  ICOMFCNSATION I 
MU!l!ER·  I  I  I  I  INFRAS'IFCJC'IURE  C/iARCES  1  IFOR  PENSION  I 
STA'IES  Ill  E. HOEK IUA'IT  I  'l'O'IAL  1·····•  ..................................... 1  TO'IAL  IA1iD  RETiliE•  I 
I  I  I  I  I  INCLllCfD  11/0T  INCLCiVED I  II  . IJJCNT  ClJ'IsRCCS I 
I  I  I  I  IN  C  10 >  I  IN  c  10 >  I .  I  I 
<1>  I  <2>  I  C3)  1<10>=<6>•<~>1  (11)  I  (12)  1,<13)=10+12  I  C1 .. >  I 
---~----~~~-+--•••••+-••••+••••-~·---·~+•P~P·•~•••••+••--·~---•••+.-•••-~---~-·~----·•••••• 
BELGIQUE 
















FRANCE  .1  SNCF  I  •I• 
BELLAS  I  OSE  I  •I• 
IRELAilD  I  CIE  I  •I• 
ITALIA  I  FS  I  •/• 
LUXll-:EOURC  I  CFL  I  ofo 
NEDERLAND  I  NS  I  o/o 
VNI'IED  I  BF.B  +  I  ofo 
KINGDOM  I  lliF. 
100 
100  0 
90  0 
100 
100 
87. e  0 
100 
100  0 
0  0 
100  0 
30.5  0  100  9.6 
0  100  0 
10  100  15.6 
51.1  0  100  0 
75.2  0  100  0 
12.2  100  1.5 
55.7  0  100  .a 
0  100  2~.8 
0  0  0 
0  100  0 
~~~--------·---------------·------~···--+_.p•~--------+-----~-·----·~----~·---+~-------·--- EEC  'IO'IAL  0  0  0  0  0 
~-----------------------~------~-·~-··-----~-~--··~--·---~--~~~~--~-------.----------·----~-· 2  LA  I1iEr.I.STF.VCTURF:  f.XFf.NDITUiiE  :  ROADS  1983 
FACE  15. 
J.:D:BER  STATE  :  BELGIQUE  I  BELCil: 
EliTIIlE  llf.f"OF.K  r:ATIONAL  CUERENCI  AND  ECCJ  IN  MIC,  •I• 
--·~-~-~~~h~-~-~------~~~·~·-M·-~-·---~--~-~·-M••••••A•~·~-~A-···--~-~~·~·~~·--·-·----··~---···-----~-·--·-·------~--~--
INl'ES'lr.IEIIT  C:XHI!DITURE  I  OPEliA'!'INC  EXPENDITURE  I  TOTAL 
1••~---~·-~···•~··~•••••••~~·~+P~•-••••-~·-••••••~·N~•·~··••·~--~-·-••+•·~--~~~••P•••••·~-~·•·~~1 
INE'  CON- I  RLOON•  I  I  CllF.F.ENT  I  POLICE  I  I  I  I  I  I 
CATECCF.'f  OF  f':OADS  I  STRUC'JION ISTIWCTION I  IEXPENCI- IEXPEI.'DI- IOVi'RBEADt; I  I  I  I  I 
I  AND  I  A  liD  I  T01'AL  I  TURE  I  TURE  I  I  TOTAL  I  BlP.  I  CCV  I  •I•  I 
I  EXTENSION I  RE:NHIAL  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
(1)  I  ( 2)  I  (3)  I  C4J=2+3  I  (5)  I  (E)  I  (7)  1(8)=5+6+71  (9)  I  (10)  I C  11 J  I 
•••••·~--~•~••••••••••+~•w·~·-~•--·~~~~~•+••••••~••+•••••••••+••••••••~+••••~•~••+~•w••a.••+•••••••••+•••••••••+••~·-1 
I  I 
1.  AUTOF.Oill'ES  I  I  0  I  0  I  9  407  I  1  157  I  0  I  1  305  I  2  462  I  11  869  I  261,21  :!2,4 
AliTOSllELJ.ECEN  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  • I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
2.  liOVJ'ES  NATION  I  •  I  •  1·13  306  I  3  B62  I  •  I  3  045  I  6  907  I  20  213  I  444,el  55.1 
ALES  I  F.IJXS  ..  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
IIEClli  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I 
3.  liOlffES  PFOV IN•  I  0  I  •  I  ..  I  0  I  0  I  0  I  •  I  0  I  0  I  0 
CIALES  I  PliO- I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
V  INCIALE  IIECEN 
I 
14.  F.OLTES  COI~U·  I  •  I  •  I  0  I  0  I  0  I  0  I  0  I  0  I  0  I  • 
I  NAU.SI 
I  CFJ1El:l.'TE.r.EC!N 
I 
I  'I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
IClF.TAIII  J.:010Rr.iUS  AND  I  •  I  0  I  0  I  4  314  I  286  I  0  I  4  600  I  4  600  I  101,21  12,51 
I01HER  h~TIONAL ROADS  I  I  I  I  .  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
ICOf.:EINEC  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
IM••••••••~•••-~--~·-••+  ..  •---••••~·~-·-·~+~•-••~•••+•w•~~--~~+••••••~••+·~~~··~·~+••~---•~~+••••~P•••+~••••••~•+••••~J 
I  7VTAL  BIR  I  •  I  •.  I  •  I  •  I  •  I  •  I  •  I  •  I  •  I  •  I 
l---·---~------~~~-----·------~-·+--••••••-+·--------·~-----·--·---~-----·-----··--··---..  ---·-~-----··---~·--·-·h--~-1 
I  !'01Ar.  lCIJ  I  I  I  I  I  I  r· 
1---~------~-·---------·-----··-··~----.~-·  ..  -~-----·--~-·-····----·--~~.-----~--·-···-·---···----··-+w.•••·--··.---·J 
I  T01AL  •I•  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  ·1  I  I  I 
••••••••••-••••••••••••·--·~--------------~~"---·--~-----~-~~-~-------~·---R·-~---~~-·-·-----------------------·-------· 2  rr.  A  1NFI1ASTFUCTURE  f:XFENDITURE  :  rOADS  1983 
PACE  16 
HJ.!EE.R  $'lATE  :  DANJ.IAiiK 
"CNTIF.E'  A'LTWEK  NATIONAL  CURFCNC1  Ah1J  ECU  IN J.il0 1  o/o 
~·--~--~-~-~~----··--~~--~~-·-~~~----~---·······~·~-~···--··-~-~------~·-···--·-·~~--~··--·~~·--~~---~p~·~·-~-·~-p~--·--
INVES'J7.tfNT  l.XfENDITURE  OP£F.J.TINC  EXPENCI'i'URE  T01"AL 
l~-----·------~~-·~-···~~-~---·-···-·-------------····~-----·--·-··---·-----··-----··-··-~---···1  !NEW  CON- I  RECOI1•  I  I CURiiElfT  I  POLICE  I  I  I  I  I  I 
CATEGOlif  OF  f.OADS  ISiEC:CTION ISTROC"TIOill  IEXFENDI  ..  IEXFENDI•  IOVEEHEADSI  I  I  I  I 
I  AND  I  AND  I  TO'IAL  I  TUHC  I  TUnE  I  I  TOTAL  I  Dl.li  I  ECU  I  ofo  I 
IEX7ENSION I  RENEiiAL  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
<1>  I  <2>  I  (3)  I  (4)=2+3  I  <s>  I  <6>  I  (7)  l<e>=S+6+71  <9>  I  (10)  1<11)  I 
l----·--·---·-----~···-·------~--·  ..  ·-~----·--·~---~·+•·-~··-~-·  ..  ·-----··--·--···-··-·-----~·--·-···--+--•--~-···~···-1 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
11.  kOTOF.V!JE  I  650  I  19  I  669  I  131  I  o  I  163  I  294  I  963  I  118~41  15131 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  ~  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
12.  HOVLD- I  407  I  63  I  470  I  373  I  •  I  173  I  546  I  1  016  I  124191  16~21 
I  LANCCVEJ'E  I  I  I  I  I  I  · I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
3.  LAA.DEVEJE:  I  309  I  128  I  437  I  364  I  o  I  116  I  480  I  917  I  112181  14161 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
4.  KONJ.:t;NEV&JE  1  5as  21 e  803  1  794  •  .  782  2  576  3  379  415 I  s1  53 I  8 
I  I' 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
--·---~-----~--------··-------~-·-----~-·~+·•·-~p-~-·----~·--~··-~~··---·---~--~--·---·-·---·--···~--·+••·------·-~·--1 
'IOU..L  r;r.R  I  1  951  I  428  I  2  379  I  2  662  I  o  I  1  234  I  3  896  I  6  275 
-------~--·-·------p···--~------·---------·~--~--~~·  ..  --~-·-··~-~-----··---··-~·-·----··---·~~~-~--~·+·------~-·~-~·~1  TO'IAL  ECU  I  239191  52161  292161  327141  •  I  151171  ~··. 479111  I  771 171 
l-·---~--~-·~--------·~·---~----~·----·--···  ..  ----~-~···-·-----·-··--··--·------~~-+-~~-···-~·--··--····-----~~--·---·-1 
I  '!O'IAL  o/o  I  ~1 1 ll  61BI  37 1 ~1  42 1 ~1  o  I  19171  62111  I  1100 
------·--------·----------------------------------·---·--~-·--·------------------~--~-~·-----------~··----------·---~-~~ N  -
2  £  A  IllE'liASTRUCTUJIE  FXFENDITl!lrF.  :  ROADS  l 983 
PAGE  17 
1-:'F.NEER  ST/Sf..  :  'CEUTSCiiLAND 
EN1Jf.E  NFTJ.ORK  NATIONAL  CCiR!iEilC1  AND  ECU  Ill HO,  o/a 
---~·~--~~~~~-~-~-~~--~~~-~~~~~·-·~-~·-••••---~-~~--·-~-·-~~~--·~---·~-----~·-~-~~--~-A·~"---·-----~---~-·-~------~--·~~ 
INVES'i'/o1ENT  EXPbliDITUliE  I  OPT;RATING  EXPEIIDITURE  I  'IOTA[. 
I------~---~--~~-~·---P·~-~---··-----·----------~-~~---~~--"~-~~-~~-~··-------~~-~~----~---~··--1 
INHi CON•  I RECOl.'•,  I  I  CURF.ENT  I  FOLICE  I  I  I  I  I 
CATEGORY  CF  f:OADS  ISTF.CJC'IION ISfRCJC'IIOl.' I  lf.XPEI:Dl•  IEXPEA'Dl•  IOVfRHEADSI  I  I  I 
I  Al.'D  I  A11D  I  TOTAL  I  'lURE  I  7VRE  I  I  'l01AL  I  n;  I  ECU  I  o/o 
IEX1f.NSION I  REIIEJ.'AL  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
( 1)  I  ( 2)  I  (2)  I  C4)=2•3  I  (5)  I  (E)  I  (7)  I < e  >= 5•6•  71  (9)  I  ( 10)  I <11 > 
J••••••••·--~--~---••M"+•••·~--~··~~~--~---+•••••-~--~~-·-~---+-P••A•·~~·~-·---·••+•·~----·-·~--~P·~-·----•••••+•••--1 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
11.  5lJNDES•  I  a  I  a  I  2  723  I  436  336  221  993  I  3  71E  I  1  636,61  14,!:1 
I  AliTO  BAh'N El:  I  I  I  I  I  I•  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
2.  Bl/NDESSTFrASS£1/  I  0  I  0  I  2  823  I  551  813  258  1  622  I  4  445  1  ~57,  71  17,81 
I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I 
~.  LANDSTRASSE'll  I  0  I  D  I  2  071  I  821  635  375  l  831  I  3  902  1  71€, 61  1 s, 6 I 
I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I 
I .  I  I  I 
II.  KF.EISSTRASST:.'N  I  a  I  0  I  1  129  I  656  2~3  185  1  1~4  I  2  263  996,71  9,11 
I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I 
S.  GEJ.JEINDE•  I  a  I  a  I  s 435  I  2  904  1  224  1  095  s 223  I  10  658  4  694,11  42.7 








I  TO'iAl.  f1.f  I  o  I  o  I  14  1S1  I  s  368  I  3  201  I  2  134  I  10  803  I  24  91l4  I  I 
1--·~-~~~~-~-~-··-·-M•M+~-~--·~-·  ..  ·--·M~~·-~~-·--~-·~---~---~·----~··--+--~-·~-~~·--·---·-·+·-----~--+-----·---+--•-M 
I  'I01AL  ECU  0  0  6  245,81·  2  364,21  1  453,91  93~.  91  • 4 758  I  11  oo3, 71 
I•••••P~--P~---------~-+  ..  ••·--~~•-••••••••+_.•••••••+--~~--~·-·····--~--·~-~----~-·--~----••+•••••••••+••--~---•+•••-•1 
I  1C71L  o/o  I  0  I  D  I  56,el  21.~1  13,21  e,SI  43,21  I  1100 
----~-~---•·•-•••••••••-••-•·•~·---~~~•~•••••••••••••-••••••••••••••R•••~~---•-••~••••••·~·-••••••w••••~••••-••••••••·-• 2  cr  A  IlJERAS'IRUCTUF.E  F.XPENDITU!il::  :  lOADS  1983 
PAGE  18 
MFJ!EE1i  STATE  :  /JELLAS 
E1i1IRE  llETf.fJRK  I."A'IIONAL  CURRENCY  I.A'D  IXU  111  }flO,  elo 
-~~-~--~-·--~·~·••--~--~~--~~·~··~-·~~-~·~---~-~~··•~••••~~-~a•~·--~·-·~-~~~~·~-·--~~--~~·-•••·~~-~·~··~~-~-·-P~~~·••~~-
INVFS11·fE11T  EXFENDI'IURE  OPEF.ATINC  EXFCNDITURE  7YJ'IAL 
1---·--·~--~-~-~~-~-·-~--~~~·-+-~-~·p·~-~---··-~-·~--~~~-···---···-··-·-~--·~··----···-------~~~  IllEr>'  CCN ..  I  RECON•  I  I  CURRENT'  I  POLICE  I  I  I  I  I 
CA'IEGCR1  OF  liOADS  ISTRVC7ION IS1'F.UC1'101! I  IEXFENDI• 'IEXFENDI  ..  IOVEF.iiEADSI  I  I  I 
I  A  liD  I  A  liD  I  7t'JTAL  I  TURE  I  TUliE  I  I  rD'IAL  I  DR  I  ECU  I  elo 
IEX'IENSION I RENEf.'AL  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
( 1)  I  (2)  I  (3)  I  C4)=2+3  I  ( 5)  I  (6)  (7)  I  ICE)=5+6+71  (9)  I  (10)  I c  11 > 
~~~-----~-~···~~------·+~P~~~~-~-·-·~·~-~~-+-~-~~·~·-·~~--·-~--·-~---~-~···-~-·-~·~+••P••••••+•••P·~---··----···~·---~· 
I 
fl. AFTOKINITODf.C .. 
I  MOl  I  EX PRESS 
I  HIGiiWAIS 
I 
12.  E'IHNIKOI  D~O· 
I  NOI  I  NATIONAL 
'I  liOI.lJS  ,, 
13.  EPARCb'IAkOI 
iDlfOMOI I PF.OV fll• 
!CiAL  ROADS  I  i  ,· 
·Ill. i r/iNC'IIKOI  +KOI• 
!I  'liOTIKOIICOf.:f..'U· 
1lAL  ROADS 
EX~NSES NOT  ALLOCATED 
5  179 
0 
0 
1  662  6  841  3  200 
0  5  441  2  000 
0  9  190  0 
0  D 
0  1  000 
0  0 




~  200 
3  000 
0 
s  1125 
10  041 
8  441 
9  190 





































TO'IAL  DR  I  o  I  o  I  21  472  I  s  200  I  2  925  I  2  500  I  11  625  I  33  097  I 




I  TOTAL  olo  I  o  I  o  I  64.~1  15,71  e,el  10,61  35,11  I  1100  I 
0  I  275  66,61  37.51  44,81  ~·  148.~1  0 
--~------------------~-------~p-~~------------------------~-------·-----~-·----------------------~--~--~----·--------·-· 2  FA  IIJFftASTF:VC1URE  EXPENDITURE  :  F.ONJS  1 S83 
PAGE  1e 
MENPER  S'IATE  :  FRANCE 





I  CATEGORY  OF  r.OIVS 
I 
I 
INVES'fl.!ENT  EXPEilDI'i'URE  ,  OFERATnlC  EXPENDITURE  TOTAL 
r~---·--·~~-~~··----~-----·-·•+~~-·--~~-·--·~-~---~p-··~-~--·~-~~~-·-··--~---··--~·---~···~~--~-1 
INn' CON•  I RECCN- I  I  CUF.RENT  I POLICE  I  I 
IS11:UCf1011ISTI?UC7ION I  lrXFEl!DI•  IEXPfNVI- IOVERREADSI 
I  ANV  I  AllD  I  T07'AL  I  TURE  I  TURE  I  I  TOTAL  FF  ECU  D/D 
I  FX'If.NSIOP I  P.EilFfiAL  I  I  I  I  I 
I  (1)  I  !2)  I  (3)  I  (4)=2•3  I  <~>  I  !E}  I  (7)  I<P>=5+6+71  !9)  I  UO)  1!11) 
1·-~-~--·-·~~-··----~--·~~·~--~~··-·-·~~~-~+·-·--~·-~·-·--~~-~-·~-··-~~--+••·~---···--·~~---~~---·······-..  ·---·~···~--
I 




2.  RCllrES 
NATI011ALES 
3.  C1-E~:INS 
DtPAP.TEf.:VlTAUX 
4.  VOIES 
C0f.1o!UNALES 





I  TO'li.L  FF 
1···--~~----h··-A--~--·+ 
I  TOTAL  ECU 
1---"·-·--~------~----•+ 
I  TOTAL  o/o 
N 0  D A T A  R E C E I  V E D 
·--~--~----~~----···-·-··~~·--·~-·-~--M···-------·-··----~~--~-~--M·-·--·-------·---~--~-~-··-·--.~-·-~~-p--~---~~-~---~ 




N  0  '  ...... , 
o  I 
'  * 
~ i 
'  ~ 1 
'  :::>  ' 
~ t 
'  ~  ~ 
"'t  I 
'  ~: 
~: 
Q.;  •· 
!§  :. 
~ '  ' 




"'; '  R:  • 
'  '  I  •  '  I 
I 
'  '  '  I 
I 
I 
'  I 




'  '  '  '  '  '  '  •  •  '  '  '  I 
& 
'  '  I  •  '  •  •  I 
I 
t 
'  .. 
'  '  '  f •  I 
& 
I 




I  •  •  I 
I 
'  '  ~ ' 
~·  0  '  ....  '  I;;  I 
"-.:l  I 
<  '  '  !..I  & 
~ 1 
~ '  I..:J  I 2 I  A  IlJFRASTF.CiC'lURE·  EX1ENIJITURF:  :  EOAES  1 ga3 . 
PAGE.  21 
f.Ifi.!BER  STATE  :  I'IALIA 
~NTIRE' NETW/iK  NATIONAL  CVRF.l:l!CJ  AND  ECU  Ill NIO.  ofo 
~~~~·--~---~~-~~~--~~M··-·-·---~~-·~-~~--~-·---··~-~-~·~~~~~~~~~-~---~-·~--··--p-~····-~---~~~~~~~~---~~-~-~---~··~----~ 
Il!VESTNEJ:T  EXPENDITURE  OPHrATING  EXPEkDITUI:iE  10'It.L 
1-·~•••••---~··~••••-••~~-·•••+••••••~-~---••••~~--~~--~··M••~•-*P••••+••••~•-•P•~--~••••-•~P•P~I 
IllEr coN~  1 l:ilXON- I  I  CUR/tENT  I  POLICE  I  I  I  I  I 
CATEGORY  OF  ROADS  ISTF.VC1IONIS1RUCTIONI  IEXPEI!DI•  !EXPEND!- IOVLlHEADSI  I  I  I 
I  AND  I  Al:V  I  TO'JAL  I  'IVRE  I  TURE  I  I  'J01t.L  I  UT  I  r;ct.;  I  ofo 
IEX1ENS10lll  P.EI.'Eft'AL  I  I  I  I  I  I  ceo  I  I 
(1)  I  (2)  I  (3)  I  ca.>=2+3  I  (5)  I  (6)  I  (7)  1!8)=5+6+71  (g)  I  (10)  J( 11) 
1·~-·-·•·~·•••·•~·~···-+~•••••••+-.••"··~~+·-~--~•••+.--~.~•R•+•"••~••••+••••·~~"•+~-·-~----+••••·-~··+••·~~·---+•••~~1 
I  I  I  I 
11.  AllTOSTRADE  D!  I  a.5a.  I  4  I 
I  C01lCESSIONE  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I 
2.  S11tADE  I  0  I  0  I 
STATAL!  I  I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
3.  STRAD't  I  332.71  348.31 
PROVINCIAL!  I  I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
. 4.  STRAEE  I  261J. 21  1  172,6 












1  118,2 
681 
1  436,8 
I 












1  265,4 
I 






































1  5514,5 
















1  T01.AL  LITooo  1  o  1  o  1  3  694  1  2  874,~1  920,91  862,71  "658,51  e  352,51  1 
1••-••~•~M•--•R•-M-M•••+-••••••••+•••~-••••+•••••••••+~•••~~~--·~·-•••••+•••••••-•+••••~•-••+P•••••~••+•-•••••••+•••~•1 
I  TOTAL  F.CU  I  0  I  D  I  2  736,51  2  129.71  682,21  6S9.11  ~·~  450.91  I  6  167.41 
1•••••••~~·---~-~--·~·•+••••••M••+---~~·••·+~--·••••+·~-·-~··•+•··~·••••+•---··~--•~----·-·•+·~-~-•·••+•·•~-----+•••••1 
I  TO'lt.L  ofo  I  o  I  o  I  44.21  34,41  11  I  10.~1  55,81  I  1100  I 
--------~-----------~--------~--~-----------------------·--·--·~----~------------~----M·-~---·-·---------·----~---R••••• 2  [.  /,  INFRAST!il/C1VRf.  F.XPENVIITRE  :  WADS  1983 
PACE  ~2 
HMBT:.P.  STATE  :  Ll;XEJ.:FOURG 
EN1IFE  !.'LHOfJ:  llATIOI:/.L  CURf.ENCY  Al:D  ECU  IN  NIO.  ofo 
~-~---~-·-~~--P~--~--~-~~-~-~--~-~··~~·~p··---~----·~~~-~PP-·~~-~~·-~--~~-~~·--~--"~-~~·~-~-~····-~-·p~·~~·-~-~·~·"·-~·~ 
I  I  Illt'ESTf.JENT  E:XPENDITUliE  I  OFERATil.'G  EXPENDITURE  I  TOTAL 
I  1~-~~··---~~~-~~-~-·~~~~p~·--~·-~-·~~--·~-~~-~-~-~··~~··~-~-·-·~·~·~~-+·-·~~-·---·~-·~·~p-··~~·~1 
I  ltJEw  coli•  1 F.Econ ...  I  I  CVF:RF1l'I  I  POLlCE  I  I .  I  I  I  I 
I  Cl'Jl.'COEI  OF  ECADS  ISTRl;'C'I'I01liS'I1il/CT101J I  IEXPL'l.'DI- IC:XPLNDI•  IOVERHEADSI  I  I  I  I 
I  I  AND  I  AllD  I  TOTAL  I  TUEE  I  TURr  . ·I  I  TOTAL  I  LF/i  I  ECU  I  ofo  I 
I  lt:X'lEJlSION I  lorllEJ.'AL  I  I  I  I .  I  I  I  I  I 
I  ( 1)  I  (2)  I  ( ~)  I  <~>=2+3  I  (5)  I  (6)  I  (7)  I <r>=5+6+71  en  I  (lC)  I< 11 l  I 
1·-~---~·-•~·-~·-p··~~•+  ..  ·~----·~---··----~·--·•••••••.-••••••~------~-~····~-~~•+••••·~·~·•~---·-•~-•-·•••~•~P+•••-•J 
I 




I 2.  PO V'II:S 
NA'IIOllAf.fS 
'"•  ClTJ.iiNS 
REFRIS 
1!.  CHEf.: IllS 
VICINAUX 
1~·~~·~-~-~·••••P~··-••+ 
'I  'I07Af  LER 
'1------~·-----~  ............  .. 
1 'i'O'li!L  rcr 
1··-~-·---~~---~----~-~  .. 
I  T01AL  o/o 














~----------~--~---·~----~-~-----•P---~--••••-~-P-~----~---~------~----p----~--~---•-••~·-•-~·  ..  ---~·-·----------·-·-~--~-2  1:[.  )!  1/.'IRIS'If.T./C'IVPL  EXFEl.'DllL'Fl:  :  F.OA&S  1  ~1!3 
PACL  ~~ 
I·.'U:E£11  STATE  :  l:F.tl'FLtND 
f.1."1IRE  l.'E'IHJlif  l!ATION~L  ClJF.F:ENCY  Al<D  ECL'  n: l'JC •  ofo 
~-~-·------~~~----~~~-~------~~--------·~--·-A·--··-·--·~-~·-~~--~~··M~--·-··-----··-~---~·-·---~~~p~~~~·-·-·-----·~----
II.'V[S'J/.;/:,N'l  CXPf.'1llJITURE  C  FER/. TI1.'C  EX PEND ITUHE  TOTAL 
~~~-~P~·~~----~--~-··-~·-~---~+~~-------~~·-•••-•---~---~~---~~~-~---·+~-~~-~~··--~~·-••P•••••~• 
INEF  CON·  I  liECOl.'- I  I CVRFEll'l  I POLICF  I  I  I  I  I 
CATEC0[.1  OF  ROAD£  ISTRVC'IIOJ! ISTFVCTION I  lEXPUlDI- lEXPE1lDI- lOnRl!EADSl  I  I  I 
I  AI!'[)  I  AI,'D  I  TO 'I  AI·  I  TUFf  I  TUft£  I  I  TC'JAL  I  HFL  I  ECI:  I  ofo 
1  rx rrr:srcN 1 r:ENE'f.'AI.  1  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
(1)  I  (2)  I  (:>)  I· Clll=2 .. 3  I  (S)  I  {6)  I  (7)  I <e>=S .. 6•7l  (~)  I  (10)  I< 11) 
~--------~-~~----·--·-·--···----+-~----·--·---------4~--------···--h··-~~---------··--------~·-~--~---4-------·-·---~-
1.  AlJTOSNELr.'EClll 
2.  OVERICf.  R!Jf.S• 
WECEN 
3.  PROt'INCIALE 








C  [}ffEIJTEit'ECUi 
WATEF- LN  f.'EC• 
SCHAPPEll 
EXPENSfS  IJO'I  Al.LOCA'If.t 
(SOME  DiFONTANT  BIID  .. 
CES  AND  TUNNELS  AND 
!POLICE  EXFEilDITUFf.) 
l~-~~·~-~-~·~·-·---··-~~ 
I  TO'IAL  l!FL 
:------·----··----·~---~  I  'ICTAL  [CU 
!----~·-----~·-------~-~  ;  'IOTAL  •!• 
N 0  D A T A  R E C E I  V E D 
·-·-----~--~~~-"·----~~-·-------·----·-~~---~-·-----~~---·--·p----~------·------·-----~----------------~----~----~-----· 2  UK  A  IIIFRI.STF.L'C'IUF.'C  fXFENDITUF.E'  :  FOADS  1  !!83 
PACL  24 
MJt!JEJ.  STAT'C  :  UNITED  KINClJOM 
Efl1IR'C  NlTW!iK  NATIOI.'/o.L  CURFENCJ  AND  ECl/  II.'  NIO,  o/o 
~-·--~-~--~~-·~----~---~------~-"-~--~--·•••••••~···-~-~--·-·~·--h··--~·-M··~~---··-~~P••·~~--·~--~--~---·---~-~~-~·--~-
INVf;S71·1f/.'T  EXFEI.'DI'IURE.  OF£F.A'ITNC  EXPENDITURE  TOTAL 
1••••••••••~··•••~•-••••••••••+~~-·-••••~·••••••••-~·•••••·•~··•••••••+~~--~•·•••••·~·••••P~P-•~1 
INH'  CCNM  I liECOll- I  I  CVF.REA.'I'  I  POLICE  I  I  I  I  I 
CllTECCF.'1  Of  F.OADE  IS2F.lJC110lllSTHJC110A.l  IEXPENDI- IEXPENDI- IOVEEHEADSI  I  I  I 
I  AA:D  I  AND  I  TOTAL·  I  TURE  I  TURE  I  I  TOTAL  I  UKL  I  ECU  J  o/o 
IEXffi!SIOlll  FENEWAL  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
(1)  I  (2)  I  (3)  I  C4)=2+3  I  (5)  I  (6)  I  (7)  I (8)=5+6+71  (!!)  I  (10)  I c  11 > 





1.  MCTOJi~;ArS 
2.  TlilJNK  F.OADS 
2.  PRINCIPAL  AND 
011/EF.  ROADS 







0  I  0  I 
0  I  0  I 
0  I  0  I 
0  0 
404  I  169  I  29 
436  I  249  I  42 
654  I  1  175  I  182 
20  50  0 
I  I  I 
I  0  I  1!!8  I  602  I  1  025,61  17,41 
~  I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  0  I  291  I  727  I  1  238,51  21  I 
I  I 
I  I 
i 
I  I 
I  37  I  1  394  2  048  I  3  48e,91  59,2 









I  'IO'IAL  UY.L  I  o  I  o  I  1  524  I  1  643  I  253  I  37  I  1  933  I  3  457  I  I  I 
l-----~-----~-----~----·-------·-+----~----·-------~-+-~-------··---·--·-+·-~----~-·------~~-·~---~----+~--------·-~~--1 
I  7V'IAL  ECl1  I  o  I  o  I  2  596,31  2  799  I  431  I  63  I - 3  293  I  I  5  889,31 
1•••••·•~···•-•••••••••+••··~·~·•+•·~··••••+••~····~·+•••P••~··+--••••••~+•••••••••+~··~·-•~•+••••~•-••+•~~~-•-••+  ..  •P•I 
I  TOTAL  o/o  I  o  I  o  I  44,11  47,51  7,31  1,11  55,21  I  1100  I 
M------·-------~--·--·----~-----~------~---------------·-------·-----------------·-----------~-------------------------· 2  E  0  Ill  FRASTflJCTUP.E  fX  FENfl ITUPE  :  ROI:DS  1  ~e  3 
PACF  25 
NHJBER  S'IA'IE  :  P.ELCI(UE  I  EEf.CIC 
O~TSIDF BUL1-UP AflFAS  I!ATIONIIL  CUP.RFNCI  l.llD  ECU  IIi MIO,  olo 
~-·-------~---~--~-·----··-·-----·~·--p-~----~~~·-·-··---~--~~·-···--····~-p-~~·--··--·----~·~·----~------·~·-··---~·---
I11VESTMFJiT  EXPENDITURE  OPERATING  lXPENDITUF.E  TOTAL 
J-~~·-~---~-·••••••·~-~·•••-•~+••••••~•••~•~•••••·••R---~--••~•M•-~•••+•~•~•••••~•••••••~·~·----1 
INEJ.I  CON- I  TlECOJ.'•  I  I CUFREllT  I POLICE  I  I  I  I  I  I 
CA'IECOF.Y  OF  ROAD$  ISTRL'C'I"ION ISTRUC1ION I  IL"XPENDI- IEXPF.NDI- IOVL'F.I!L'ADSI  I  I  I  I 
I  AND  I  AND  I  TOT!.L  I  ~i'URE  I  TURE  I  · I  TOTAL  I  BFR  I  ECU  I  •lo  I 
IEX1LNSION I  RENF.FIAL  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  .  I 
( 1)  I  (2)  I  (3)  I  (4)=2+3  I  Cs>  I  CEl  I  C7l  l<e>=S+6+71  Ce).  I  (10)  IC11)  I 
IP---~--··-----·-P-••••+•A·--·-~·+·-~·----~+.--·~-~--·~~--~---~··~·----·•+••-·-----~··----~--+••·----"~~~"~···-~···-~~-.1 
I  I  \1 
11.  AV'i'ORC~TES I  I  ;I 


















ROUI'FS  NATION 
ALES  I  P.IJKS• 
IIECFJI 
l?OUI'FS  PROV  111 .. 
CIALES  I  PRO• 
VJNCII.LE  IIECHI 
liOUI'ES  COJ.fi.IU  .. 
NALESI 
CEMEENTEfiECEA. 
I  CERTAIN  }:0'10/lf.iA 15  Al:D 
I07HER  NATIONAL  F.OADS 
'COMBINED  .I 
1---~~P·~~-P~•--··~••••• 
I  107AL  BEF. 
1--·---~----·•~P-·-*-~-+ 
I  TOTAL  lCU 
1~---•••-----~P••--•  ..  •+ 
I  T07A[.  ole 
N 0  D A T A  R E C E I  V E D 
-----------~~--~----·-~--~-·~-~-··~---~-·---·~----~-------~---~-·---~~--~-~-·----·-··-·~---···---~~-···-·--~-~-··~-·p·p 2  rr.  o  IA"FRASTRUC'IURC:  EXPENDITUF.E  :  FOADS  1983 
PACL"  26 
HJ.fBER  S'IATE  :  'CANMIFK 
Ol/ISIDE  PUIL'I'•UF  AI:fAS  NATIO'NJ.L  CLP.F.ENCY  Alr'D  l:CU  I A'  }._!10,  ofo 
~~----~-----~-~~--~----~·~----~--~----~----~-~--~-~-~-~~·-~~·-•P••••••··~-·~·~~--·-··-~~~-·----···~~~·~--------~~-------
11lVES'fl.!E1.'1'  f.XPENDITUF.E  OPFftATlliC  EXFENDITUiiE  'IO'IAL 
I-~-~~---M·~·--·----~~-~~-----+~---~-~-~-~--~----~·~~----·-·--~----·~·+------~-----~~---·-~---~-1 
INn·  CON- I  F.l:CON- I  I  CliF..FEI!T  I  POLICE  I  I  I  I  I 
CATLCOFY  Ol /iOADS  IS1Rl/C'1ICA' ISTlWCriON I  IEXPf:llDI ..  IEXPBliDI- IOVUiHCADSI  I  I  I 
I  AND  I  AND  I  'IO'JAL  I  TURF  I  TURE  I  I  TOTAL  I  DKR  I  ECU  I  ofo 
IEX1Ul5ION I RE/.'HlAL  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
( 1)  I  (2)  I  ( 2)  I  (11)=2+3  I  (5)  I  (6)  I  (7)  I (8)=5+6+71  (2)  I  ( 10)  I< 11 > 
1---~----·¥~~·---·-----+~------·-·--~----·-+  ..  -·---·-+----~·-~-+--~~---····--------+----·--·-·~--~--··-+-·-·-·-··+·-·--
I  I 
11.  gc'foF.VFJr 
I 
.I  963  us.  41  21,4 
I 
2.  HOVLD• 
LANDEVEJf 
3.  LAilDEVT:.JE 
4.  KONJ.fUNEV f.J  E 
1:13 
770 
1  960 
I 
I 




911,71  17,1 
2111  113,5 
~--~--···------~--~---·.----~--·+-·-------·---~-~~--·------~~~·~----·~·~···--~----··-···-·P·+~-···---~·---------+••••• 
'IO'lAL  fYJi  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  II  506  I  I 
l-·------~~-----~-~---··---------·-------·-+•···~--·-··-·----~~·--~-----•+·~----~-~+••··--~--·---------·---·~~---··----1 
I  TO'I/.L  ECU  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  - .  I  I  5511,11  I 
1---~-------·-------·--·----·----+~-·----~·~-~·~-~--·-~--~·---·---------+·------·-·-----~-~-·---------·---------·---~-l 
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~~~-----~-·-·~~-·--~~-· ..  ---~~~-+P·~-~-~--··~-··-··~·._~·-~-p~··~-·~~-~~+••··~~-p··----~---··-p·---··-~~·--~-~--···-~-
1.  AL'T08:EL~.'fGL1l 
~.  WI.'IEf.•  r;r:  f.'EC• 
SCf.AP'ff;l; 
lr.XFF.1lSES  N01'  AU.OCATl::V 
I (SONE  fl..EOF'11.t.'T  BrJD  .. 
!tGES  AND  fV111>'ELS  AND 
!POLICE  l:.U£NDITUr.fl 
1···~~~·--~-·-···---~··+ 
I  1'(rJAL  FFC 
1--·-~--·----~----~--~~+ 
I  fO'IAL  ECU 
1--~-·----~~---·---···-·· 
I  TO'IAL  ofo 








-~•P••~--·---~-·~~-----~---------·~~-~--------~---·-~-~-·-·--~~~-~~--~-~-~--·-~•PP•~----·-··------~-----·-·--·-···~-----3  E  INERA.STRIX1VRb  fXFENDI1URC  :  Il.'Lt.r.t  J.'A.TEF.J.AIS  1g83 
PAGE  33 
gtJ.fBEF.  STATE  :  BELCI{UE  l  l!fLGIE 
f.NTIFE  NETJ.O/iK  LXCLutRlG  J.'ATCEf.'A.IS  LlSS THI.Ii  250  T  NATIOiiAL  CUliEEI;CI  AND  C.CU  11:  MIO •  o/o 
~~·--~~"~~-~~~~--"·--~~--~-·~~~---·~~~~-----·--~~-~·-~·-··  ..  ·~--~-~-··-····~~--~-~-···~~~~···~··---~-~····-~·-··---~~·~ 
I  INVES'1f.fE1lT, EXPENDITURE  I  OFCRATiliG  L'XPEA'DITU!i£  I  WTAL  ,  .........  ..-....  ..;.-....................  .: .....  ~  ....................  ~-----~~-.................................................  ~  ... - ............................. , 
I  CATEGORI  Of WATE/ifiAI  INEJl  C011~  I  BECOilM  I  I  CllRliENT  I  POLICE  I  . .  I  I  1·  I  I 
lAND  DEAD1f"EIGHT  'l'ON1li.GEISTP.l/C1'IONISTFUCTIONI  IEXEENDI•  IEXFEliCI•  IOVLliHEADSI  I  I  I  I 
I  (T) .  I  . I.Nt  I  AllD  I  TOTAL  I  '1VRt  I  'IURE  I  I  TOTAL  I  BfR  I  ECU  I  o/o  I 
I  IEX'1EI1SION I RLJEJ."AL  I  I  I  I"  I  I  I  J  I 
I  (1)  I  (2)  I  <~>  I  (ll)=2+3  I  <S>  . I  (6)  I  (7)  1<8>=5+6+71  (9)::1l+8  I  Uo)  IU1)  I 
l-·--------..  ·-·~--~~-···--~--~-~~·~·---~--·---·-·~~-+~---....  ·-~·~----·-·-··-···-··-·~···----··---..-.  ..  ~--~--··~·-----1 
I  REGULATED  ftiVCBS  I  I  I  I  I  I  . I  I  I  I  ·1 
I  I  250  ..  399  I  ..  I  o  I  o  I  16  I  •  I  1e  I  3~  I  311  I  •  •  7  I  ~31 
I  II  llOO  ..  599  I  - I  ..  I  ..  I  - I  •  I  23  I  23  I  23  I  •  5  I  I  21 
I  III .  600  ..  999  I  o  I  •  I  o  I  o  I  •  I  •  I  o  I  o  I  o  I  o  I 
!I  IV 1.  000  •  1. 499  I  - I  5  I  5  I  16  I  •  I  3  I  19  I  211  I  •  5  I  I  21 
I  V1.500•2.999  I  •  I  31  I  31  I  19  I  •  I  170  I  169  I  220  I  11,el  2121 
I  VI3.000•  1  I  ..  I  - I  ..  I  •  I  o  I  31  I  31  I  31  I  ,71  ,31 
.I  ro7i1L  I  •  I  36  I  36  I  51  I  •  I  245  I  296  I  332  I  7. 3  I  3."  I 
;·---~--··~-~-~-------···~~-~~-~··~·~---~-·~~--~·~•+.-•·····-·-~~--·····-~·-~-~··+•·~·--.···~~---..-.+-.--~~~···~~-1 
CANALIZED  RIVERS  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  250  •  399  I  220  I  52  I  272  I  ll8  I  o  I  1158  I  506  I  778  I  17,1  I  7191 
II  400  •  599  I  .37  I  3  I  llO  I  14  I  o  I  32  I  . 46  I  86  I  1,  9  I  •  91 
III  600  •  999  I  o  I  o  I  o  I  o  I  o  I  o  I  o  I  o  I  o  I  •  I 
IV 1.000- 1.499  I  1  eo11  I  911  I  1  698  I  llll  I  •  I  2111  I  285  I  1  983  I  14316  I  20111 
Vl.soo-2.999·  I  28  I  4  I  32  I  7  I  •  I  87  I  91l  .I  126  I  2,811,31 
~  Vl  3.ooo  ..  r  I  o  ·  I  o  I  o  I  •  I  o  I  •  I  o  I  •  I  o  I  o  I 
,1-··-·---~~!:  ................. !..!  .. !!:..  .... !-..  !~!  ....  ~!_!~!~-~  ..  !--!!!..~  .. !  ........ :  ....... !-.. !!!_  .. !_  .. :!!  ......  !~!~~!  ........  ~=:~~!  ..  !~:~ \ 
:1  CA11ALS  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
ll  I  250•  399  I  ..  I  106  I  106  I  57  I  o  I  568  I  625  I  731  I  1611171111 
jl  II  1400  •  599  I  162  I  43  I  205  I  39  I  o  I  2311  I  273  I  ll78  I  101s  I  11,81 
:1  III  600  ..  999  I  o  I  o  I  o  I  o  I  o  I  •  I  o  I  •  I  o  I  o  I 
I  IV1.C00•1.499  I  67  I  261  I  328  I  30  I  •  I  138  I  168  I  ll96  I  10.~1  s  I 
I  v 1.soo •  2.999  I  1  869  I  17  I  1  886  I  51  I  •  I  196  I  247  I  2  133  I  ll6,9  I  21,61 
I  t'I  ~- 000  ..  '1'  I  ~37  I  M  I  937  I  6  I  •  ·I  223  I  229  I  1  166  I  25,7  I  11, Bl 
I  T01AL  I  3  035  I  1127  I  3  1162  I  183  I  •  I  1  359  I  1  542  I  5  0011  I  110,1  I  50,el 
1~--·----~---·~~---·--·+·~~---····~~~--~---·---~·~~·-··----~-·~·--·-~~---+·•~··---··----~······----·---+"·--·--·~·--~--l 
0'11/L'R  WATERfiAIS  I  1  5111  I  •  I  1  Sill  I  9  I  . •  I  •  I  - 9  I  1  sso  I  311,1  I  15,71 
1~--~~--~~•••·~~-~~-•••+--··~•·-•+~·-•hR-•+.-·•-••~•+•·~··••••+--•••~~·•+••••·-•~•+•~•••••••+•---~•-.•+~··•··•••+•~··•1 
I  'I0'1/.L  BfR  I  e  1165  I  616  I  7  oe1  I  356  I  •  I  2  422  I  2  778  I  s  859  I  I  I 
I  10'1/.L  ECU  I  1112,3  I  13,E  I  lSS,e  I  7,E  I  •  I  53.3  I  €1,1  I  I  ~17  I  I 
I  TOTAL  ofo  I  6!5,6  I  6,2  I  71,E  I  3.E  I  •  I  2~t.e  I  26.2  I  I  lloo  I 
--·--~-·--·~-----------·-·-~~----------·----~--~~----------~-----R-~--------~-~-~R----------~-------..-----~~-·----~--~-3  r:  INFRASTF.UC'JURE  EXF£llDITVRE  :  INLAND  ~i'ITERJ.I1!S  1983 
FACl  34 
1-:EJ:EEP.  STATE  :  CEU'ISCHLAND 
ENTIRE  llEUOPK  EXCLUDING  lt'ATER~'AIS LESS  'IHAN  250  T  NATIONAL  CURRENCY  AA'D  ECU  IN NI0
1  o/o 
-~-·--~-~-~~.-~~-·~·-·····-·~······~----~-~-·-..  ·~··-····~·····~··~·····-··~~·-~···p~-~~~······~·---~······~~---~~·~----
I  I  INt'ESTI-!fJlT  EXFENDI'IURF  I  OFEF.ATINC  EXPENDITURE  I  'IOTAL 
I  1·-·~-~~·-··•··-··············•  ..  ·~·····•••P••·~··•••··~~~-·····-~~~·~•---.·--·~-~~~·----···--~-1 
I  CATECCFI  OF  fiATEii~'AI  11:n· CON- I RECOI,'- I  I CURRENT  I  POLICE  I  I  I  I  I  I 
lAND  DlADJii:ICHT  101!NACEIST1ilJC'IIOJ.'ISTRl.'CHONI  IEXFENDI ..  IEXPENDl ..  IOVERIJEADSI  I  I  I  I 
I  (T)  I  AND  I  AND  I  7TJ'IAL  I  'IURE  I  TURE  I  I  TOTAL  I  DM  I  ECV  I  ofo  I 
I  IEX1FNSI01:1  RENE~""AL  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  Cl l  I  (2)  I  (3)  I  (4)=2+3  I  (5)  I  (6)  I  (7)  I (P)=5+6+71  (9)=1Hfl  I  (10)  I (11)  I 
1-~-~----·----~---·--·-·  ..  ·-·-·--+~-----~-·~-~-·-····-········+••·····-·+··-----···----··---·~----·~--·~-----·--·---~-
I  RECI./LI.TED  RIVERS  I  I  I  I  I  26  I  I  26  I  26  I  111 s  I  211 
I  I  250  ..  :!99  I  ..  I  - I  ..  I  ...  I  ..  I  ..  I  ..  I  ..  I  - I 
I  II  400  - 599  I  ..  I  - I  ..  I  ..  I  ..  I  ..  I  ..  I  - I  ..  I  - I III  600  ..  999  I  0  I  0  I  2  I  11  I  0  I  4  I  15  I  17  I  7  I  5  I  113 
I  IV t.cco  p  1.499  I  0  I  0  I  55  I  21  I  0  I  8  I  39  I  94  I  41.4  I  714 
I  v  1.~co ..  2.999  I  0  I  0  I  38  I  58  I  0  I  19  I  77  I  115  I  5016  I  911 
I  VI a.coo  •  T  I  0  I  0  I  4  I  6  I  0  I  3  I  9  I  13  I  5~7 I  1 
I  rGTAL  I  0  I  0  I  99  I  106  I  26  I  34  166  265  I  I  I  11617  I  21 
1-~~--~~----~-~~-·-~~~···~·---~--·  ..  ·~---·-·~·-·-·~-·----~~--~·--~---·~-···------··--~------·~-------•+--·~~---~·-~---
CANJ.LI'ZED  F.IVEF.S  I  I  I  I  I  10  I  I  10  I  10  I  414  I  1e 
I  250  ..  399  I  o  I  o  I  o  I  o  I  o  I  o  I  o  I  o  I  o  I  o 
II  400  ..  '  599  I  o  I  o  ·  I  16  I  19  I  o  I  6  I  25  I  41  I  1E1l  I  3121 
III  600  •  999  I  ..  I  •  I  •  I  ..  I  ..  I  - I  - I  •  I  ..  I  - I 
IV  l.COO  •  1.499  I  o  I  o  I  210  I  147  I  o  I  · 44  I  191  I  401  I  1761E  I  :u~el 
v l.  soo  ..  2. 999  I  0  I  0  I  2  I  3  .  I  0  I  1  I  4  I  6  I  '}I E  I  I 51 
VI  3.oco  ..  .  T  I  ..  I  •  I  ..  I  - I  ~  I  ..  I  ..  I  - I  - I  - I 
'ICTAL  1  o  1  o  1  228  1  169  I  10  1  51  1  230  1  45e  I  . 20117  1  36 I  31 
I••••~-~~-·-••••••••••••.--••••••+·~~··••••+~•~••••••+~-~~••••~+.-•~•••••+•~·-~•P•~+•••~P•••~+·-~-·~~••+••••••-~-+~•~·-1 
I  CAI:ALS  I  I  I  I  I  11  I  I  .11  I  11  I  lj  I  8  I  I  9 I 
I  I  250  ..  399  I  - I  - I  ..  I  ..  I  •  I  - I  ..  ·  I  - I  - I  ..  I 
I  II  ~too  ,.  599  I  ..  I  ..  I  ..  I  ...  I  ..  I  - I  ...  I  ..  I  ...  I  - I 
I III  600  ..  999  I  o  I  o  I  112  I  41  I  o  I  13  I  ;51!  I  16E  I  7311  I  13121 
I  IV 1.  ceo  - 1.1!99  I  o  I  o  I  238  I  78  I  o  I  28  I  106  I  344  I  151. E  I  27,31 
I  v 1. !oo  •  2. 999  I  - I  ..  I  ..  I  ..  I  ..  I  - I  - I  - I  - I  - I 
I  VI  2. c.cc  - T  I  ..  I  ..  I  ..  I  ,.  I  ..  I  ..  I  '- I  ..  I  ..  I  - I 
I  fe'IAL  I  o  I  o  I  350  I  119  I  11  I  41  I  171  I  521  I  2291E  I  1!1~21 
1-p·-~--~---~·~----~-~-·---------·----·---~+~~--·---·----~----·-·-~-----·----~-~~~·-~-~--·-~·~--~---·-··~-------·-·---l 
OTF.EF  J.'t.'IERfiAIS  .  I  0  I  0  I  2  I  11  I  2  I  3  I  16  I  1E  I  .  7  I  9  I  1141 
1------------~---··-··-+··----~--·-·----~--·---···-~·+·--------·~·---·---·-~---~-~-+----~---···--~-~--··-~~~----·+·--~-r 
I 'IOTAL  IJ:  I  o  I  o  I  679  I  405  I  49  I  129  I  583  I  1  262  I  I 
I  TOTAL  ECU  I  o  I  o  I  29911  I  17811l  I  21.6  I  S61ll  I  256,11  I  I  5551P  I 
I  TOT"AL  o/o  I  o  I  o  I  sale  I  3211  I  319  I  1c12  I  · 46 12  I  I  1100 
•-M~-------~-~-·-·-·-----~----~~·~~---~··~--~~------·-·-·---~--~---~~~--·-··~~~-~·------------------~-~-----~-~-~----·--('J 
o  I 
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l 3 I  Illff:ASTF.UC1UFE  FXfEliD11UiiE  :  Il:LAND  lATEH"AYS  1983 
PAC'£  3£ 
#:EJfE£P.  STA'!F  :  !':ALIA 
EllTifiE  KETJiOF.K  EXCLllDHC  JiA'iEFiiAYS  LESS  THAN  250  T  NATIONAL  CUP.FENCY  AND  EeL·  II:  ~iiO,  ofo 
~·~-·-···-·~~---·----·~·~--·~-..  ~---~--~~---··-··-·--~-~~·~-~  ..  --·--·~·------~-----~·-·--·~-----..  --~----·------~------- I  I  nn·ES1P-ffi.'T  CXHATJITUF.C  I  OFEF.I.TlllC  EXFEITDITUF.E  I  TO':I.L 
I  l-•··-··-··---~---·~-------···•···-·-··------·-·-···-~·········-~·····•·-----···•·---·--··--·~--
1 CATr:CORY  OF  J.itTEliJr:AY  ll:EJ.'  CON•  I  F.U:ON- I  I  CURRENT  I  FOLIC'£  I  I  I  I  I 
lAND  DI:ADA1EICh"l'  101iiiACEIS1RL"C1101iiS1IWCTIONI  IEXPEilTJI ..  IEXFENDI•  IOVlRBLiWSI  I  I  I 
I  (1)  I  Al:t  I  .  Al;D  I  ID1AL  I  TIJRE  I  1UF.E  I  I  7VTAL  I  LITOOO  I  ECL'  I  o/o 
I  IF.X1lllSION I  REilH'AL  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  Cll  I  C2l  I  <~>  I  (4)=2•3  I  <s>  I  (6)  I  (7)  1Ce)=5+6+71  (g)=4+8  I  (10)  IC11) 
1-·-------------~---·-·+--------··---------···------··---·-----·------~··+----··-~-+-·~---~--··--------··-------··-----
I  f.ECL~ATEli FIVEF.E 
I  I  250  ...  399 
I  Il  1100  ..  599 
I III  600  •  999 
I  IV 1.000  •  1.499 
I  v 1.500  •  2.99g 
I  VI  3.000  ..  T 
I  IDT.<L 
1--~·-~  ..  -~-----~---~--·  ..  ·-~-~····-----·--·~~-~·--·---~--~~+~·--~----·--------~·---~····-·~  ..  --p····-~-----··~·---
I  CAliALIUD  PJVUS 
I  I  250  ..  399 
I  II  ~bo •  5g9 
I III  600  •  999 
I  IV  1.COO  ..  1.499 
I  v 1.500  •  2.gg9 
I  VI 3.000  •  T 
I  TOTAL 
1--~----~-~------------·---------··----~---+·~-~-~---·~-~---.-·-----······--·-----·~--·---~··---------·------·~-·~·---
I  CAf.ALS  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  250  ..  399  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  II  1100  .:  599  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  ·I 
I III  600  ~  999  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  IV  1.  ooo  •  1.1199  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  v ·1. 500  •  2. 999  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  VI  3. ooo  ..  1  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  ·  I  I 
I  101Al.  I  .  I  I  I  I  I  I  . I  I 
1•••~•••••••·~------~••+•••••••••+•••••••••+~•-••••••+•••••••~P+•••••••••+•••••••••+••••••~•-+••••••~••+•••••••••+h•••• 
OTHER  WATEFJ.·,us  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  .  I 
1~~--··---··-·---------·---------·------~--·-------·-·----~----+·--------·-----~---·-------·-·-----~-~··------~-~··----l. 
I  ID1AL  LITCOO  I  21,S  I  E,E  I  2e.s  I  10,2  I  o  I  o  I  10,2  I  3S,7  I  I  I 
I101ALECV  I  1£.21  II.SI  21,11  7,EI  0  I  0  I  7.61  I  28.71  I 
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~  .:c: ~  l.L  lll'EFI.STFUC'J'lfP.E  FXPE:I.'DITUJiE  :  ll!LINV  f.'ATEH't.YS  1~£!3 
PACL  3S 
Nn.tEl'R  t;TATF  :  NEDEP.U.ND 
U:':IFL  n.:rr:cn:  O:CU'EINC  ~.'ATEPVAJS Lf.SS  THAN  250  T  l:f..'IIOI.:I:L  CLT:fEllCJ  J.l:C  En' I/.'  /..'IO •  ofo 
------------~~·---~·---~---·-------·-----~~--~----~---·~··--··-~-----~-~----··-·-·~---P---~-·~·--~-~-------~----~-----~ 
I  I  INl'lS1NLNT  f.Xfl:NDITURE  I  OFERATII:C  EXFEl.'Dl'iliFE  I  ':C:~.L  I  1---·--~-·~·--------~~~--·~-·-+·•-·~·-··-···~-----~~~~~-~--·--···~·---•~--····-··--~·~~-~·~~---~ 
I  CATECCr r  OF  J.!.1 Er.J,A r  ll.Tf.'  CON•  I  RECOI:..  I 
IJ.lil'  vu.cf.EICI:"' ·rom:I.CE ISTRUC1Ior: ISTECXriON 1 
I  (T)  I  Al:D  I  Al.'D  I  TOTAL 
I  IFX'IEI.'SIOli:  !TI!H'AL  I 
I  <n  I  <2>  I  <3>  I  (11)=2+3 
I  CUIIF.Ll'T  I POliCE  I  I  I  I 
ICXPENDI ..  IEXFENI:I- IOVITHE.hz:tl  I  I 
I  TUF.E  I  TURl:  I  I  ';"OTI.L  I  l!FL  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  (5)  I  (E)  I  (7)  IC[)=5+6+71  (9)=l!+P  I 
I 
I 
ECU  I  ofo 
I 
( 10)  I< 11) 
1----·-·-~~--------~~--+-~~------+--~---~-~+~~~·~--~-+~•·······-~~~-~-·-~-··-·-·-··-----~---···-------·--·--·--·~-----
EEGULATED  !:n'  I:.RS 
I  250  ..  299 
II  1100  •  . 59~ 
III  600  •  999 
IV 1.000  •  1.499 
t: 1.  500  •  2.  ~99 
VI  2.CPO  ..  1 
tor..e..L 
)----~--~~-----·-------~ 
I  CAlli.LIZED  fiTlEFS 
I  I  250  ..  399 
I  II  lfOO  •  599 
I  III  EOO  •  999 
I  IV 1.COO  •  1.499 
I  . v 1. 500  •  2.  999 
I  FI 3. ceo  ..  T  I 
I  10'IlL 
1----~~-----~-~---·-·--~ 
CANALS 
I  250  ..  399 
II·  1100  ~  599 
III  600  •  999 
IV  l.CCO  •  1.~99 
t' 1.  500  •  2.  999 
l'I 3.000  •  .  T 
TOTI.L 
1-------·----·-----·---~ 
O'll!U  f:ISEFf.AJS 
1----------~--·---···--~ 
I  fOTAL  liFL 
I  WTAL  CCV 
I  'iCTJlJ.  o  fo 







~ 3  UK  JI:FP.J.STliVC'IUR£  LXFENDITURI.  :  I/,"LJ,I.'D  J.A7IR~'Al'S  1983 
PACt  39 
J.:EJ.!BL/i  STATE  :  VIIIT£!  KINGWJ.: 
OIILJ  11/E  IJETftr:JF;f.  OI  THE  BliiTISlf  l.'ATElilo~4YS  BOARD  NATIONAL  CUliliENCl'  AND  ECU  Ill P.IO,  o/o 
······~·-··--···~-·~··  ............. -..  ~  ............  ~  ..........  ~  .............  _. ..........  ~  ............  _., ............  ~·-·---.. ··-.................  ~  ..................................  ~  ........... ... 
I  I  J1,'l'fS'Il!fl.'T  EXffiNDITURE  I  OFEFATING  EXPENDITURE  I  TOTAL 
I  1-~-···--·~~···~----~~·~~~~  ..........  ~--~--~~~-.....  ~·---.. ··~-~~----~~--~-..  ~+~•-----~-~--~-~---~-.. --·~ 
I  CATEGORY  OF  YATEHJ.l'  INEJ.  CON..  I  RECOil'•  I  I  CURF.ENT  I  POLICE  I  I  I  I  I 
lAND  DEADio'l:IG/;1'  'IOti;AGE ISTliUCriOI! ISTliUCTION I  IFXFE'NDI•  IEXPENDJ ..  IOVCRh'LADSI  I  I  I 
I  (1)  I  t.IW  I  AND  I  fflTAL  I  TUliE  I  TURE  I  I  'IOTJ..L  I  UJ:.L  I  ECU  I.  ofo 
I  I  r.xrn:SION I  RENEJ.iAL  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  ( 1)  I  (2)  I  (2)  I  (4l=2+3  I  (5)  I  (6)  I  (7)  I (Bl=S+E+71  C~l=4+8  I  (10)  I C11 l 
~~-·--·~  ..  ·--~··  ......  --~~  ..  +-~~--·  ... P~+-.~-~·~··~~~  ... ~·~~-+·•~  ........  ~-+  ... •"~P-~~-+-•••  ... ••••+•••••••~~+-~----..  --+-··-~-Pfa•+••••• 
I  liEGULATElJ  liiVEFS  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  250  - 3  ~!:!  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  II  400  •  599  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I III  600  ..  999  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  It' 1. ooo  ..  1.  499  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  l' 1. soo  ..  2. 999  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  vI 3. ooo  ..  T  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  roTAL  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
1-~-~~~~~~~~--"~-~~~~~~+  ..  ·•~P~~P+~·-·•~-.+~••~••r~•+•••••••~~+••~••••~·+•••~-""•~+~••-•P-~~+~-••a••••+~-~·~--~~•--~~-
CANALIU.D  RIVEFS 
I  250  •  ~9~ 
11  .400  ..  595 
III  600  ~  99~ 
IV  1.000  ~ 1.499 
v 1.500  ..  2.999 




..  1,2  0 
1.2  0 
.1  1.~  1,:J 
' ]  1.2  1,2 
I 















CI.Nt.LS  I  I  ..  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  2!.C  ..  39~  I  ..  I  ..  I  ..  I  • 2  I  0  I  0  I  • 2  I  ,2  I  , 3  I  4, 51 
II  1100  ..  59!?  I  ..  I  - I  ..  I  2  I  0  I  ,1  I  2 ,l  I  2.1  I.  3,6  I  47,71 
III  600  ..  999  I  0  I  0  I  c  I  • 7  I  0  I  , 1  I  • s  I  ,E  I  1,4  I  18,21 
IV  1.000  •  1.499  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
t'  1.500  ..  2.~9!?  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
J!J  3. 000  ..  ,..  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  .. 
TO'It.L  I  0  I  0  I  c  I  2,9  I  0  I  , 2  I  2, 1  I  :.:, 1  I  5,2  I  70,51 
-~-~---·~-------~---··+~···•·~~-~~-----·~·+~•••h•~•-+••••w·~--+·•~·••••h~~-~~~··~•+••---~·••+••••••••·+~---~----+~~~--1 
01'HLfi  WATEH!. l'E  I  I  I 
~~-·----~---~~--~~----+~-~~~~-~-~---~-----+·~--~-~--+-~·----~-+----·~~~-·-~~~---~~+--~------·h~~--"·--+-~--·----+~-~~-1 
T07AL  VKL  I  o  I  o  I  o  I  4,1  I  o  I  ,  3  I  4, 4  I  4, t  I  I 
TO'IAL  ECV  I  ,  o  I  o  I  o  I  7  I  o  I  , 5  I  7,  ~  I  I  7, s I 
'I01ALofo  I  o  I  o  I  0  I  93,21  o  I  6,!:'1  1CC  I  I  1100 
~--~p-~-p·-·~~p-~-~~~"-·~-~-~~-~-~·--~---~~··-·~~~~~-~~~·--~·~~~·~---~~-·-~------·"-~----~------·-~-~--~--~~~---~~p~~~--" 
I.Oiaf.S  AliD  FELATED  CHARGES  :  1  !!83 







LOANS  CONTF.AC~ED 
DL'RII.'G  'If.'E::  ICAP. 
CliAfGES  Ill F.ESPLC'I  Of  EAFLIER  !CANS 
1~·~-···-~·~·-~~~~·-----·~---·····---·········-·--·-~~~-·-~-1 
I  RCPAJJ.fEitTS  I  Ir:'IETiEST  I 
I-·-~-·--~~···········-····-···  ..  ···········~···········~-·~·····-·····-·-·············-·-I 
IPAILrt'iU'S  I  ROI.DS  I  INLAI.'D  IRAILl'AJS  I  ROADS  I  INLAND  'IRA1Lli11S  I  F.OADS  I  INI.I.ND  I 
I  1  l1t'ATUi1tAJSI  I  IJ.'ATEn';.usl  1  IW!.TERWt:Jsl 
~---·~~--·-·-p·-~~·+•~---·~•+~-·~---~· ..  ··~·---·-~~-~··~··  ..  ····--···-··-···•+·-~···~·-·~---···--·--·--·--··------~--
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
BELGil;1/EIEELGIE  IBIF.  I  1 425  I  •  I  •  1!5,61  •  I  ..  5 723,71  0  I 
DANMARI:  I  Df.R  I  500,21  ..  I  ..  153  I  •  I  •  328,51  . ..  I  .. 
DUll'SCELAND  I  Dl:  I  ..  I  •  I  - - I  ..  I  ..  ..  I  ..  I 
FRANCE  I ff  I  1 305  I  •  I  •  eoe  I  0  I  •  2 259  I  0  I  • 
BELLAS  I  DF  I  238, 5I  •  I  ..  214,41  0  I  - 284,31  0  I  .. 
IF.ELAllD  I  IliL  I  .21  •  I  ..  •  I  - I  - ,61  ..  I 
IT  ALIA  I  LITOOO  I  - I  2 7a.9,3l  ...  19,61  484,21  ..  1,61  1 016,PI 
Ll/X.EJ!EOl/IC  I  LIF:  I  ..  I  •  I  ..  .  18,11  •  I  ..  10,61  0  I  • 
flEDUILJ..llD  IHFL  I  0  I  •  I  0  o·  I  0  I  •  •  I  ·o  I  0 
uii!TED  KINGOON  I  llYJ.  I  ..  I  tel  I  •  ..  I  50,EI  ..  ..  I  150,81 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I~  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
~--~-·---~·----~-~·· ..  ~----~+---·~-~·-·--·p~--·-··-~--~-~·-·-··~·····---~·~···---~··-····-····~·-·--.·-·-·-·--·~-----
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
BELGI,·U[/ ECLCIF  lfCL'  I  31.11 I  •  I  ..  1, 91  •  I  - 126  I  •  I 
DJ.NI:AF.J:  1 rcr  I  61,51  ..  I  ..  18,PI  - I  . ..  110,41  - I  .. 
DWTSCP.LAND  I  ECL'  I  ..  I  ..  I  - ..  I  ..  I  ..  - I  ..  I 
FRAIICE  I  F.Cl'  I  1.9:i. 7~  •  I  0  11~.~1  0  I  •  332,61  0  I  0 
BELLAS  1  ta~  ·  I  3,11  •  I  ..  2.71  0  I  ....  3,EI  o .  I  .. 
IRCLAI.'D  I Ecr ·  I  ,31  - I  - - I  ..  I  - .el  - I 
IT  ALII.  IECL  I  ..  I  2 C36,EI  ..  14 .sl  358.71  - 1, 21  752·, 21 
Ll'XDJECUF.G  lEer  I  ..  I  0  I  - •  41  0  I  - .21  D  I 
1l ED U.LAI.'D  I  E:Ct.  I  D  I  ·•  I  0  0  I  0  I  D  •  I  D  I  0 
l!NITEI:  fiiiCI:Cf.:  I rc r  I  - I  30£,  ~q  - ..  I  86,21  ..  - I  256,91 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I.  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I.  I 
lp~--~-~~·---~----~~+~----·--·----~--~-·~~---~~--+·~~····--··----~·---·------··-+----·--"~+·--------·---~-----·--------~ 
I  7'07'/.L  I .lXL .  I  D  I  0  I  D  'I  0  '·  I  •  I  D  I  D.  I  D  'I  0 
·~-~---••••·~~--~~---~-~----~·••••••••••·~~•••••••••~-~~~·•••·~~••••••••-•A•~••-•·~~·-••••••-~•••••••••·•~••••••~·-••••• 5  · 16ILIZATION  OF. INFRASTRirTVRES  :  RAILir"Al"S  1983 
ALL  MIJ.fBER  STATES 
PACE  41 
ENTIIiF.·STATE  111:TJiOF.K 
·~•~••·~-·~••••-••••••••••~•·•~••••~•a~••••~~·••~·--··~•••~•~•••••••••••~•-••••-••P•••••••~••••••••••~••••••~•••••••~·~ 
I  RAILfiAI  TRAFFIC.  I  O'IHER  TRAFFIC  I  ALL  'I1i/.PFIC  I 
. f  ...................  ~  .....  ~  ........................................................... I  I  I· 
CLASSIFICATION  I  PASSEiiCUi  TRAINS  I  GOODS  TRAINS  .  I  I  I 
, .............................  ~  ........  ~·~·  ............................................................  ~  .......................................... 1 
1 ELCc • .  , .orTIEP  1 roTAL  I· ELEC.  1.  OTHE~ · 1 roTAL  IELtc.  !OTHER  !TOTAL  1 ELEC.  1 omtE  1.  roi:AL  • 1  .......  _. ....... _  ................. .--~····  ............... ~  ..............  ~  ......................................  ~  ....  ~  ......... - .....  -... ...............  ~  ...  ~  ...  ~  ....  ~.  --~  ............. , 
'IliA IN•  f!J.J 
MIO 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  .  I  I  · I  I  I  .  .  I ·  I  I ·  I  ·I  1: 
BELGJ((UE/BELCIEI  51-.21  19,111  70,EI  7,71  12,111  20,1L  .11  1.111  1.51  59  I  33,21  92,21 
DAiiHI.RK  I  ..  I  30~51  ao.st  ..  I  8,!:!1  11.91  ..  I  o  I  o  I  - I  39,111  . 39,41 
DlliTSCiiLAIID  I  2e3.7l  110,31  3911  I'  166  I  119  I  215  I  3,111  5,51  e~91  453,11  1611,81  617,91 
FRANCE  I  206,21  112,81  319  I  156,61  .. 8,81  205.111  2. I  5,11  7,11  36~.81  166,71  531,51 
HELif.S  I  •  I  13 •. 51  13.51:  •  I  2,81  · 2~8l  •  1- ·  .21  .21..  ..  I  16,51  16.51 
IliE£AND  I·  •  I  s.H  8~11"  •  I  ... 51  ... st  ..  I  o  I  o  I  ..  I  . 12.61  1·2.~ 
ITt.LIA  I  162,71  69~111  232,11  ·J+g,IIJ  ll,el  s  ...  21  9,61  ·3.11  12,71  ·  221.71  77,31  299  I 
LliXOIEOlJTiC  1  1.e1  1.~1  a.11  ,71  1  1  1.11  o  1  ·.sl  .51  2.s1  2.e1  5,31 
NEVEFLAND•  I.  85.  I  15,31  100,31  9,3J..  11,81  1  ...  11  •  I  •  ·1  •  I  9  ...  31  20,11  1111,111 
UIIITIJJ  KlllCIX»:  I  156  I  173~61  329,61  12  I.  63,61  75,61  2,141  17.111  1~.s1  170,111  2511,61  1125  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
1·~-~-~~-~~-·  ..  ·~·--~·-····~----··~·-····  .. ····--· ...  ~·-···~-·-~~···~~~···~~--·~·-~--~~·---·~-·······-~-~+•~----·~1 
I  7U'I.AL  I  !:!116,61  5511,21  1.500,81  1101.71  200,61  602,31  17.51  33,21  50,71  1  ~65,81  788  I  2 153,el 
-·~~~--~~~~~·~-~+~·~·---·~·--*-~•~·~~~~·+--~~·-···----~~A-+•~~·~···+-~··•·+~--·-•+•••--•+•~·-·•-+~~~~·--·-~-·A·~-1 
cr.oss  TFJ.t  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
~F.l.ZV ooo  MIO  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  J·  .  I  l  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
BELCI~UEINLGIEI.  15,61  5,21  20,SI  7,51·  12,21  19.71  0  I  .21·  .21  23,11  17.,EI  110,71 
Dt.Ef.:AliK  I  ..  I.  7,111  7,111  •  I  5,21  · 5,21  •  I  o  I  o  I  •  I  . 12.61  12,61 
DU.'TSCBLAND  I  97,EI  22,1!1  120,111  1~6.21  211,21  170,141  1.£.1  .61  2,21  2115,111  147,61  293  I 
FF~NCF.  I  97,61  26,111  1211  I  135.11  30,61  165,71  ,91  1.21  2,11  233,61  58,21  291,1!1 
BELLAS  I  •  I  3  I  3  I  •  I  1.  91  1.  91  ..  I  .11  • ll  •  I  5  I  5  I 
IliEUNC  I  ..  I  2,111  2  ...  1  ...  I  1,71  1,71  ..  I  o  I  o  I  ..  I  11,11  11.11 
!!ALIA  I  75,61  10,111  BE  I  110,71  2,!'·1  .. 3.21  5,81  •  71  6,51  122.11  13,61  135,71 
LlJXIJ:BOlJ!iC  I  ,141  ,21  ,61  .sl  .at·  1,31  o  I  o  I  0  I  ,91  1  I  1,91 
NErEFLANt  1  a.~:J  1.11  20,11  s  1  2.s1  e,sl  o  1  c  1  c  1  211·,111  11.21  2e.e1 
1/KITED  J(JNCDOM  I  115,141  113,61  69  I  6,51  37,11  113,fl  1.11  13.71  14,1!1  53  I  911,111  1117,111 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I••~~~W•••~•••-·-•--~•-•••+--•••••~+~--~~-··+~--~--•~+·•~·~-~•+-•••-~~~+~~~-~~+~•--P-+•••~••+P~~~••••+•••·~~~~+-••••~•~1 
I  T07~L  1  ~5o,tl  123,11  1173,71  3~2.51  11e.11  1161,21  9.~1  1s.s1  ~5.91  702,51  258,21  96o.sl 
--~----~~~-~·--·----~~--·---~-·~--·--·-RN~--~~---~·-~-~~·--·~-.~--·~--~--~--···-.~-·--·----~~~---------·~~·~-~··~-~·~-~-6  UTILIZA'IION  OI INFiiASTRliC1lJiiES  :  F.AILJ.~J£ 1983 
PACE  ~2 
· ALL  MEMBER  STATES 
ENTIRE  STATE  NETJ.QRk  IN •I• 
---·~·---~~···~-~~--~-~~~---·~~~----~--~--·~~··~·~-~--·~~p~·-~~~-~-····~·····--·-···~---~·-·-···p~··-····~~~~p~-·~~~~· 
UJLJ.IAI TF.AFFIC  ClC  101'AL 
CLASSIFICATION  1-~--·~···~·--.•·•~··---·••••••·~••••••-+-.••••~··•••••••·•~·•·~····~··•••~·-·1  EEC  TOTAL 
I  PASSENGER  'JF.AINS  I  CCODS  TRAIIIS  I  ELEC.  I  OTHER  I 
--~-·----~--··~·~··----··-····-...  ·~···~·~·····-·······+••·······~-·-··-..  ··-~···--·--······•--+  ..  ••····-·-··~··-~· 
'IF.AIN•](}.I 
J.IIO 
B!LCIQCIE/EELCIE  I  76.E  I  21.8  I  6~  I  36  I  4.3 
DANMAiiK  I  77.~  I  22.6  I  - I  100  I  1.1! 
DEUTSCHLAND  I  E3.f  I  34.8  I  73.3  I  26.7  I  28.7 
FRAl!CE  I  60  I  38.6  I  ee.6  I  31.11  I  24.7 
BELLAS  I  1!1. e  I  17  I  ..  I  100  I  .a 
IP.ELAND  I  64.~  I  35.7  I  ..  I  100  I  .,6 
IT  ALIA  I  n.e  I  11!.1  I  74.1  I  25.9  I  1.3 .,9 
LUXEMEOUiiG  I  58 .s  I  32.1  I  47.2  I  52.8  I  .2 
NEDERLAND  I  87.7  I  12.~  I  82.4  I  17.E  I  5.3 
UNI'IED  KINGDOM  I  77.E  I  17.8  I  40.1  I  59.9  I  19.7 
1•··~~--·••••••••••+•••••••••••••••••••+--.•~·-----····-~·•+P~-~--~--~-~-~-~~-~·-·~·~-~-·--~~·~~~.-+•••••·-~----~--~~~-
W'IAL  I  69.7  I  21!  I  63.4  I  36.E  I  100 
---·--~~·-······-··------~--~---·-~····  ..  ···~h···----~-··•+·······-~--··-·---··~~-·----.--·-··-~  ...  ·---~~~----------·~ 
ClOSS  TI<N 
WOF.AED  000  laO 
BELC If;  liE/ EELC IE  I  51.1  l  48.4  I .  Sf: • p  I  43.2  I  4,2 
D/J.'Mt.F.J:  I  ss. 7  I  41.~  I  - I  100  I  1.3 
Dfll'ISCF.LI.ND  I  41,1  I  58.2  I  1!3.E  I  16,2  I  .  36.5 
FliAIJCE  I  42.£  I  56.1!  I  1!0.1  I  H.9  I  30.4 
BELLAS  I  60  I  ~8  I  - I  100  I  .s 
IliELI.ND  I  51!.£  I  41.5  I  - I  100  I  .4 
!'I  ALIA  I  63,1;  I  i  31.P  I  90  I  10  I  14.1 
LUXENEOflRG  I  31,E  I  :  68,11  I  47.4  I  S2,F.  I  .2 
NEVERLAND  I  70. ~  I  29.7  I  e5,2  I  14.7  I  3 
UNITED  FJNGDOg  I  60,1.  I  2~.E  I  36  I  64  I .  15.3 
1-·----~---··---~-~+·-~-"-·~~--·-----~-+  ..  ·~--------------•+•·-·~--~~-·-·---·--··---~----~-~--~~~--~---p-·---~-~---~-~-l 
I  fO'JAL  I  49.~  I  48  I  73.1  I  26,9  I  100  I 
-··-~-----·--·~·----~--~~··~·-···---~------~-~p~·--~----~-----·---·--~-~--·-------~~---·-·-----·-----~-·p-~---·~--~--p~-~f-7---~-~--N--~--#--Gl--------------~-7-} 
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t-----~~--~--~--~--~-----~---------~--~! 7  tr.  c  VTILlZATIOR. OI INFF.ASTliUCW£IS  :  liOJ.DS  151!3 
FACE.  44 
VIJiiCLE•]J{  fRAVlLLliJ  AlllJIJAI.£1  OR  liOADS  0£'7'SIDE  BVILf•UP AF.EAS 
IIEJaER  S'IA'l'E . :  DAW.AP.K 
MIO  V•DI 
·~·-··-~--~·-~·~·~-~~-·--~--····~·-········-~·--·  ..  ·····~······---················----·  ..  ···--~-·~····~---~-··--····-·· 
CA'IECCP.I  OI liOJ.DS  7rJTAL 
1•~•••••-.••••••••  ..  .-.•..-•••••~•--••a••••••••••~••_.••••~•••••-•_..._  ..  ••+•••••••-~•.-• 
C/."J'EGOP.1  01 VEHICLE  I  IJOVED-.  I  I  I  I  I 
I  LARDEVEIE  I  LAKDEVFJE  I  KOMIJIJREV&TE  I  /  llll.fiBEF  I  •/•  M070RV&TE 
•  I  I  I  I  I  I 
1···-~----·----------~-------·+  ..  •~-~--·-p~~··.-······---···+~•··--········--~~·-······--·--·-···-··-·-··---~~--·~·-·· 
11·  I 
I  PASSEliGER  VIJIICLES  filTH  LESS 
.I  TEJ.N  10 SEI.TS 
12. 
I  VAT.S  filTH  70TAL  PERMITJ'ED 
I  LAXIJ:  llEIGii'l'  LESS  'l'HAR  3  7' 
13. 
I  GOO'CS  VEHICLES 
I 
Ill• 
I GOOVS  VEHICLES  JIITH  TF.AILlli 
I 
15. 
I  1F.I:C10RS  J.'ITH  SEU1•1RAILlF. 
I 
16. 
I  BUSES  I.A'D  COACHES 
I 
17. 
I VlEICLES  RJF.  TRANSPOliT  OF 
I  IJJr.OFJ:~L  LDS+SPEC. VEHICL • 
I e. 







NUJEfF.  I  2  600  I  5  200  I  ~  ~oo  I  7  10C  I  I  1~ 3001  I 
l~--~----------·~-~·~~-~·-···~~--··-~·-·-~-----~+-~~--··-·~·---+•••~·~·----·~-··-·-~----·---·+·--~-~-··~--~1 
I  •/•  I  13.5  I  26.9  I  22.s  I  ~6.F  I  I  1100 
1crt.L 
---·-·----------p·---~--~--~--·----------~···-~--···-~~~~~·~~·-~--·~--·--~~--·--~-----------·-------·--··--·-~·-~·------7  t  c  lll'ILIZA'IIOK  OI INFRASTRCiCWRES  :  F.OADS  1983 
VEHICLE•Df  TliAVELLED  ANNIJALL1  ON  TtOADS  Olll'SIDE  PIJILf-liF  J1r'£AS 
HDIBER  STATE  1  CEVTSCHLAND 
PAC/:.  45 
MIO  V•KM 
-·-~··~-·~···~-..  -----~·····  ... - ..............  ~-·····---~--~--~-·~~-···-~·~···~······-··-~~-~--~  ..  ·-··--~---~-·~---··· 
CATECORI  Ol  liOADS  WTAL 
I··  ..  ·--~······--········--..  ·~····~~····~·--..................  _  ..........  ~~---·-··-~  I 
CATECOR1  OF  VE111CLE  I  BIJNDEE•  I  I  I  I  GEJIUNDE•  I  I  I 
I  AlJ'l'OBAHlii:N  IBVNDESSTRASSENI  LACDSTRASSEN  IKRCISSTP.ASSE11  I'  STRASSEN  INlHBfR  I  •/•  I 
I  I  I.  I  I  I  I  I 
~-~~-·~---·-·~·-~~·-~·--····P~+._  .....  ---~····~···~~--·-~~•+•·~·-·····~---··-·····-~····•+••••••"·····~-+-••••••+~·-~~~ 
11·  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  .  I 
I  PASSEr.GEP.  VEIIICLES  III'fH LESS I  75  433  I  56  562  I  43  931  I  22  612  I  5  038  1203  5761  e4.  71 
I  fliA1i  10. SEATS  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
2.  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
VANS  IIITB  mTAL  PEIWITTED  I  2  129  I  1  786  I  1  390  I  715  I  159  I  6  1791  2.61 
LADEli  IIEIClfl  LESS  7JiAN  3 T  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
~-
COCI1S  VEHICLES 
4. 
CCOIJS  VEHICLES  IIITH  1fiAILER 
s. 
'l'liAC10liS  filTH  SEMI•rF.AILER 
e. 
BIJSES  AND  COACHES 
17. 
I  VEP.ICLES  ErJli  TRANSPORf  OF 
I  ABliOFJ.:AL  LDS+SPEC. VDIICL. 
I e. 
I  ACF.ICIJLWRAL  VEHICLES 
I 
I• 
I  CATEGORIES  NOf 
I  SEFJ.F.J.'IlD 
I 
3  526 
4  758 





2  709  1  973 
1  572  666 
908  354 
669  561 
•  * 
*  • 
1  623  2  180 
966  215 
259  58 
140  31 
273  61 
•  * 
*  • 










I  I 
9  3891  3.  91 
I  I 
I  I 
1  3131  a  1 
I  I 
I  I 
5  1181  2.11 
I  I 
I  I 
2  2171  .91 
• 
* 
6  508 
I 
I 
*  I 
I 
I 






l···~-~~~~~····-~~~-------~--~· ..  ···-·--·~··-·.-~~·---·~·~····--~-~---~~-~-+-·----·---~-····--~~~-p-~-·~~+-·-·~--·----~1 
NUtBER  I  90  830  I  65  829  I  Sl  055  I  26  e~~  I  5  937  1240  3001  I 
TCTI.L  , ................  -: ....  ~  .....................................  ~  ...  + .................  ,.  ..........  ~  .......  ~  ..........................  __  ..  __  + __ -·-··-------·  ..  ~-..  - ...  +••-••1 
•I•  I  37.e  I  21.4  I  21.2  I  11.1  I  2.5  I  1100 
--~M-------~~~-~"···~·-P••••·--~-~--~~-------~-~~-·-·---·-~-~-····-~---·-····-------·~~~----·----~------·-·-·~----~-·---7  GF.  0  L'::IL I1ATION  OF  INFRASTRUC'IURl:S  :  MADS  1983 
PAGE  ~6 
VEliiCLE-]}{  IT~VCLLED ABUALLI ON  ROACS  OVTSICE  BUILT•UP  l.fEAS 
HD!BER  STATE  :  IILLLAS 
MIO  V•»1 
-·~~~~~~~p·~-~~--~  ...  ·p·-~~~·~-p-·-...~-~~·~-·~~~-~~-····-·-~-······~-·-···~--~------~---~--~·~·-·····~~~--·~··~-
CATEGORI  OF  ROADS  fOTAL 
1-~-~----.--~·  ..  ··~~-...  ~~~···-··-·p~·~~-~·~-········-··----·-···~--~--··--·~  ..  ~--····-··1 
CATECORI  OF  VfliiCLL  IAP7VJaJ110CFD-IETH111KOI  DRO- I  EPARCBIAX.Ol  IDIHOTIKOI+KOI•I  I  I  I 
IMOI  I  ECFF.ESS  IMOI  I  V.TIONAL IDEDfOIIPROVIJ  .. INOTIKOIICOMMU•I  1  I1Jl.MEEF  I olo  I 
I  HIGI.111:1S  I  ROADS  I  .CIAL  liOADS  I  NAL  /iOADS  I  I  I  I 
J·······~·------~-~-----~--~-·· ..  ·~·----··--•+••·-·~·······---~------~·-··----~-~-··--·-+•••·~-·--·-·-·····-·-····~-·1 
11.  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  PASSENGER  VEHICLES  WITH  LESS I  I  5  ~20  I  I  I  I  5  11201  liB. 71 
I  TIJAN  10 SEA'IS  I  I .  I  I  I  I  I  I 
12.  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  VANS  WI'IH  101AL  PEFiHI'ITED  I  I  2  770  I  I  I  I  2  770 I  2~.  9 
I  LADEN  JIEIGET  LESS  fllAli  3  T  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I~.  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I GOODS  VERICLES  .  *  I 
I 
IIi. 
I GOODS  VEJJICLES  Wlfll  TRAILE.li 
I  . 
Is. 
I  TRAC'IORS  WITP.  SEM1•1RAIUP 
I 
16. 
I Bl/SES  AND  COACHES 
I 
17 •. 
I  VERICLES  KJR  TRANSPORT  OE 
I  ABNOFJIAL  LDS+SPEC. VEHICL • 
IS. 
I AGF.ICUL'IURAL  VEHICLES 
I 
I• 
I CATEGORIES  N07' 




*  I 
I 
I 
*  I 
I 
I 
500  I 
•  I 
0  I 
2 liSO  I 
I  I  I 
I  I  I 
I  I  I 
I  I  I 
I  I  I 
I  I  I 
I  I  I 
I  I  I 
I  I  I 
I  I  I 
I  I  I 
I  I  I 
I  I  I 
*  I  * 
I 
I 
*  I  * 
*  I  * 
I 
I 
5001  li.S 
I 
I 
0  I  0 
I 
I 
0  I  • 
I 
I 
2  4SOI  n 
I 
I 
1--~---~~-~-~~~-----~--~-~---·+._·-"·---~~--····---..  -~--~~-·--~-~-----~~-~·~-~-~~~---~---+--~~-~-·~-·~·~+-·--~--+--•·~ 
NL1·tfEF.  11  lifO  I  11  14CI 
'JOTAL  1-~------~--~------·~--~~--------~·-----~  ..  ·~~~-·+·-·~----~~~·-~+-·--·-·----~--+--------~~----·-------·--~~- ofo  I  I  100  I  I  I  I  1100 
·-~~·-••-••••~•••••••••••-•••••••••••-••••••~----------~--~~-~---••••••••••••P•••••••~•••••••••P•~-------~---------~-·-7  F  0  UTILIZATION  OF  INlF.ASTRUCTURES  :  FO/.'CS  1  !:'e3 
PACE  .. 7 
l'EJ:ICLE•K/11  'If:!. tTLLI1J  ,1/.1.'C:ALL1  CN  ROADS  OUT SitE EVIL 1"-VI'  AHEAS 
. /o:ENBER  STATE  :  FRANCE; 
MIO  lf  ..  tJ.: 
•-R·~---·•~-~·~~·-~~-·-~~~P·~·-··~·~-~--~~---~-~-~~~~~w~·~---•··-~~~~•··~~~-•-••·~~·~·~••••~~~~~~•~~··•·~~··e~~~-•~·P~• 
CATEGORY  OF  F.OADS  TOTAL 
1·~-------·~---·······~·~~---·--·····--~-····~·-··---··--~-~~-~---..  ·-·~····~·~~-~----~ 




I  CIIEUR!S  I 
IDEPARTl:MEilTAUX I 
I  I 
l'CIES  I  I  I 
CC».frllNALES  I  lt.'lJ.fPfli  I  •/• 
I  I  I 
-----~~·-·-----~~~--~-----~·-·----·-·--~·---·~--~-·--~~--·~--··p~--~~-~-+·~·----~~~-·_.+•~~--~·~~--p~~·-·~-~-··~~~~· 
1.  I 
PAESEl.'CEF  VU!ICLES  J.T'fll  LESS 
'i'IIAI:  10 SEATS  .. 
""  VI  I.'S  VITH  7TJ1AL  PEFJ.: ITTW 
L/.DEA.  f.TICHT  LESS  'J11All  3  T 
~-
GOODE  VffliCLES 
lj. 
GOODE  VEHICLLS  lt'ITH  1RI.ILEF. 
s. 
TRAC7TJRS  WITH  SEMI  ..  'lRAILEF. 
.y  r 
f. 
BI..'SES  AND  COAChES 
7. 
VEHICLES  FOR  TRANSPORT  OF 
ABI:CFJ.:~L  LDS+SPEC. VlHICL. 
e. 
AGfiCUL'IURAL  VEIIICLlS 
1------~-·~-------·--~----·---~ 
lJCJ!E[f. 
TOTAL  1"·-·-~---~A·---•••4 
I  ofo  I 













~-----~----------·-·-------~--------~·~-----·----·--·~----~·--··-·---·---·---•"--~-·-···-..-·-------·---·----M--~-~-~---7  IRL  0  ll'IILIZA!ION  OF  IEFRAS'IliVC'IVRES  :  F:OADS  1983 
PACE  48 
VDIICLE•D!  TliAVULED  Allr.UALL1  ON  ROADS  OIIISIDl  BUIL1•t'P AP.EAS 
NDIBER  STATE· :  IRELAND 
NIO  V•DI 
-~·--~---··········.---~---·····~·······~·•P•••~-~~-···-··--~-~-~······~·-··~--~···-········~-·~·-~-·-··~-~~~···~---~~-
I  I  .  CATE&Olll  OI F.CADS  I  7t'JTAL 
f..  I  1••••.-••••·~····•.._..•  ..  ~·  ..  ·--·~··~····~··•·--·~·  ......................  ~  ..  ····••••••1 
I  C!.TECOR1  OF  VDIICLE  I  NATIONAL  I  I  I  COVNT1  I  I  I  I 
I  I  PRIMAR1  I  MAIN  IiOADS  I COlRIT1  IiCADS  I  BOROtx:B  'I  INUfBEF.  I  •/•  I 
I 
1 
•  I(RUP.AL  +VRBAr.> I  .1  I  ROADS  I  t  .1  I  I 
1··--·····~·--·~·······~·~···•+••••••a.••••••+.-•••••···-A········-·~·····-·························-·-······~········-1 
11- I '  I  I  I 
I  PASSENCEF.  VEJIICLES  filTH  LESSI  10  5001  73,91. 
I  THAN  10  SEATS  I  I  I 
12.  I  I  I 
I VANS  fll'IH  2'DTAL  PEFJ!ITTED  I  1  1251  7,91 
I  LADEN  JlEIC11J'  LESS  'l'BAN  3  T  I  .  I  I 
13.  I  ,  I  I 
t  GOODS  VEJIICLES  I  1  1  2001  .8,41 
I  I  I  I 
14.  I  I  I 
I  GOODS  VHIICLES .fii'fB TRAILIF.  ·I  321  ,21 
I  .  •  .  .1.  I  I 
lS.  .  . ,I  1·  I  I 
I  TRACWF.S  filTH  SEMI-'IRAILU.  I  · .1  3501  2, Sl. 
I  I  I  I  I 
16.  I  I  I  I 
I BUSES  AllD  COACHES  ·1  ·I  2251  1,61 
I  .  I  I  I  I 
17.  I  ·I  I  I 
I VEHICLES  FOF.  TRANSPORT  OF  I  I  7751  5, 51 
I  ABNOnt/.L  LDE+SPEC.VEHICL.  I  I  I  I 
lB..  . \  I  I  ·  I  I 
I  ACF.ICUL'IUF.AL  VEHICLES  ·1  I  :I  •  I  o  I 
I  I  I  I  J  .1  ·1 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  o  I  o  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
.I~  ..  ~·~  .............  _  .......................  ,._ .. -+ .......................  ~  ... ~--·~-.........................................................  ~  ...............  ~····-·  ......... f. ...  + ..............  ~  ....... , . 
lflJ.rBW  I  I  I  I  I  .  I  14  2071 
7"01AL  1--~~~-p--~---~--~p·----~p--.. p  .. ~  .. ~·-·-~~~··~-----·  ...  ~·--~-~----·-·~~-···~·--·-+••••--·········-·~~--··--··-l 
ofo  I  I  I  I  I  I  1100 
••·---~  ... -~-·~··-·-·~~~------·-..  -~-~~-~·••••••PP•~-~------~-~--~-a.A·-------------------·-----·-----·--~·-·-~·-·-··-~·--·-7  I  0  Ul'ILIZATIOii  OE  INFRASTRUC1URES  :  FCA'CS  1983 
PACE.  49 
VE.HICLE•»t  TI.I.VE.LLED  ANl.'UAL£1  ON  ROADS  OlfiSIDE  BUILT-IJP  AliEAS 
MEJt!BER  STA'I'E  1  ITALIA 
J.JIO  V•»l 
······~--~···  ..  ~·-·-·-··~·~~-·~-·~~·--~~~·-·~··-···~~··~·-·~--~---~--······-·--·~·~-~~~R~·-~···~~--··~~~·~~-~·~·~~~-·~~-
CATECORI  CF  EOADS  T01AL 
I••••P  ........  ~  .........................  ~  ................  ~  ................................  ·  .................  ~  .....  ~  ....  + .................  ~  ...... I 
CATLCOP.I  OF  VITiiCLE  IAUroSTP.ADE  IA'  I  STRADE  I  STRADE  I  STRADE  I  I  I  I 
I  CONCESSIONE  I  S'IATALI  I  PROVINCIAL!  I  CO#.'I-:UNALI  1  IA'L«BER  I  o/o  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
l··~p~~·~~--··~~-~M-~---···--·~-~-~--~~·~---·-.---·-~~~~·  ..  -·~-~·-··~~·--·+·--·-~·--~···~·······--~··-~···~-·~·~+P"·~-
I1o  I 
I  PASSENGER  VE1JICLES  lt'I!'B  LESS I  27  743  I  0  I  •  I  0  I  I  0  I  0 
I  THAN  10  SE/.fS 
12· 
1 vANs  WITH  mrAL  PEBUTTED  1  1  935  1  o  1  •  1  o  1  1  o  1  • 
I  LAJ)Ell  1/EICI!l  LESS  11/AN  3  T 
13. 
I  GOODS  VEIIICLE.S  I  3  313  I  0  I  •  I  •  I  I  •  I  • 
I 
Ill. 
I  GOOIJS  VfJiiCLLS  filTH  TRAILER  I  2  212  I  •  I  •  I  •  I  I  •  I  •  . 
I 
Is. 
I  TRACTORS  lo'ITE  SD:I-1f.AILER  I  1  877  I  •  I  •  I  •  I  I  0  I  0 
I 
e. 
BUSES  AND  COI.CHES  I  237  I  •  I  •  I  •  I  I  •  I  • 
I 
7. 
VERICLES  PDF  '11iA1lSPOFi1  01  I  10  I  0  I  0  I  •  I  I  •  I  0 
ABllOPJIAL  WS+SPEC. VHiiCL. 
~;~. 
AClliCULWRAL  VEHICLeS  I  •  I  •  I  0  I  •  I  I  •  I  0 
1•~·~~~~~~~~~~····~--~~~~~·--·-~---·~~~~~····~--~~-~P•PP-~+~--~-~·~~-~~·+••·--~~~~·-~~·+-·~---~4··~·~-·~--·-~-+~~-·M 
T01AL 
r:u~·EER  1  37  327  1  o  1  •  1  •  1  1  •  1  • 
1•--••••-~~-~--~·-~+~·~-·~~-··-~~·~~·~~--R~~~--~·~·~-·-~---~~~·~·•••P~~-·P••-+••••~•••••wA-~+••-••••+~-~-~~ 
I  ofo  I  373.3  I  o  I  "  I  o  I  I  o  I  • 
-----~--~·-~-----~--~~~------------h··-~--~--~~--~--~-·--~-~~---~-~-·M~-~--~~-·-~-~~-----~~"·---·~-~-~~-·---·---~---·-~-7  I  C  liTILIZATIOl.'  Cl  I/.'FF.AETF.UC'IUJ?ES  :  loC!.DS  l S83 
PACE  50 
l·11:'1CLE•JJ.J  1F.AVELlff  Al.'/:L'ALLJ  Cl'i  ROADE  OUTSIDE  BCILf-UP AF.EAS 
NfNEEf  STATE  :  U/XfJ.:EOURC 
:.tio  r-JJ.: 
---~~-------------~---·~·-~---~-~---··~·--~--"··-------~~---·--~~-------·~-------~--~--·-~~-----··~~~~·--------~-·-----~ 
I  CI.'JTCORJ  Of F.OA!JE  ':CTAL· 
1~~------~--------·--~--··------~---------~----~~~-~--~~·-~-~-~·~"~~·-··---·--.--·--~----
CATECCFY  OF  t'LHCI.f  I  I  I 
IROV'IES  TJ' ETI!T  IChT!:n:s FEPRIS I 
I  I  I 
Cll£1.1RS 
VICfl:AUX 
ll:u.:EEF  I  afo 
I  I 
~~---•••••~--------~-·~~·-.-·--·~--·-----~·---+~--~--~-~~~~--+--~·--·-------+~-~~~P-••·~·-·+·~~~--~·~-·•-•+•  ..  ••••+-~--~ 
11.  I 
I  PASSF:NCU.  VEHICLES  HTll LESS 
I  THAll  10  SEATS 
12-
1 VAllS  f.T'IH  TO'IAL  FERP.IT1'ED 
I  LADLN  ~TIGHT LESS  Tl;'I.A'  3  'I 
13. 
I  GOODS  VEHICLES 
I . 
4. 
GOODS  VENICLfS  ~T'IH  fRAILEF 
s. 
'IRI.CTOF.S  WITli  SDf.:I•'JT.AILEE 
6. 
lJLSES  AND  CG;:ChFS 
7. 
V  LHICLE:S  FOF.  TJ;ANSPOfrT  OF 
ABI.'Of;Mt.L  LES+SPEC. V  EHICL. 
r. 
AGfiCUL1VF.AL  VEiiiCLES 
1-----~-~-~~~·--~~-~-~·~··-·--i 
J:lJfBCF 
'i"OTAL  1--~---·~-~~~~----~i 
J  ofo  I 
N  0  D A T A  R E C E I  V E D 
·~--p-~-----·--~·-~--~----~----~----~---~-----~--~---------Ap·--·------·~--~·-~·--------~---~----~--·--·-·----·-·--·---~ 7  J;L  0  liTILIZA TION  OF  Il."FliASTirVClURES  :  liOI.DS  1983 
PACC  51 
l'EHICLE•D:  1/iAVELLED  ANNUALLY  ON  frOADS  OUTSIDE  BUILT-UP  Ali.EAS 
MDIBER  STATE  :  'A'EDERLAND 
MIO  y ..  KH 
p~~·P·~~-··-~-"~-~·-·-~-~~-··~P~~~-~~·~·-·.-.~--~~--~··~·~-·~·~~--~~-~~·-·~~-~-~~p~~·~·~-·~~~-R~·~·-···"·~~-~~~~~-~~~~· 
CA1EGOiri  OF  JiOADS  TOTAL 
l····~~._  ........  p  ..  ~········~---..  p·~·~·-··-~-..  ~--~-··~--·--·-··-·-·-~·-·+·~--~····~·~~1 
CATECORI  OF  VfJfiCLE  I  I  A'A'DERE  I  I  I  I  I  I 
IAlJTOSNELlo'I:CEN  I BELANCRIJKE  I  SECl1NDAIFrE  I  TERTIAIFE  I  OVERICE  INCMBER  I  o/o  I 
I  I  RIJKS'IiECEil  I .  WECEN  I  J.'ECEN  I  Jt'ECIJI  I  I  I 
~-~·•••P~~~-·-·~·-~·-----~~--~·~~-··-~--~--P+ ..  •-·~·~~·P~~P+P~-~-~~~-~~·~~·~~~P•·~~-~~---·~·P·-··P~~~--·+•••~~-~·~-~-·1 
Jl.  I  I  I 
I  PASSENGER  VEHICLES  Y.'ITH  LESS  19  030  6  162  6  766  3  909  9  711  45  5781  69.~1 
I  THill:  10  SEATS  I  I 
12.  I  I 
I  VAllS  WITH  701AL  PEn:ITTED  402  173  183  111  256  1  125  2.21 
I  LADER  J.'EICET  LESS  THAN  3  T  I 
13.  I 
I GOODS  VfJIICLES  aoe  277  256  157  225  1  721  3.41 
I  I 
14.  I 
I GOODS  VFJJICLES  WITH  TRAILEF.  "399  134  96  26  22  677  1.31 
I  I 
IS.  •  I 
I  TRAC'IORS  JIITE  SEJ.:I-'IRAILff  735  I  216  158  41  31  1  181  2.21 
I  I  I 
6.  I  I 
BllSES  AND  COACliE'S  99  I  45  58  34  119  355  .71 
I 
7.  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
VEJIICLES  FOR  TRANSPORT  OF  I  .  2  I  1  I  1  I  1  I  3  I  el  0  I 
ABNOfJ.ti.L  LDS+SPEC. I1EHICL.  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  e.  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
AClilCUL1UiiAL  VEHICLES  I  0  I  8  I  8  I  28  I  340  I  3841  • 81 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
~~~~-~~~----~~····-~-~-~-~----~--~-h·h--p·~·-+~~~-~··~---·-~·~-~~--~·--···~·-~~-~----~~---+--·-~~·-~·~~~~+~~~-~-M+~~~·hl 
NTJ/.if[fr  21  h73  7  OlE  7  526  4  307  10  707  I  s1  o2~1 
'I01AL  l·p~~~~-----h·---·~+~~---~~~--·--···~~~~·~~~--~-·~-~-~~M-·~~~~~·-~---·---~~~~-·--~-~---··~-~P+~~~----··~~--1 
ofo  42.1  1~.7  11l.7  e.ll  21  1100 
~~~---~-----~--~-----·--~---·---P~·---··~~--~~~~-~-~-~~-----•••·-~~·~---·~-·--·-------~--••••~~~----~~~---------~·-~----7  UK  0  li!ILIZAfiOil CI INIRAS'IEl.'CWEES  :  ROADS  1983 
PAGE  52 
VEHICLE•KM  TRAVELLED  ANNUALL1  ON  IiOADS  OU'ISIDE  BUIL'f  ..  UP  AREAS 
lllMBER  STATE  :. l.111TED  KINGDOM 
MIO  V•»l 
~--~~~~·-~··~··~·~-~-···~·-·~---·~···~--~~·~~--~···~··~~-~··--·~···-~~-·-~·······-·-·····~--~~--·~-..  ~--~-~~·~·····~~~ 
CATEGOF.-1  OI ROADS  R1TAL 
J•fii'PAP••~••........,••.,.,~  .....  .., ...  .., ••  ........,  ..............................  -. ........  ..,.._,.,..,., ..  .._. .....  _. ......  ......,_.,_._..,  • .,  .....  .., ....  ..,1 
CATEGOE1  OF  VEHICLE  I  I  I  PFJ11CIPAL  ISUB•PF.II!CIPJ.L  I  I  I  I 
I  MOf01ifiA1S  I  TRUNK  ROADS  I  ROADS  I  AND  I  INCHBER  I  •/•  I 
I  I  I  I  tnlCLASSIFIED  I  I  I  I 
-·····-~---~-·--··-~--~--··-··--p·~-·--~~-·~----·-~  ...... ~~-·~··p--~·--····-~··---···---~~·-·--····-.--.----···~·~~··~-·--1 
1.  I 
PASSENGER  VEHICLES  JIITH  LESS 
THAN  10  SEATS 
2. 
VANS  filTH  7VTAL  PEFJ~ITTED 
LADDI  JiEIGlfl'  LESS  15AN  3  T 
3. 
GOODS  Vl11ICL'ES 
... 
GOODS  VEJJICLES  JliTH  TRAILER 
s. 
TFAC7VliS  JiiTli  SFJ.:I-'IfAILER 
6. 
BliSES  AND  COJ.CEES 
7. 
VEHICLES  IrJF.  TliAI/SPCF'I  OF 
ABNOFJ.fAL  L'CS+SPEC. l'  IliiCL. 
e. 
AGF:ICCJLTURAL  VEHICLES 
23  a.93  28  696  33  921 
2  205  2  679  3  152 
7  a.76  6  959  6  IJ61 
2  sea.  1  593  E85 
29a.  351  a.1o 
I  I 
25  798  111  9081  72,31 
I  I 
I  I 
3  011  11  oa.71  7,11 
I  I 
I  I 
If  a.99  25  3951  16,a.l 
I  I 
I  I 
220  5  0821  3,31 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
192  1  2a.71  .e 
1--·-~----~··M·--···----~-~---+-•~·-~~-~··--~·.-·-------~~-···---~----·-~~-+-··~-·-~-~~-·-~-------~-~~~·-··-~---~~~---~ 
U.J..'EFJ  36  052  40  27B  411  629  33  720  1151!  6791 
101AL  1-~~~---•-•••••••~•+~·-~~~-·~•·•••+  ..  ••·~-~~--~~•---••••P·-·-•·+~·~·----~~---·+•-~·•••~·-P-•+•·~·-••+~~--~1 
ofo  23,3  26  2P,9  21,8  1100 
-·-~·~·----~---------·-----·----···---~··---·~·~--~p·--~·~-------~--~--~-~~-·---~-~----------~--·-~------·-~---~----~~-7  li I  UTILIZA'l'ICll  OF  IT:EPASTRUC7VRES  :  !CADS  1983 
PACE  52 
VEP.ICLE•IIM  7F'J.VELLW  ANIWALLI  ON  F.OADS  JIITHIN  BVILT  ..  UP  AF.EAS 
HD!BEP  STATE  :  BELGIQUE  I  BE/.CIE 
HIO  v  ..  J<M 
··~···~·····--····~····-~~~~~-·~~·····~-·~~-·--··~-~---~~-~~~·---·-~····~···~~~~·~·-···--~~~····-·~·--·~~-·~·-~···p~ 
CATECORI  01 ROADS  TOTAL 
1·--~·~--~~~~~~-.-~~~·~·~~--~~~~~p···~~---···-~  ....................  ~-··--·--···~·~·~1 
CJ  .....  "'CCCRI  OF  VDIICLE  I  AVTOROlll'ES  I  lliOlll'ES  NATION  IROIITES  PROV IN  .. IROlfl'ES  f»fMVp  I  I  I  I 
IAlJTOSNELit'ECEll  !ALES  I  liiJKS  ..  ICIALES  I  PRO- I  NALESI  t  INIEBER  I  •I•  I 
I  I  JIECET!  IVINCIALE  JIECENICDIEENTE1iECI.11  I  I  I  I 
1•····.__.·--~~-~·~--~·•••P·~·· ..  -·~~~·-~·····-·--···--p~·~-·--p~·~···-····+•••••···~~~·-~··-~R-----~~-··-~-~-~-+·•~··1 
11.  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  PASSF:v.;!E  VEHICLES  lt.'ITH  LESS!  I  I  I  I  I  9  3801  g1, 71 
I  1HAA'  1::  SEATS  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I 2.  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  VAilS  J.ITE  WTAL  PERMITTED  I  I  I  I  I  I  1261  1.  21 
I LMJEJ  iiEICb'T  LESS  fflAr.  3  T  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
12-
1 COOtS  ITEICLES 
I 
4. 
COOtS  TUICLES  JJITH  TF.AILER 
s. 
TF.AC'JC_=s  JIITE  SIJ.II•'IRAILEF. 
6. 
Bl/SES  J.M  COACF.ES 
7. 
VlliiCES  FOR  'IF.J.l;SPOF'I  OF 
ABA'OFJ-:..!L  LDS+SPEC .Vl.HICL. 
e. 
ACRICC.: RRAL  VEHICLES 
• 
D 
I  I 
3631  3. 51 
I  I 









1.  41 
I 
I 





"t.1-:'l3I:Ti  I  10  2311 
~OJAL  1--~--~-~~~-~-~~~--+~---~--~~~~-~·--M--~·~~--·--·~-~~---·~--~-~+~--~~~~-~···--·--~----~-·~.--··---~·-·-----r 
ofa  I  I  I  I  I  I  1100 
·-----------~------~----~~~-·-·-------~---~-~·-·M·------~~~-~--·-~~~~-~--------~~--~-··--·-~--~---~---·-·~-~----·~------7  EK  I  UTILIZATION  OF  INFRASTEiUCWRES  :  F.OADS  19e3 
PAGE  54 
VEHICLE•KM  TliAVELLED  ANNUALLI  ON  EiOADS  JIITHIN  BUILT-UP  AF.EAS 
MD!BER  STATE  :  DANHAliK 
MIO  V  ..  J(}J 
--·-······~····~-~-~·~--~-~-·-~······p···  ..  ~~-··~·~·~···~~~~-~.-..  ·······~·--~··~····-~······~~-·~~~~~····~·~~····~·-~~ 
CATEGOHI  OF  EiOADS  TOTAL 
1~·-~······  ....  ···-~~·p··~---·-···---····~··~~-····  ..  ··········~-~·-...  ·············~~-~~ 




I  I  I  I  I 
I  LA11DEVEJE  I  KOHJ.tliliEVEJE  t  INlRBER  I  •/• 
1- I  I  I  I 
r~-~-~-~~~·~-~--~-~--~-····-~-· ..  ~-·~·-···~··-··~~········-·~-..  ~···-~~~~+··~~~····~·······~~-··  ....  ·~-···~·-~-·~··~~ 
ft.  I 
I  PASSE/.'GER  VEJJICLES  JIITH  LESS 
f  THAN  10  SEATS 
I  2. 
I  VI.NS  filTH  70TAL  PEEl-fiTTED 
l  LADEN  JIEIGET  LESS  THAN  3  T 
13. 
I GOODS  VEHICLES 
I 
Ill. 
I  GOODS  VERICLES  JiiTH  TRAILER 
I 
IS. 
I  TRACTORS  filTH  SFNI-TRAILER 
I 
6. 
BUSES  AllD  COACEES 
7. 
VEHICLES  EVR  TF.J.IiSPORT  OF 
ABNOFJtJL  LDS+SFEC .11ERICL. 
e. 
AGF.ICLZ1VRAL  VEHICLES 
.. 
1~~--~--~-~---·~~------~----···--·-~-~--~·---+-~--··-·--···~·-~---.~--~~-~···---~~~~~·~·~···-··-~~-----~-+~··--~-+~-·-~ 
YO TAL  l·~-p---~~-~~--~~~-·~·--~--~--~---·~~·~·---·-~~-·-········-··~-+··-~--~-·-·-~-+---·~--·-.----·--~-·-··-·-··1 
/oT!:"FfF.  1  500  BOO  4  BOO  7  1001 
ofo  I  21,1  I  11,3  I  67,6  1100 
·--~--------------··~-~~~--p·---~---·-~-----~-~p···---~-~~---·~~-----p·-·~-~-·~·~--·-~~--·-·-·-···-----~--~------·-~---7  F  I  v:;:,IZATIOl:  OF  INFF.ASJ'Hl.C':URFS  FOADS  He3 
PAC£  55 
I Ef:.IC[,f-IJ.:  :F.AFU.LW  f..l,J:UALLJ  Oli  liCI.DS  f.IJ'li!ll  ElJir.'I-L'P  Ali£AS 
1-:r.".:ElF  STATf.  :  fRANCE 
1!10  V-KN 
~-----·---~----~-----~-~--p---~---~---~----P---~-~-~-~---~~~-~~~~-~-PP·"·----~P·----~~-~--~--~·--·~~-~~~--~~--~~~~-~·--~ 
CA'll.GCRY  Ol  FDAEE  TO'IAL 
1-w-~--~·~~-~~~~-~·--~---·----~·-~----~··~~-···"~-~~~·~·~~~~~~~-·----·--~•·+~~-·~-·-~~~--f 




I  Cl.Tl·!INS  I 
IUFAF.1F.f.:lliTAl'X I 
I  I 
I'C!E.S 
COI1J.:U1J ALF S 
I  I  I 
I!JWPEF  I  ofo  I 
I  I 
~~--------~"·~-~-~~-~-~~~~~--P+••--·--~~~---•+•--~~~--·-~~~-·-~-~~~~···~~~··~-··----·---~~·-~~~~-··~··-~•+•~···-~+•••-• 
I J •  . 
I  PASSUJGLR  VWICLES  WITH  LESS 
I  'l.HAl.'  10  SEI.TS 
12. 
I  VANE  I.ITH  10TAL  IUJJI'i'JED 
I  LA"Cll.'  f.iEIG/;T  USS  71/All  3  T 
13. 
1 ccc;;s  t'EHJCLES 
I 
lj. 
GOOTJS  VUiiCLDS  J.ITH  TrAILER 
!;. 
ThAC'iORS  WITH  SEKI•'IRAILEF. 
f. 
BUSES  AND  COACHES 
7. 
VEHICLES  FOR  TRANSPOP.'I  OF 
/lB/.'CPJ.:AL  LDS+SPEC. t'EHICL. 
6. 
AGF.lClfLTVFAL  VEHICLES 
1··~-~~~·-~~~~-···~----·-··~•-+ 
JJT11BER  . I 
TOTAL  1-~-~-··~~·~~-~-·~~+ 
ofo  I 
N  0  D  A T  A  R E C E I  V E D 
-~--·-~P-••--•---~·--~-·-----••••-••••-----~~----~--~-·----~p-~--~--·-~--~-~-~--·----~·---~-·~-~~·~··~~·••••··--·~----~  ,., 
' 7  I  I  t'TILIZA'IIO/.'  OF  INFFI:STRliC'IUF:ES  :  FCI.DS  1  ~e3 
PACE  56 
l'El:ICLE-J:J.i  fFAVEUED  l.lrtWALLJ  01:  fCI.DS  f.'I'Il!IN  Bf.,'ILT-l/F  Af.U.S 
J.'U:f!H  S'J'!Tr  :  lC.XIf.:'ECT:f.C 
NIO  V-n; 
~----~-----------------------~---··-----~·~------·---·-~----~-··-----··--------~-~~-·-·~--~-----------------p-----------
CA'IfCOl:'Y  OF  !CIT'£  ~::ern 
I-------------·------~-·-~---~--~-----··--4---·---··---------~-------~----P+-------------I 
ct:-:r:ccry  c·F  nnrr.r  I  I  I 
I  fCC:"[[ f'  fT)'J'  IC!:LJ.!fl.'S  R[Pf.'IS I 
I  I  I 
CEENINS 
riClllltl'X 
I  I  I 
lnnrF I  o/o  I 
I  I  I 
-~------~--------------··--·-+-~----~-~-----·----···-··-··-+·-------------·~--------··---+-------------~·--···--·-~---1  1.  I  .  .  .  .  .  .  I 
PASSn:Gfli  l'EHCLES  I.I'II!  LESS I 
'II!~ r:  :!.<'  Sl'A n  I  i 
•·  I  I 
V11;s  ~I':TJ  'JO'll:f.  Frn:Jrnv  1  1 
urn: f.I:ICHr uss 'IP.!.I.'  3  T  · 
.:. 
GCCJ: S  !TEICLES 
1.:, 
CCOrs  t'EEICU.S  :.I':H  TPAILFF 
E. 
Tf.!:C:IOES  r.:ITE  Sff.:J-1RAILER 
E. 
J rLSfS 1-J'D  COACf.ES 
I 
17. 
I  t'EifiCLES  FOfi  'JF/.l.'SPOFT  OF 
I  AENCf!..'IL  LN:~tPt.'C  .l'El!ICL 
:1  f. 







rt~EEF  I 
'i'C'JI:L  1·-··-----~-~-·~·-~+ 
o/o  J 
N 0  D A T A  R E C E I  V E D 
-~p----~-~-----------·~~~---~------·----~------------·-~-----~-----------·---~--------~----~~----------·---------·------7UKI  UTILIZA:-IOll  OF  IllERASTP.UC1VF.ES  :  F.OADS  1983 
I1I1JICLE•KH  TP.AVELLED  ANNUALLY  ON  liOADS  JII'IBIN  BUILf.-UP  AREAS 
MEHBER  STATE  1  l/NI'l'ED  l!INGDOM 
PAGE  57 
1-IIO  y  ..  ](H 
~·---~-·p·-~~···-··~·-~-~--·~~~~--~~·~~·-~~~~~···--~-·~·~~-~~~~~·-···~~·············~·-···~  ..  ···~·~···~·~·-···~·-~·~~---
CATECORI  OF  P.OADS  1XJTAL 
1·~·~·---·.-~-.·-···~~  ...  ·~~-~·~·~-~-~~··-·~······-·-~-·-_..···~~~-.-·-···--~---··-~·1 
CATEGORY  01 V11/ICLE  I  I  I  PRINCIPAL  ISVB•PRINCIPAL  I  I  I  I 
I  1!07rJRilA1S  I  TP.UNK  F.OADS  I  ROADS  I  AND  I  INIJt:BER  I  •/•  I 
I  I  I  I  UNCLASSIFIED  I  I  . I  I 
1··-·--~-·~···-~·~··~··--·~~-~+--~·p·~···"A·~~··•APA·~·~·-···~·-·-·-··-·--.~~-···~·-p~~··~-~~-·--·~·~·+~·-·-·•+•~···1 
I 1.  I 
I  PASSENCE/i  VllliCLES  JIITB  LESS 
I  THAN  10  SEATS 
I 2. 
I V/.NS  IIITII  'JrJTJ.L  PERMITTED 
I  LADEN  JiEICb'T  USS fflAN  3  T 
13. 
I  GOODS  VEHICLES 
I 
J  ... 
I GCCDS  VII!ICLES  JIITB  TRAILER 
I 
Is. 
I  TRAC7rJFiS  JIITII  SEHI•1RAILER 
I 
16. 
I  BUSES  JllD  COI.CEES 
I 
17. 
I  VCIIICLES  10li  1F.AF.SPOF.T  01 
I  ABNORWI.L  LDS+SPEC.VEHICL. 
I e. 






6  887  51  007 
707  5  078 
1  308  8  2  ..  0 
187  ll57 
102  1  191 
I  I  I 
50  201  1108  0951  78,31 
I  I  I 
I  I 
5  072  10  8571  7,91 
I  I 
I  I 
6  773  16  3211  11,81 
I  I 
I  I 
78  7221  .51 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 













/.'lYE[  F.  9  191  65  973  62  877  l13r  Ollll 
ID1AL  l--~----p~~-----~·•+.-••••·~···~·-•~··•••••••••·+~•·••P~~~-•••+~···~~··~·-•••---·•~··~··•••+•••--·~+••P•-1 
I  •/•  I  I  6,7  I  JJ7,e  I  JJS,s  I  I  1100 
-···--~"-~-·------~~----------~---~~------·-p·--R·-----~----ppa·~·-···-·--··--·-···---·-·~~---·-----··~~~-----~-··M----~ 8  p.  UTILIZATICli  OF  IKFP.ASTP.IXTURES  :  f.OADS  1983 
PAGE  51! 
VEIJICLE•KJ.f  'J'P.AVELLED  ON  F.OADS  fiiTBIN  AND  OUTSIDE  BUILT•llP  AliEAS 
IIEJ.fBER  STATE  :  BELGIQUE  I  BELGit 
MIO  V•XN •  •I• 
p··--~~  ..  ~--~·~~·-·-~·~---~·~-p~·~~-···~·---··~~·~·~~-~~·~~·~~·~·····~~-·~··~·~····~·~···~·~·~-~······-··-·············p· 
MIO  y  ..  Jl}f.  •I•  I  •I• 
I~···~···  ..  ·~--~·····~~-·····~~··················-~·-..  ·····~~··~··········-········· I 
CATEGORY  OF  VllJICLE  I  OUTSIDE  I  fiiTHIN  I  IOliTSIDE !INSIDE  I 
BUILT•UP  AF.EAS  I  BUILT•UP  AfiEAS  I  IDTAL  I  I  I  I  TOTAL 
I  I  I  I  I 
~~···~-•~~~--~~••---~-~-··-~~-•~•~~~••••••~···~~~~•+••~~-~~·~·--•••••••+~~·•··•~·••--•-•"••+••~-~  ..  +·~·~••P+•~•~•••r• 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
1.PASstNGEF.  V~ICLES WITH  LESS  I  28  11f1  I  90,8  I  9  380  I  91,7  I  37  521  I  91  I  75  I  25  I  91 
THAN  10  SEATS 
2.VANS  IIITli  1V1AL  PEFJ:ITICD  I  378  I  1,2 I  126  I  1,2 I  504  I  1,2 I  75  I  25  I  1 
LAD£11  JIEIGHT  LESS  '11iAN  3  T 
3.GOOCS  VE11ICLES  I  1  450  4,7  363  3,5  1  813  4,4  I  80  I  20  I  4 
I 
I 
4.GOCDS  VEHICLES  IIITH  TEAILEF.  I  129  ·" 
32  ~  161 
·" I 
eo.1  1  19,9  I  0  ... 
• 
I  I  I 
I.  I  I 
S.TRAC'IOI;s  IIITE  SWI•TR/.ILER  I  589  1,9  147  1,4  736  1.  a  I  eo  I  20  I  2 
I 
I 
6.BUSES  AND  COACEES  I  307  1  183  1,8  490  1.2 I  62,7 I  37,3  I  1 
I  I  I 
I  I  I 
7.  VEHICLES  FOR  TF.t..l:SPOii'I  OF  I  .  •0  0  0  0  I  0  I  0 
ABNOWAL  LDS+SPEC. VU!ICL. 
8.AGEICVL'IVRAL  VEHICLES  I  0  I  0  I  0  I  0  I  I  I  0  I  0 
1·-------·------~·-·------------~·~~--~--~·~+·---~-~·~p---~---~-·-~~-~-··-··~---~--··~-~·---+~-----~-··-·--+-·-·-----
101AL 
l."Ul·:EEn  I  30  !?9~  I  I  10  231  I  I  ~1  225  I  I  I  I 
1-----·-·-------~-·~~-·~--·-·-----·----~--·-----~-·~--·._--~-··--------··-·--·-~~-+-------·----~--+--------·l  I  ofo  I  I  75.2  I  I  24,8  I  I  100  I  75,2 I  24,e  I  100 
-~--·-------~-~----------------~-------~-~--·------~~·---~~---~-----~~----·-~---~---~--~--·-~·--~-·----~------~---------(I  r:J:  UTILIZI.Z'IOA'  OF  INFliASTF.tJC'IURES  :  ROADS  1983 
PAGE  59 
VEHICLE-KH  1'F.AVE:LLED  ON  ROADS  JIITHII.'  AIID  OUTSIDE  BUIL'I-llP AREAS 
MEMBER  STATE  :  DANHARK 
f.IIO  v  ... XM,  ofo 
-•••••-~--~•~~~••••-~•·•~•••••••·~~•••·~•~•••~••~~·-~~~•••~•~•a••••••••••••~··~~•••••~••••••~•·•·•~·~•••~•~•••••~•--•• 
MIO  V•J(}f,  ofo  o/o 
I~---~  ..  -~  ..  ·-·~~-·~···-~·~·-···--·~~·········-~····~·-·  ..  ·~···-·············~~····-··  I 
CATEGCRJ  OF  VEHICLE  I  OUI'SIDE  I  JIITBIN  I  !OUTSIDE I  INSIDE  I 
I  BUIL1~UP AREAS  I  BUILT  ... UP  AREAS  I  roTAL  ./  I  I  I  WTAL 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
••••_.•~·-··---~-~~~~~~~·~--~-~-+ ..  ··~"---·--··~·-~·····~-~·--~-~-~~-·-····~--·--·~·~~·~···~+••••~·-+~·~··A·+••····-~-
1.PASSENG£R  VlJJICLES  JIITH  LESS  I  I  I  I  I  20  900  I  79,2 I  I  I  79 
'IP.Ail  10  SEATS 
I 
2.VA11S  fo'ITB  IDTAL  PERMITTED  I  2  810  I  10,6  I  I  I  11 
LADEN  JIEICP.T  LESS  THAN  3  T  I 
I 
2 .GOODS  VEJIICLES  I  1  750  6,6  I  I  I  7 
I 
I 
4.GOODS  Vll!ICLES  JIITH  '!RAILER  I  270  1  I  I  I  1 
I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I 
5.TRAC1VRS  WITH  SEMI-1RAILfR  I  220  •  e I  . I  I  1 
I 
I 
6.BUSES  AIJD  COACHES  I  450  1,  7  I  I  I  2 
I 
I 
7.VEEICLES  FOR  TRANSPORT  OF 
J..BiiOliNAL  LDS+SPEC. VEHICL. 
a.t-GF.ICbl'IURAL  VEHICLES 
t~·-------·~-----~-~-~~-~-~··A·•-•~--··~--•••+~~·~·-~··~~~~~~--·~·~··-~~-··~P·W••RA*•+h~~······~---~·+~-~-~~··~--~~-~·~ 
NUNEEII  lS  30C  7  lCO  26  400 
~C1AL  1-~·-----~---~~--~~-~~+--·•·~~~~-~+---.~~-··~~-~-·-~--·~-~~·~-·~~~----~---·~-~~.~~·----······~-~·~·~~~---·--
•I•  73,1  I  26,9  I  I  100  73.1  I  26.9  I  100 
-~-·~--~~~--p·~----·~-~~~-M-~~·~p~-~~-~~~--P~-~p··~~~~--·~~p·-----~-~-~~--~--~···~··~~~~-··-·•••-~--·---~-----~~~----·--8  F  U'IILI'l/':!01.'  Of INFf!.STFVC'IVFES  :  E.OAVS  1~83 
PAC!  60 
rn::rrr-Ir  'JTr,~l'F.LLf.C  Ol.'  F.CADS  f.'ITHII!  n:v ClJTHDF  Fl'IL1•C:I'  AFFJ.S 
f.JTMFlF  S'IA'I'l:  :  FUI!CF. 
HJO  V-JJ.; •  ofo 
-~-~•P•-·--~-------·~-~---·--~---~·~-~--~-~---·-----~~--~--·---~~------------------------•••••••••·---~-··~-------~~----
#!IC  1'-JJ.I •  o  /o ·  o/o 
1~-----~-··---~-~----~-·~--·----p··--~----·--·~···----·.-~·-+·--~~·--·-~----~----··---l 
Cl'JECCfY OF  VlHCLE  OllTSIVE 
Et1L r-r;p /.FEAf 
ri'I'II::Ili 
EUIL'I•L'F  ArEAS  'IO'IAL 
IOt·TSIDC IIl;SIDE 
I  I  TO'IJ.L 
I  I 
--~-~--~---~-----------------~·-•••••P•~-~p------~~-··----------·----·~-·-··---··---------~-~------•+••-••••+·~~-P-•••1 
1.P/.SSE1:CEF  l'lPICLES  f.ITIJ  LlS£ 
TliAl.'  10 SEATS 
2. t'tl:S  J:I'JE  fOTAL  PfFNIT'i'f'C 
Llt'tn1  f..'EIC/.'T  LfSS 71!#'  3  T 
3.COODS  'VEI:'ICLf.S 
~.CCOD5 FlliiCLfS HTH  fF.I.IUf 
5.TfAC10fS 1/I'i'H  SEf:J-.'JFAILlF 
E.FlSFS #Ti  COACffS 
7.  l'EFICE.ES  FOR  'IfiNSFOT!T OF 
AEl:CFJ:JL  LtS+SPT.C .rfHICL. 
£.AGl:ICLIIT.'RAL  l"ffiCLfS 
1-~~--------~~-~---·------~---~--· 
I.'U:l'Lr: 
TO'IAL  1·-·-~-~-~·-----·---··· 
ojo 







-------·------·--~-----~-··----------··~-~~-·--------··----·~---··-------------~~--·--------·-~~----·-·------------·---8  l  L''l'ILIZATIOll  OF  INFRASTRUCTURES  :  FCA/:S  19e3 
PAC£  61 
Fll!ICLE-A1•:  1F.AVELLED  ON  /iOADS  WITHIN  AND  Cl"'SIDE  l!Uif. 'iMl!P  AREAS 
MIJ.:P.ER  STATE  :  Ll/XO.fEOVF.C 
NIO  1'-J:J.:.  •I• 
-~--·•~~-~~~-·-•----~·•w••••~~~~~--~~~~-~~-•••~•••••••••~~-••~·-~•·•~·~••~•••••~-~•••~••••••••••••••••~---·~·~---~~•·~~ 
f.!IO  V•JJ.I •  •I•  I  •I• 
1~··-···--·-··~···-~-····-·~···~···~·---~·--~·--~--~~·~p··-~··-~····--~-·-·----·-··~--1 
CJ.'IE'GCR'J  OF  V[fiCLE  OllTSIDE. 
Bl/ILT•UP  AREAS 
WITHIN 
BUILT  ... L'P  AREAS 
IOVTSIDEIIA.SIVE  I 
':OTI.L  I  I  I  TCTAL 
I  I  I 
--------~------·~·-··--·-···~~···~-··~--.~---~~~~··-·-·~·~··~~······-·--··~-··~-·~-~-·-~··--·~--~··-+~-.~·-···--··~-· 
1.Ft.SSEA'CfF.  VEEICLES  J.'ITH  LLSS 
TP.Aii  10  SEATS 
2.VJ.IlS  HTH  70TAL  FEPJ.JITTED 
LADEN  fiEICifT  LESS  THAN  3  T 
3.CCODS  VEHICLES 
4.CCODS  VEHICLES  J.'ITH  TRAILER 
S.TF.AC10RS  5liTH  SD!I  ..  TRAILER 
E  .BfJSrS AliT:  (X)ACI!ES 
7.  VU!ICLES  POR  TRAilSPORT  OF 
ABI.'ORJ:AL  LDS+SPEC .VEP.ICl. 
E  .!.CF.IClJL1UliAL  l'lJJICLES 
1·-~-·-·--~~-~----.--·-·----~-~·-~ 
I  lllJ.!EER 
I  T07"AL  1~-~-• .-..  ~~········-~ 
I  I  •I•  I 






















·-~--·-~-~P-~-··---·--·-•~PP•~--·---~·~--~-~-~~~---~···~~-··--·-~···P-•---·-·---·-·-·-·-~~·-----·~-~--~---~--·----p~--·-8  UK  llriLizt.TIOI! OF  INif.I:STRUC1VIiES  :  FOI.DS  1~83 
PAGl  62 
VEJJICLE ..  »:  TliAVELLCD  ON  ROADS  J.7'IHIIl  AND  OUTSIDE  BUILT-liP  AEEAS 
MEHBEii  STATE  :  UNITED  KIEGDOM 
MIO  v  ..  KH.  •I• 
~  ..  ~·~·~-·~-~-~p-~·---·~---~-~-·-···~·~·-·~~--~~~---·-~·-··-~~·-····-·~··~--~····~~-~~~---~·-~·--~··-~-·~~·~···~·~-~··p~ 
MIO  V-I:M.  •I•  •I• 
CATEGOR1  OF  VUJICLE 
~-~···~-~·•••P•-•••••••  ..  •••••••••~•••.._•~•••••~--.-·~~••••+•••--~~·-~-··~P•••~••••••I 
I  Olf[SIDE  I  JIITHIN  I  IOUTSIDEII11SIDE  I  I 
I  BUILT  ..  UP  J.FEAS  I  BUILT•UP  AREAS  I  TOTAL  I  I  I  I  TOTAL  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
-~·-··~~--~··-~·~~--~·-~--~~~-~-+~-~--p~~·-~··~·-~+···--·--··p--·-··-···-~~-··---~---·~··~~·-----~-+-·•··--·--·---·~-1 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
1. PASSEllGEE  l'EHICLES  WITH  LESS  I  111  908  I  72,3  I  108  095  I  78,3  I  220  003  I  75,2  I  50,9  I  a.9,1  I  75  I 
THAll  10  SEA1S  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
2.  VANS  J.'ITB  TOTAL  PfFJ.:IT'IED  I  11  0~7  I  7,1  I  10  857  1.  7,9  I  21  goa.  I  7,5 I  50,4  I  a.9,6  I  7  I 
LA&F.N  JlEIGllJ  LESS  'IHAli  3  T  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
3  .GOODS  VEHICLES  I  25  395  I  16,4 I  16  321  I  11,8  I  41  716  I  1a.,3  I  60,9  I  ~9.1 I  14  I 
I  I  I 
I 
I  I  I  I 
a. .GOODS  VEHICLES  ~'ITH TRAILER  I  5  082  I  3,3 I  722  I  • 5  I  5  80a.  I  2  I  e7,6  1  12,a.  I  2 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  •  .I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
S.TRACTORS  JII1H  SWI•'I1il!LLR 
6.BL~ES AnD  COACHES  I  1  2a.7  I  • 8  I  2  oa.6  I  1, s  I  3  293  I  1,1 I  37.9  I  E2,1  I  1 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I. 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
7.  VEHICLES  FOF.  TF.ANSPORT  OF 
ABNCFJJAL  LD5+SPEC. VEHICL. 
f! .AGlliCCiLWRAL  VEJ!ICLES 
f 
J•••·~~~~-~~·--••••••••••~~-~--~~·~--------~~+••••~~~·~--~~·-••••+••~~--+••••--~~~~-·~~---~-·P-•-•••+~~---~~+~·~~----~ 
l.'CJio.."EF:f  lSI!  E79  l~F.  cql  ~92  720  I .. 
'IV1J.L  ~-~~--·--······--··-·-+••P-•••·~--·----··~+--~---P·•••+·~---~-+~--------~~·-----~-·~-~~--+~--P-••+-----~--~1  ofo  52, s  I  q7. 2  I  I  100  52. E I  47 I  2  I  10C 
--·--·~-~-----~---~-~---~·-~--~-·--·---·-----~----~--·-~----~-·-·---~-·--···~------•P--~-------~-~-p-~-·~------~~-P-PP•-9A  B  UTILIZATION  Ol INFRASTRlJCfVBES  :  lELAND  Tt'AfEF.WAIS  1983 
PAGE  63 
MEMEEB  STATE  :  BELGit;UE  I  BELGIE 
EN1IF.E  NETWRK  EXCLutn:c  Tt'ATERJ.~YS LESS  'l'HAN  250  1" 
-··*·~-~~~~--~--~·-...  ~~~··-········-~-~-··-~·~~·-----···~p~·-·-~-·-·-~········~··~···~-~ 
CATEGOB1  OF  VESSEL 
CDEADJ;EIGHT  TONNAGE 
Olr  EOWER) 
VESSEL•IfM 
IN  000 
'!'I:N•DEADIIEIGBT 
IN MIO 
VESSEJ,S  PASSED 
LOCK  IN 000 
1-~~~~---····~-~·~--~····~~-~· ..  R····-~~~~-·~--~~·~·~~~·-·-··-~····+~·~·~-·---~··---~~~· 
lA.  1-!0'IOliSBIPS  (T)  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I 
I  ..  21J9  I  97  I  13  I 
I  250  •  399  I  7  096  ·  I  2  551  I 
I  400  ..  64~  I  2  815  I  1  454  I 
I  650  •  999  I  1  859  I  1  557  I 
I  1.ooo  ..  1.4~9  I  1  527  I  1  858  I 







J•-•••••~--~·•••-..--~-~·•••+--•~•~••~•~·••••~+~•  ..  ••-..~••~•••+~••A~•·•~•~•••••P•J 
I  WTAL  I  14  110  I  8  914  I  910  I 
~~~~--~--~----~·~--~~---~~-+  ..  ~--·~p·•••P•·~··  ..  _._~~-----~·-..  ·-~-+.-•••••····-·~-··~-
IB.  CI.MB  BARGES  CT) 
I 
I 
~  249  I  10  I  1  I  ... 
.L 
I  250  ..  399  I  7  I  3  I  7 
I  400  ..  649  I  2  I  1  I  0 
I  650  •  999  I  2  I  2  I  0 
I  1. 000  •  1.  499  I  7  I  9  I  0 
I  1. 500  •  I  6  I  11  I  0 
J~•~~~·~~-~·•~~~••••·~~-~~~·~+~~a••~••••-~~•~••~+----~~•••  ..  ••  ..  ~~~•+••••~-•••••••~~~~~-
TOTAL  .  I  34  I  27  I  9 
~~~A~~··-~-~~·~-~----~~····~·--··~-~~··~~~~~-~·•+  ..  -···-~···~-~·--·~·~-~·~~-~~-~~~·~-~~-1 
I  C.  FUSHED  BA/iCES  en 
I 
I  ..  3~9  I  10~  I  35  I  3 
I  400  •  6~9  I  57  I  ~o  I  2 
I  650  ..  9~9  I  62  I  51  I  4 
I  1.000  •  1.~s~  I  162  I  215  I  6 
I  t.soo  •  I  311  I  717  I  11. 
1--~--~·~p~·-····-~~·~~~~~·-~·~-P-RM~-~---·~~---·_.----~--~-·-···~~~+~--·-···-~---~-····1 
I  'IOT"AL  I  696  I  1  o~a  I  26  I 
-~•••~•~-~~--a--~~•P•~•-•••••~•P-~·~•---~-~•••-~•~•._-~••••~-~-·-~~~~•-•~~•~•••••••~·~~-~-9E E  lfl'ILI'ZA'!'ION  OF  n.·IRASTF.llC'IURES  :  11iLAND  fr'ATERit'AIS  1983 
,_:D:EER  STI.'IE  :  BELGI~ I  BELCIE 
(CONTINUATION  OI PRECE.'Dir.G  TABLE) 
PAGE  611-
........................ - .........  _.~  ..  ~····~~·  ...................  ~~·····  ................  ~ 
CI.'IECORI  OF  VESSEL 
(ClAD.~ICRT 1DNNAGf 
OR  fO''ER) 
VI:SSEL ..  J<M 
IN  000 
TRM•CEADJIEIGH'I 
IN MIO 
VLSS£LS  PASSED 
LOCK  Ill 000 
J~  ...  p·~~-·--~-~-..-...-...  -~+.-•~··~-~~·~·-~~····_.~  .......  ~-··-~•+•·~·····-···-··  ..  ··1 
ID.  SEA•GOING  VESSELS  (NliT) I  I  I  1  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  ..  299  I  1  I  o  I  1  I 
I  300  ..  999  I  9  I  7  I  3  I 
I  1.ooo  ..  I  511- I  es  I  4  I 
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PAC'£  71 
I:D:EEF  STJ.TE  :  frEDEliLAIW 
Eli'Ilfll I.'E'n.PM:  fXCU'lW!C  J.'ATElild,YS  LlSS 'If.!.li  250  ~ 
p-~----p·-~~---·-·······~---·----····--------···---····-·--·~-~  ..  -····-······~····~~·~---~ 
CATCCO/i!  OI VESSE'L 
(D!ADJIEICHT  'IONNACE 
OF.  FCJ.r'fF) 
VESSEL•FJ.! 
Ill  ooc 
m:•tCADJlEICE'I 
IIi NIO 
VESSELS  PASSED 
LOCK  II:  000 
1-~w••·-~--~·•·•~P•••~··---·~+--•••••·~~·-~~--~·-•--·--·••••••••••••P+-•-••-•••••••••••••1 
1  •  .<.  NC'IOf~F.IPS  <n  I 
I  I 
I  ..  249  I  2  042  I  358  I  69 
I  250  ~  399  I  8  092  I  2  813  I  279 
I  400  - 649  I  12  758  I  6  61.!1  I  442 
I  650  •  999  1- 13  E23  I  11  536  I  299 
I  1.ooo  ~ 1.1199  I  11  203  I  13  1!11  I  193 
I  1. 500  ..  I  6  736  I  13  826  I  92 
1·~~~-~---~-~-"-p-~-·-·~·~·~·-----.-~~-·------·~· ..  ~--~---~··-------+-~·~---··-~-~---·-~ 
TOTAL  I  54  6511  I  49  025  I  1  374 
1••••·-~-~--~·--·---------~~-·~----··----·-~---P+•·~~~------~-·~-rP~+-------·~----·--••• 
IB.  DCJ.tE  EAliCES  <T)  I  I 
I  I  I 
I 
M  249  I  145  I  16  I  9 
I  250  ..  399  I  ~5  I  11  I  1 
I  400  ..  649  I  78  .  I  40  I  3 
I  650  ..  929  I  25  1- 80  I  2 
I  1. coc  ~ t.  499  I  HS  I  241  I  3 
I  1. 500  ~  I  1!4  I  175  I  2 
1~·~-~~~·~~~-._~~--~---·-~~¥·~·-··-~-·----·-~·~·~-·-~~--~~~-~~~P-~+~~~~---·--~~p-~--~~ 
'IO'IAL  I  E22  I  563  I  20 
1~--··-···~~•••••·•·~---·-~M~+··-~·~•••••-~-~--~-•---·~~·--·~-~·••••-+·~•••••••~--~-·~-~-1 · 
IC.  PUSHED  BARGES  (T) 
I 
I  - 3~9  I  1  1  I  so  I  ~ 
I  400  ..  649  I  1  e  I  71  I  3 
I  cso  - 999  I  ::  1  I  296  I  9 
I  1.COC  ..  1.1;~9  I  E  7  I  S3S  I  10 
I  1. EOC  ..  I  6  e 1  I  1f.  269  I  41 
~~-~--~~~--~~-~~·~·~~-~~---••+••P••••--•-•P••-~-~·--~-~-----~~~-----P+--·--•~--"-~~-~---~~ 
10JAL  I  7  ~!:4  I  17  524  I  66 
----·~-·-----··---·--------~~---~--·-·-~-~-~-~··----~·-"-·~-·--~~-·h~--------~---·~--~----•  '  '  '  f 
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~ 1 
~ : 
'  ~ t  e 1 
l;j  t 
~ ' 
""  '  ~ 
t; t 
'  :.;:  '  Ol 
!:-t  t 
t.,  I 
:§  t 
.:.;  ' 
:;.:  : 
:;;:  '  8 t 
~ I 
___  7 _____  7_7  ______  7_7  ______  7_7_1 
t  I  &  &  &  &  I  I 
I  &  I  &  I  I  I  I 
~of  f  't  l  f  f  i  :. 
tl)  0  I  &  I  &  I  I  I 
~01  W#OIOI  ~~~WI~&  N#~NI~I~' 
~~~  &~&  ~~~  ~~~  ~~~~~MI 
....1  I  1  t  1  1  :  1 
~  I  I  I  &  a·  I  I  I 
tH:;t  1  t  t  :  :  :  t 
Cilf3CI  &  I  I  I  I  I  I 
.,;:,1  &  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  &  I  &  I  I  I  I 
:::0.  I  l  &  I  I  I  I  I 
:  f  t  l:  t  1:  ---+-----+-+------+-+------+-+-1  &  I  C  I  &  I  &  a. 
I  I  I  t  I  I  I  I 
I  &  t  I  I  I  I  a. 
t...  4  I  I  &  &  I  I  I 
1.1:;  I  f  &  I·  I  I  I  I 
~  t  I  4  It  I  I  I 
tj91  ~~:t:t  t  1  :  :  : 
ill,-,&  .-4~NIO&  I  &  I  I  4 
Q::;,;t  I  6  I  I  I  I  I 
~  I  l.-4&  1- I  I  I  I 
~li.:l  '  '  '  '  '  '  '  -"-tt  t  t  t  i  :  :  : 
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'~·  a  1  &  &  •  a  1  • 
&  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
1- ·&  I  &  I  I  I  I 
t  t  t  1  t  11:  +-----+-+------+-+------+-+  '  I  .&  I  &  I  I  I  I 
a.  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
1- &  I  I  &  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  &  I  &  &  I  I  I 
£5·  ~  01  N  W  1  W  ~  I"•  U)  N  OJ  1  N  :  ~  N  0  <'I  ~  W  ~  .:t  t 
I·  0  I  C'?  N  W  &  N  &  W  r- W  W  I  01  I  >LI  r- .-4  ~ I  w  I  ~ I· 
~01  M#  &~&  NNWC'II~I  ~Nir-&r-1 
'-.;i  0  I  I  •  I  I  I·  I  I 
f3
Cil~  I  I  &  1.-11  ~INI  I· 
;<I  &  I  I  I  I  I  I 
...._.  ....  I  I  I  I  I  &  I  1-




1  t  t  i  :  : 
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1  l  t  1  t  111  ---+-----+-+------+-+------+-+-1  a~  1- 1~  I  a.:;:  I  I  I 
1t  t  ~~  1  f:S  I  :  1 
&  ~  I  &  - I  I  '·  I  I  I 
1- t  I  I  1-.  I  I  I 
t  t  1~  1  1Q  :  1  t 
I  &  I  I  1"-;  I  I  C 
1~  ~~  t  1~  ~~~- i  f~  ~~~  t  ~~: 
I~  N~  t  t~  .-tNr- I  1
1
0  ~N~  I  l~l 
l  1.)  &  0  I  f-10  I  I  I.J  I 
I  I.IJ  I  '4  1-lj  I  '-4  I  I  ~ I  t.,  I 
t!-<.1  t:-a;t  &"'&  •  l:q;INI 
&  ::,.  &  &  li..:j  "C  &  I  &  I  ~;  I  l.,  &  &  &.  I  l-.  I  ;_.  I  :  oota:~  ~#~:a:~  ~~~f~:~: 
I  ~  0  0  &  I  l..  OJ  Ul M  I  I  '-<.;  C..  0•  <'J  •  I  ..._.  I 
~  .  I  ~~  r-1  l;j  N  t~  ~~.  ·~  .-I~  ..  :~  .-I  ...  :  t~~ 
~I  .-4t  1~  1  1~  :  feilt 
I-..;  &  ~~~  I  1'"-<fil_  I  lti"JI 
c~  &  &  I  &....  I  1.~1 
at!)  &  &  1  1  •  1~1 
I  &  &  &  t  I  I  l 
I•  &  &•  t  I  I.  I  I 
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J.:EJ.tl!EF.  STI.TE  :  UNITED  KZNCIXJI.t 
ONLY  THE  liEHOFK  OF  THE  bFITJSii  WAfEF.J.'AJS  BOAFD 
··~p·-~-~--··-··--~--~-~-~-·p~·--~·-·-···--~~·-··-~-~~-~~~~--~~--~~·--~-~~~-~--·~~---·~~--
CATEGCirl'  OE  VESSEL 
(DEAD~~IGHT ~»NAGE 
Of.  FOJif.R) 
VlSSEL•KJ.t 




I  VESSELS  PASSED 
I  LOCR  IN  000 
1  ..  ---~--·--................  - ...................  +~--······--·  ... -·  .. ..;,.. ........ _  ....  ~.-------·--+··~~---·---............. .. 









2SC  •  399 
IICC  •  649 
eso  ..  999 
1.  coo  ..  1.  499 
1.SCC  .. 
I  I  I 
I  I  I 
I  72  I  12  I 
I  103  I  31  I 
I  83  I  42  I 
I  13  I  10  I 
I  - I  - I 




J~~--·~p---~~.-~--~~~~--~--..  ··~-·-~------~~-·-··~·~-~·-·-·~-~---··+~-..  ~-~-----~~-----·1 
I  101AL  I  271  I  95  I  36  I 
l-----·----~-~---·---·------~·  ..  -~-----..  -·~~·-·~·+--·-~·····--..  ·--~--·-.  ....  ---~-p~-~~-~--·1 
IE.  VU.JB  EI:FCCS  (f) 
I 
I  ..  249  I  1  . I  0  I  0 
I  25C  ..  3!!9  I  - I  .. 
I  400  ..  6119  I  16  I  7  I  0 
I  650  ..  999  I  ~ 
I  1. roc  ..  1 .1199 
I  1.  ~0!:'  ~  ,  ..  ~~---~  ............... --..  ·--~  .........................  -. ... ~-~---.-·••+  ..................  ~----.. --·-····--.......  ~  ... ~~  .............. , 
I  '101AL  .  I  17  I  7  I  o  I 
1---~--------~~---..  -~--------+M-~--···~·p---~-~~-·-.. ·~---~-·----~·---+~---~---........  ~.~-·--J 
!C.  PUSHED  PAElS  (T) 
I 
I  - 399 
I  hQC  ..  649 
I  rsc  ~  99~ 
I  1.C.CC  •  1.~99 
1  1.  ~oc .. 
131  22  22 
1--~-~--~-------~~~-~---~~-~-··~~-----··--~~-·~---+~·---~-·----.. ------+~~------~  ..  ~-------~r 
I  20'IAL  I  131  I  22  I  22 
-~~·----~-~---~~--·-··~---··--~-----~---------·------·~~~~--~--·-~---p--.. ------··------~--
• 9£  (;'](  U'IILIZI.TIOI!  CI  111IP.ASTF.~'IURES :  IIJUND  J.i1TEiilrAIS  19S3 
PI.C'L  74 
/t,·IJrBU:  STA'ff.  :  lllliTED  KlllCIXJI! 
CCONTINVJI':IOA'  OF  PF.ECEDiliC  TABLE) 
---·~---~--~~-~--~·····-·--··~~-------~-·~-~-----~--·-~·~~·~h~~~--~-·---·-·"~~·--~-·~-~~~-
CATE:CCRI  OI VESSEL 
(DEA1)~1:1CiiT 'IOilNACE.. 
OF:  .WF/ER) 
VCSSEL ..  J<I.f 
11.'  ooc 
m:-DCADf.'EICI?I 
n.- J.:IC 
VESSEL$  PASSED 







SEA ..  COIIJC  l'l:.'SSEU 
300  • 
1. coo  .. 
299 
999 
Cr:I.T>  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I 
I  I  ,  I  I 
1··-~~---~~-~··••••••~•••••._+._·•·---•••~A•~••-.+~·~--·••••••••••+••••••••••••-·••--•J 
I  7t?TAL  I  I  I ·  I 














I  I  I 
I  17  I  I 
I  I  I 
I  I  I 
I  I  I 
1--~-------~--------··-·---~-+~-~--~-----------+~--···----··~---~--··------------~--··-
l  'IOTAL  I  17  I  I 
1~-------------·~----~-------·~·--·~·~-----~~·~~·~~--·-·~·------·-···---~-----~----·-.. -
If. PUSP.fFCFAF'J,  FCftTP.  CF  C.l:r;J 
I  I 
I  - H3  I  44  I  I  7 
I  1£14  ..  293  I 
I  2~4  ~  734  I 
I  735  •  I 
1--·--------------·~---------·.------~---~---~---+~-~-----~~-----~~-+--·-------~~~-----~l 
701/.L- 44 
J-·-·~~--·····~--~----~·-••••+  ..  •P•••~---~---·~~·+•··-~-~----•-••••-~+••••••-••••••••••·~1 
IC.  PASSEliCU  HSSfLS  0  0 
-----~·---------~-----·-------------------~------·-~~-~------·-·-~-----~------------------'I  .., 
10  UHLIZI.TION  OF  IEFF.ASTELC1UEES  :  INLAI!V  lri1TEni11'S  1983 
PACL  75 
ALL  #:D!Err  STJ.1M 
ENTIEE  NETJ.OF.K  EXCLUDING  J.~TEH:A1'S LESS  THAN  250  T 
----~~-~···~~-~-----~---p~~--~---~--.-~··-·~-·-~--~······--·~--~p~--~--·~-~--.·~····-·~~·-····-~-····~~ 
'IYJTAL 
CATECOFI  OF  VESSEL  B  [)  E  I  NL  UK  1---~~-~*··--·~•••1 
I  NLIJBER  I  o/o 
1·~·--··~~~~·_.  ...........  ---+~~~~-..........  ~~·_.·--····~---·-+M~···--····--···~·-······  ..  -·-·-~··I 
11.  VESSEL•KM  I  I  I  I  I  I  ··  I  I  I 
I  11!  ooo  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  MCTOF.SCh'IPt  I  14  110  1.  71  204  I  ?4  835  I  209  I  54  E54  I  271  I  165  283  I  e2  I 
I  DU.JB  BAF.CES  I  34  I  1  007  I  57  I  7  1·  622  I  17  I  1  744  I  , 9  I 
I  PUSHI:t  EJ.F.Cl.S  I  696  I  7  660  I  5  713  I  357  I  7  954  I  131  I  22  511  I  11.2 I 
I  SEA•COING  VESSELS  I  64  I  45e  I  o  I  I  826  I  I  1  350  I  , 7  I 
1·  wcs  I  147  I  584  I  o  I  I  1  592  I  17  I  2  340  I  1,  2  I 
I  PUSBEF.  CF.AF1S  I  415  I  4  375  I  •  I  I  2  7e6  I  44  I  7  620  I  3,t I 
I  PASSEiiCEii  SliiPS  I  o  I  •  I  o  I  I  714  I  o  I  714  I  ,4  I 
J-·---p··----~~~-·-~---··---·----~  ..  -+~-·~----·._-~--~-·.---~--··-~-~--··~~~~~-··----·~~--------1 
10TAL  I  NUV.EEF.  I  15  466  I  85  2e8  I  ~o 605  I  573  I  69  150  I  480  I  201  562  I 
I  I  ofo  I  a I  42  I  15  I  o I  34  I  o I  I  100  I 
I·---~·-·--·-----P·--·-------·---~·~~-·~-~-----·+--M~P•••+~M-~~--+~~------··~~-·-~-+~·~-~~·-··~---~-~-1 
12.  m!•fEADfiEICP.I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  Ir;  MIO  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  ' 1.J070F.SCBIPS  I  6  914  I  82  470  I  10  995  I  o  I  49  025  I  95  I  151  499  I  77, E  I 
I  DU.:E  BAF.GE:S  I  27  I  99E  I  18  I  o  I  563  I  7  I  1  611  I  , e I 
I  PUSiiCD  BAE.CLS  I  1  048  I  15  797  I  5  1!68  I  o  I  17  524  I  22  I  40  259  I  20, 7  I 
I  SEA ..  GOING  l'LSSELS  I  92  I  155  I  0  I  I  1  01!8  I  I  1  335  I  •  7  I 
I~·---~~--A·---~~p~-~---~----+.-P•••••+-----.-~-·~~--~-··------~·~-~~--·-·----·--·~-·-··-·-·--·~-~--1 
'IYJ1AL  NL'Io!EEF. 
o/o 
I  10  081  I  99  41C  I  1E  881  I 
I  s  I  51  I  9  I 
o I  El!  200  I  124  I  1!:4  704  I  : 
o I  35  I  o I  I  100 
1-~~·~-·~p~-~-------~~··----~~~-"~-~·~~·-~·--··~--~~·~+--·~--~+·-----·-~····-~-•+•··-····~·-----·--
IZ.  l'l.'t'SELS  PASSED  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
LOCF.  IN  ooo  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
NO'IORSCliiPS  I  910  I  1  455  I  3  395  I  4  I  1  374  I  36  I  7  174  I  !?1 
DU:E  BAF.Gl£  I  9  I  lZ  I  3  I  o I  20  I  c I  44  I  ,E 
PUSHED  BARGES  I  26  I  57  I  234  I  4  I  EE  I  22  I  409  I  5,2 
SEA~COII!G l'ISSEI.S  I  t  I  E  I  0  I  I  lC  I  I  24  I 
'IUCE  I  11  I  e I  o  I  I  4f  I  1  I  66  I 
PUSliEl  CF.AF'IS  I  19  I  44  I  o  I  I  44  I  7  I  114  I 
PAssr:r:crF  tliiFS  1  1P  1  o  1  o  1  1  ::4  1  o  1  s-2  1 : 
':) 




'ICTAL.  1.l1:EEF  1  001  I  1  582  I  2  632  I 
o/o  13  I  20  I  46  I 
£  I  1  594  I 
o I  20  I 
66  I  7  81!3  I 
1  I  I  100 
---~--·-~-~p~~--·--~------·-~-------~~----~~·~~-~p---------~--------~---·~~·--~~~---~-·-~~-~--~---~-~·-
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ALL  MD:BER  STATES 
EllTIP.E  l.'EJ~Of.K EXCLUiili.'G  l1ATEP.l'Al'S  LESS  71IA1i  250  T 
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••••·~•··-~··~--·•••a••••••~••••••~-..•••~••~•••--·  ..  ~~·•••••••~••••--·•~••••••~••••~•  .....  •••~--..  ~~·· 
CA'IfGCP.I  OF  J.'ATCFl'AI  B 
I 
I  D  F 
, 1  roTAL 
I  NL  UK  1-·~---------------1 
I  I  I  I  I  I r:u.:EEF.  I  o/o  I 
t-~·---·~--~~--·~~-•••••P••P•+~~·~-~-+-.•-~-~~-·.--~-~·~+•••••••+~~~--·~·~+-•••••••+~•-•---••+~~--·-·-1 
11.  VCSSEL·KJ.t  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  IN  ooo  I  I  I  I  I  I .  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  RE:GliLI:TED  RIVUS  I  1  828  I  54  636  I  381  I.  I  ~4  241  I  I  91  086  I  45.2  I 
I  CA~ALIZEV J~VEHS  I  4  334  I  13  520  I  18  269  I  I  7  526  I  66  I  43  735  I  21.7  I 
I  CAllJ.LS  I  g  268  I  16  eee  I  11  955  I  I  19  147  I  414  I  ~7 672  I  2e. s  I 
I  OTHEF.  l.'ATERiiUS  I  36  I  . 234  I  I  573  I  8  226  I  I  g  0£:9  I  4. 5  I 
1--·~·-~---·~---·~·~---~·-~~··~~--·-~·_.·  ..  ~--··----..~~~~---~·~~----~·-·--p·-·--·.-.-~--~·---·-~·-l 
I  10TAL  I  15  466  I  e5  288  I  ~o 605  I  573  I  s~ 150  I  480  I  201  562  I  100  I 
, ..................................................  _____  ....................  + ...................................................  p ................  ~  ..................  ~  ..  --1 
12.  'IfJ.:.-DU.Dl'EICI."'J  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  •  IN MID  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  IiEGL'U:TflJ  F.JVE.li.S  I  1  te4  I  68  959  I  151  I  I  39  818  I  I  110  112  I  56.6 
I  CAI{Al !ZEt  P.JVEF.S  I  2  021  I  15  488  I  11  302  I  I  s 015  I  27  I  33  853  I·  17.4 
I  CAN!.Lt  I  6  860  I  14  806  I  !  42e  1  I  ts 429  I  97  I  42  620  I  21.9 
I  OTHEF  WA1EHAYS  I  16  I  165  I  I  0  I  7  93e  I  I  r  11 ~ I  4.2 
1--~p~~-----·-~-·-~~----~····+~-~--~~·~--·~--·+---~·---·.--~~--+·---·-~--·--~~-·--··-·-····~+~--~-~-~l 
I  101AL  I  10  081  I  99  418  I  16  881  I  o  I  EB  200  I  124  I  1~4 704  I  100  I 
1-~--~·----~-----------~~---·+·~·--·--·~·~~--·-· ..  -~-·~-·~··---+~~------·---·~·-···---·-···+•--~-~-·l 
I  3.  rESSELS PASSED  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  LOCK  lli ooo  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  lTGHnEt  F.lVERS  I  o  I  24  I  o  I  I  56  I  I  eo  I 
I  CAI.'I.l!'l.W  FIITf:S  I  40e  I  E2C  I  979  I  I  264  I  1  I  2  472  I 
I  CAI.'AL!  I  592  I  731l  I  2  653  I  I  1  140  I  65  I  5  lSB  I 






'IO'iA[.  1  001  I  1  EB2  I  2  632  I  e I  1  594  I  Gf  I  7  8E3  I :toe 
••-••••-••-•••-~---------·~-·-••••••••••••••P•••••-~·-·--~---~-------•-••••••••••••••••••••••••M••••-~--.I  "  •  • 
12  INPP.J.STRUC1L'RE  DCPEf!CITUP.E  :  1983 
FI:CL  77 
f.AIU.'AIS.  FtJADS.  IllLAI:V  li~'IEEJ.;AIS 
Ill J.:IO  01  ECU 
~-·~-.·~~·-····-·~·-~-~~~~--~·~-~-·--~---·-A---~~--~-~.~~··---~-~-·~··--·--~·--.--~--~---·--~~·-~·--·-·---·~·-·  ..  ----·-
Mfl:EEF, 
S'I/..TES 
RI.ILitA1S  FOAJ:f  II/LAND  ~A  'IF.RJlA IS 
1----~-p~~·--~·-·--~~~-~~~--·~-~~-··+~------~"·-~-·--··-p--~-·+·~-----~~-·----~-~·-·--·--l 
IIllVEST- I  OPEFA- IC()I.tPEll..  I  'IO'IAL 
I  MEJlT  I  TIONS  I  SATION  I 
IINVES'f..  I OPEFrf.- I TOJI.L 
1  NEt:T  1 rr01:s  1 
liWEST•  I OPERA- I  TOTAL 
I  MU:T  I  TIONS  I 
:orAL 
FCf.  'i.'I!E 
'IEF.E£ 
r-:cncs 
-~·~----·--···-~--·  ..  -~~~•~+~~-~···  .. ·-····· ..  -~----+·~~--··-·--~~-·--·~--~~•+·~------·~-.~--~-·---~----·-A··--·--
BELCIC.l!E/BUCIE  213  275  0  488  •  •  •  156  61  217  • 
DI.NM/.FK  62  110  0  172  29:!  479  772  ;..  944 
DEU'ISCF.LI.ND  628  2  12e  373  3  728  6  246  4  75f!  11  C04  299  257  556  15  287 
FRANCE  571  2  080  0  2  652  •  •  •  •  •  •  • 
HCLUS  26  33  •  59  275  14!1  424  483 
IRELAiiD  21  30  7  57  152  H5  331!  395 
I'II:LIJ..  941  1  830  0  2  771  2  nE  3  451  E 1E7  21  8  29  e 987 
Ll.'XEJ.:EOVRC  7  25.  0  32  •  •  •  0  0  0  • 
t;CDEUAA'D  0  0  • 
0  •  •  •  •  •  •  • 
UIYI'IEIJ  f.II!CCC-1.·  510  1  13E  •  1  64e  2  596  3  29~  ~  889  0  7  7  7  545 
1--·~~-P-~---------~---~-~•~+--••P•••+-~·~-~~~·-·---~--+~-~~~~~~+•P•~-·-·+-~~---~-··~--·---+--··--·-+;•----~-+--------~ 
EEC  0  0  0  D  •  •  . I  •  •  ..  " 
--~-·------~----------·~~-"~~·-··---·---~·~------··---~--·~---····-~--·---·~----~---~p-~-~p~~--~~~~"~·------~--·-~------13  UTILIZATION  OF  INFRAS'IRUC1VRES  :  1983 
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liAILl'A1S  !ROADS  OUJ'SIDE  I 
IBUILT  ..  UP  AREAS! 
II.L.!.ND  JIATCPlf!.:fS 
I  .............................  +_.  ........  ~  ...............  ~~---···~····~------····---~·····  I 
I  'Il?!.IN  ..  KM  I  GF.OSS  TJ!J.i  I  VEHICLE•KH  I  VEESELB-KM  ITKU  DEAVF/l:IGBTI  VESSELS  PAS  ..  I 
I  P.IO  IJ!ORJXD  000  MIO I  000  J..'IO  I  NIO  I  000  NIC.  1sn·c  LOCKS  UIO I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
--·-·------~---~~-·~-~~--~--·-···  ..  --~--··-~~--·~-·~···-·······-.-···-~···--~·-~~--··~-·-····~-~---·--·--·· 
BELGI,UE/ EELGIE  I  92.2  IJ0,7  31  15,5  10.1  1· 
I 
DANNARK  I  39,1l  12.6  19•3 
I 
DE.Ul'SCiiLAND  I  617,9  293  21J0,3  85,2  99,1J  1,6 
FRANCE  I  531,5  291,8  •  30,6  16,9  3,6 
BELLAS  I  16,5  5  11,1 
IRE'LANV  I  12.E  ... 1  11l,2 
I1'ALIA  I  299  135,7  •  ,6  0  0 
I 
LUXEJtEOliRG  I  5,3  1,!!  I  •  0  ('I  0 
I  I 
NEDEF.LAliD  I  111J,,  26.6  I  51 
I 
69,1  6e,2  1.6 
llNITE&  1.IliGDCfo:  I  IJ25  147,1l  I  1S~J.7  .s  .1  .1 
l-~-~~-~--~--~-----·~-·~--~-----~-·~----~--~----··~~-·---~·-~--+~-~~--~--~--~-+~~--"~·--·---~+---~-~~·---~-~1 
EEC  2  153.P  960.8  •  :?Cl.F.  1  ~4.  7  7,9 
-~··-··--··-·-------~-··----·--~-·-·---~·-~~~------·--·~-~~~--~·p·-·~--~·-----~----------~---~--··--~·~--~-~·· 
j..  .., " 
-;;,  ~  "' 
n  LEA'C'IB  OF  THE  I.'ETf.rJEK  :  1  ~83 
PACE  79 






CLE:NC111  OF 
Tli'ACK) 
ROADS  I  INLAND  I 
,._  .. ~-~·-·~···-~···---·-······--··-...............  - ••  -,  JIATERJIAIS  I 
I  1-tO'IORJIAIS  !NATIONAL  liOADSI  OTHER  EOA.DS  I  .  I (IN O'reF.ATIOF.) I 
I  I  I  I  'IOTAL  I  I 
·---~····--·~--~~··~---···~~·~~--·----~---P~P-~•+•·~~~--·--·-~-·~--~-·--~---~··~~-~~··--··-•+•••·-~·--~-~·-
BE:LC~/  BELCIE  I  11  119  I  1  488  I  12  363  I  111  814  I  125  665  1  517 
DAI!/o!Nif.  5  168  516  4  129  65  016  69  661 
DWTSCliLAl!D  65  687  8  080  32  096  452  074  492  250  4  427 
FP.ANCE  72  854  5  290  28  130  768  000  .  801  420  6  004 
RELLA.S  3  282  . 91  8  689  28  690  37  470  .. 
IREbi.A'D  2  495  ..  2  629  89  665  92  2~  .. 
I1ALIJ.  30  313  5  901  45  147  245  938  296  986  2  237 
WXfMEJCU!iC  628  58  926  4  2:!1  I  5  215  37 
I 
MDUTLAI.'D  7  028  1  841  2  760  90  670  I  95  271  4  833 
I 
CRIITEV  KINGDON  43  !82  . 2  822  12  867  352  982  I  368  671  1 631  H 
l-·~~--~·-·-~-~·-~~·---~-·~-·-p~~-+~----·-··-·P-+•-A··-·~----···-----~p·--~·-~·--~---~·-~-~~~+·-----~-······1 
I  rrc  I  242  456  I  26  087  I  149  736  I  2  209  ceo  I  2  38~ 903  I  20  686 
-~-·~~-~~--~~--~-~---------------·-·--··----~--~----··------------·-----·-----------·-····----------------··--
1>  Calculated  on  new  basis and  not  comparable  to  the  figures  published  in previous  years  which  refer 
only  to waterways  under  control  of  the British Waterway  Board.  · 15A  DlFiiASTlilJCfVRE  UreNDITURE 
lOR  'IflE  ffJREE  MODES  OF  TRANSPORT  :  197~  ~ 1983 
PACE  80 
NATIONAL  CURRENCIES  Ill MIO 
..............  ~·-····-~··~~~·····-.-·  ..  ···  ..  ·-·····~-·~·--.~~--~-~-~--~·-··~··.-······-··········~~·····~· 
I  'lEAR  I  B  I  DK  I  v  I  I  I  Cli  I  I TiL  I ICx 000> I  L  I  NL  I  UK 
1· .......  ~~  ...............................  ~~-..  -~-~----~---..  -~  ....  ~·..-....................  ~  ...  ···-~~-
I  RAILJIAIS 
"  1···  ...  ·-~·~·-~···········~·---·······-..  ···-~·~~·····~··~~-····················-·····--·--~·-···········~· 
I  197- I  9  9G:!  I  G99  I  E 869  I  5  ooo  I  I  e. s  1  ~33  I  762  I  1t76  I  2E5 
I  1975  I  11  897  I  869  I  7  231t  I  E ooo  I  I  l1  I  il91l  I  ega.  I  622  I  361 
I  1976  I  13  099  I  933  I  7  906  I  6  908  I  I  11.9 I  679  I  759  I  678  I  377 
I  1977  I  14  6il6  I  91l3  I  7  83'  I  7  901  I  I  13.7 I  e97  I  1  208  I  806  I  ltlt8 
I  1978  I  17  153  I  765  I  7  972  I  9  276  I  I  11t.9  I  1  152  I  1  271  I  813  I  536 
I  1979  I  18  91l7  I  856  I  s  o9JJ  I  10  997  I  I  19.3 I  1  1t55  I  1  516  I  816  I  625 
I  1980  I  23  120  I  910  I  e  5il8  I  12  589  I  I  27.9  I  1  905  I  1  523  I  927  I  736 
I  1981  I  26  060  I  9EO  I  s  536  I  15  3-6  I  2  936  I  37~9 I  2  509  I  1  s-7  I  954  I  814 
I  1982  I  26  JJ98  I  1  156  I  s  53~ I  15  981  I  4  393  r  43.8  I  3  048  I  1  565  .I  •  I  e47 
I  1983  I  22  192  I  1  398  I .  s  JJGIJ  I  17  953  I  4  585  I  41.1  I  3  71tO  I  1  JJ65  I  •  I  967 
l···p---.-~~----~-·~~._  .................  ~······--····~~---..  ....................  ~~-----···------·~·-
1  l  '  ROADS 
1•······ ..  -~-.----·--~~·----~-~~  .......  ~------~·-·p·  ..  ··~-·-········-~---.........  ~*•••······-·······-· 
I  1e7JJ  I  41  592  I  2  96JJ  I '  21  703  I  24  783  I  I  st.  3  I  1  811  I  .2  565  I  ~ 355  I  1  315 
I  1975  I  ~8  421  I  3  1t69.1  21  952  I  25  592  I  I  ss.~ I  2  086  I  2  839  I  5  oos  I  1  560 
I  1976  I  ss  255  I  3  ~28 I , 21  SJO  I  25  731  I  I  62.7  I  2  043  I  3  062  I  s  368  I  1  651 
I  1977  I  58  578  I  4  118~  I ; 22  3~ I  27  733  I  I  79.~ I  2  5111  I  3  177  I  s  371  I  1  586 
I  1978  I  59  ~5~ I  s  156  I  • 2JJ  926  I  32  7JJ8  I  I  100  I  2  62e  I  3  500  I  s  677  I  1  752 
I  1979  I  E~ 037  I  s  711  I  i.  27  it3  I  38  159  I  I  121. 7  I  2  983  I  3  soo  I  6  264  I  2  108 
I  1980  I  72  130  I  s 882  I  2e  550  I  37  637  I  I  1113. !;l  I  a.  119  I  4  o~e  I  6  376  ·1  2  565 
I  1981  I  72  tos  I  5  609  I  27  726  I  •  I  21817  I  176.3 Is 756  I  •  I  6  401  I  2  382 
I  1!;182  I  70  6JJ1  I  E 359  I  2s  506  I  •  I  21  e17  I  207.2  I  6  91l1  I  •  I  •  I  2  936 
I  1~83  I  o  I  E 275  I  2JJ  9e4  I  o  I  33  097  I  241.4  I  e  353  I  o  I  • ·  I  3  457 
1··-~  ..  --~--~~········~pp~~·-·····  ..  ······~~-·-···~·-·~···-~·-··~-····-~-~-·-·········~--···---·~···-~··-~ 
I  IllLAI.'lJ  ~;4TEF.It'AIS 
~-~~-~--~-~~~~~-~~--~·~-~  ..  ~~~~-~~----·····-·~·-··~p~-~~··~--·-··~-----A········.-··-~--~-·~-~-~·--~~-1  .  .  - -
1974  I  3  911  I  - I  1  022  I  548 
1~75 I  s  494  I  - I  1  095  I  671 
1976  I  6  OE2  I  - I  1  051  I  554 
1977  I  7  099  I  ..  I  1  101  I  693 
1976  I  6  643  I  - I  1  162  I  648 
1979  I  7  171  I  - I  1  266  I  721 
1980  I  s  036  I  ..  I  1  201  I  1  319 
1981  I  s  521  I  ..  I  1  263  I  1  2Eil 
1982  I  9  130  I  - I  1  246  I  • 
1983  I  9  859  I  ..  I  1  262  I  0 
0  I  e.e  1  434  I  0 
0  I  11.7  I  ~33  I  1.13 
7.1  I  E.7  I  1186  I  t.~s 
12.4 I  e  I  ~72  I  1.51! 
18.6  I  6.6  I  473  ·1  1.95 
18.6· I  4.1  I  ~31  I  s.sc 
1S. 2  I  3.7  I  ~66 I  7.110 
26.E  I  s.e  I  463  I  10 
2s. 5  I  12.E  I  •  I  6.50 
ae.  7  1  10.3  I  •  I  ~.40  .. 
-~------~·--·~-~~--~-~·-···-.~-·---...  ~~~---------·-~·---~--~·--·---~---~-·-~--~._~··--··--~~-·~--~~·--·--~  .. 
• 
158  11ilRASTRliC1VEE  EXn:NDITURE 
FACE  81 
FOR  TliE  THREE  HCDES  OF  TRANSPORT ..  :  197~ •  1983 
IN MID  OF  ECU 
•*~-·~~·w~~-··~~~~•-••••~•~••••••••~P••~~·~~~~·~··~~·~~~  ..  •••••••••••••·~~·~·-~·-·~-~~-~••••~~-~-~-~~ 
I  ~EAP.  I  B  I  DK  I  D  I  F  I  Gli  I  IRL  I  I  I  L  I  NL  I  UK  I  EEC 
1-~-............  ~~-~····~  ...........  ~._.  .......  ~~··~--·~-.-.  ....  ~~·~~~··~~····-··  ..  ·~··~·-···1 
I  liAILJ:A1S 
/  I 
1········---~~··p··-·p·-·~··~-~~~~~-~~·-~~·-·-·~~-·-·~·~  ..........  ~ ...........  -···~·-····~~·-·-~·-·1 
I  1974  215  I  96  I  2  228.  I  872  I  I  11  I  558  I  16.4  I  149  I  559  I  4  710 
I  1975  261  I  122  I  2  372  I  1  12E  I  I  20  I  610  I  19.E  I  198  I  644.6  I  s  376 
I  1976  303  I  138  I  2  808  I  1  292  I  I  19  I  730  I  17.6  I  229  I  606.5  I  6  H5 
I  1977  358  I  138  I  2  958  I  1  409  I  I  21  I  891  I  29.5  I  288  I  685.3  I  6  778 
I  1978  428  I  109  I  3  119  I  1  616  I  I  22  I  1  066  I  31.7  I  295  I  eo7.3  I  7  495 
I  1979  472  I  119  I  3  223  I  1  81!6  I  I  29  I  1  278  I  37.7  I  297  I  966.9  I  8  309 
I  1980  569  I  116  I  3  386  I  2  145  I  I  41  I  1  602  I  37.5  I  336  I  1  229.8  I  9  463 
I  1981  631  I  121  I  3  396  I  2  51f.l  I  li8  1  ss  I  1  986  I  37.5  I  344  I  1  471.7  I  10  630 
I  1982  593  I  142  I  3  593  I  2  485  I  67  I  64  I  2  302  I  35  I  •  I  1  511.2  I  • 
I  1983  488  I  112  I  3  728  I  2  652  I  59  I  57  I  2  771  I  32,2  I  •  I  1  647.4  I  • 
1-~----- ··---~.-.~·-·  ..  ~·····---.~~~·~··----~-.-----..-··~-~--.-~~  ..  -··---·-~··-··~~--~----~· 
I 
IiOADS 
J··--............  ~--~··---~p·"···-~··-·~---~~-·~~~~~~··  ..  ······~ ......  ~.~-~~--~--~-~~-----~··~~~·-·· 
1'374  I  896  I  408  I  7  038  I  4  322  I  101  I  2  335  I  55.3  I  1  360  I  2  579.4  I  1~ 095 
1975  I  1  063  I  lf.87  I  7  199  I  4  811  I  lOS  I  2  577  I  62.3  I  1  597  I  2  785.6  I  20  687 
1976  I  1  303  I  507  I  7  640  I  4  814  I  101  I  2  196  I  71.4  I  1  816  I  2  656.1  I  21  106 
1977  I  1  433  I  654  I  e  454  1  4  947  I  122  I  2  497  I  77.7  I  1  918  I  2  426.2  I  22  530 
1978  I  1  497  I  735  I  ~ 771  I  5  705  I  151  I  2  433  I  87.4  I  2  061  I  2  638~9  I  25  079 
1979  I  1  594  I  792  I  lC  810  I  f.  546  I  182  I  2  620  I  87.1  I  2  279  I  3  261  I  2£  172 
1280  I  1  777  I  751  I  11  210  I  6  412  I  213  I  3  464  I  100.2  I  2  310  I  4  2es.e  I  3o·  625 
1281  I  1  746  I  708  I  11  029  I  •  I  354  255  I  4  ss7  I  •  I  2  307  I  4  306.6  I  • 
1982  I  1  580  I  7eo  I  10  73s  I  •  I  334  300  I  s  243  I  •  I  •  I  s  238.2  I  • 
1983  I  0  I  772  I  11  oo4  I  0  I  424  33e  I  6  188  I  0  I  0  I  s  889.3  I  .. 
1·~······---~~-·······~··--·-··~--··-·--~--~~-~6~~- -··-·-~·~·-····-~~·-····~·---·-··-·-~·-~~~-~-·~-~ 
I  Il!LAllD  WATEI?Jr"A~S 
1-••P•••··~---~-·--~~p~~~~~--~-·~--~-~-~·-~------••••••·~~--·~~-~··--···~~--~-~~-~-~·-~~~··~~-~~-·••• 
1971f.  I  84  I  ..  I  331  I  %I  I  ..  I  0  I  ·• 2  I  136  I  D  I  E47 
1275  I  121  I  - I  359  I  126 ·I  I  - I  D  I  .z  I  138  I  2  I  746 
1~76  I  140  I  - I  373  I  10~  I  I  .  I  8  I  .2  I  164  I  2.3  I  792 
1977  I  174  I  - I  41€  I  124  I  I  - I  12  I  .1  I  1E9  I  2.11  I.  696 
1278  I  166  I  - I  IIE2  I  112  I  I  ..  I  17  I  • 2  I  172  I  2.9  I  ~~3 
1979  I  179  I  - I  so4  I  124  I  I  - I  16  I  .1  I  157  I  e.s  1  sse 
1580  I  198  I  - I  515  I  225  I  I  ...  I  15  I  .1  I  169  I  12.4  I  1  135 
1~1!1  I  231  I  ..  I  so2  I  212  I  - I  - I  21  I  • 2  I  167  I  H.l  I  1  152 
1982  I  204  I  ..  I  524  I  •  I  - I  - I  221  .~  I  •  I  11.6  I  • 
1983  I  217  I  ..  I  556  I  •  I  ..  I  ..  I  29  I  .2  I  •  I  7.5  I  • 
-·-~-p-·---p·~~---·--··~~----~-·-··--·~~~·---~-·-~--~--··-·--···-~---~~---···~·-~--··-~--------··--~~ 15C  TCFRAST/il/C7TJRE  EXP£l!DI'IURE 
PAGE'  82 
'J'()'I'AL  FrJF  F.J.ILJ.'AJS.  FOADS  AND  'ATflilo~JS  :  1£73  ..  !. ~£13 
~-···--.~···--~---.............  ~··~~~·····-~--~--~·~·-·······-~-·~~·····-·-·~-.-..  ...........  ~  ..  ·~~··~·-·~·---~~~··· 
I  YEAR  I  B  I  DK  I  D  I  F  I  GF.  I  !TtL  I  I  t) I  L  .I  I  NL  I  UK  I  EEC 
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liA'IICilAL  CURF.EilCIES  IN  f.:IO 
···---p------··---~-·------~~·~---··-·---·-··~~·--·-·~-·~--~---~------·~--·p-·---··--~--·~~-··-···--···-·~---··-·~ 
1973  s2  375  I  2  910  I  26  816  25  7e4  1  I  53.1  I  2  155  I  2  761  ·4  133  1  326  I 
1974  55  466  I  3  663  I  29  594  ao  331  I  I  59.F  I  2  24li  I  3  3~E  5  265  1  600  I 
1975  65  812  I  4  338  I  30  281  32  263  I  I  69.9  I  2  580  I  3  71;5  6  063  1  922  I 
1976  75  416  I  "  361  I  30  IJ67  33  193  I  I  74.6  I  2  729  I  3  E4E  6  532  2  029  I 
1977  80  323  I  s  1121  I  31  325  .36  327  I  I  93 .E  I  3  423  I  IJ  391  6  6li9  2  036  I 
1978  83  750  I  5  921  I  34  130  li2  672  I  I  114.9  I  a  799  I  4  77£  6  963  2  290  I 
1979  90  155  I  6  567  I  36  503  49  877  I  I  141  I  4  457  I  5  02C  7  511  2  739  I 
1980  103  2B6  I  6  792  I  38  399  51  545  I  I  111. e  I  6  042  I  5  E25  7  769  3  308  I 
1981  101  686  I  6  569  I  37  525  •  I  24  753  I  214.2  I  a  222  I  •  7  818  3  206  I 
1982  106  269  I  7  515  I  35  288  •  I  26  210  I  251  I  1C  Ole  I  •  •  3  790  I 
1983  •  I  7  673  I  34  110  •  I  37  682  I  282.5  I  12  132  I  •  •  4  428  I 
1--·~·-·  ..  --~·-··---·-·-~--···-··~~-~--··--··-·-~~-·-~·--··--·~-~-----·~···-··.__.-- ·~--~---~·  ·~~--~·-····-~~~---
Ill f.:IO  OF  ECU 
·--·-----..  --~~·-·--···--~ ---~--·---·~~~--·-··-------·-·-··~--- ---~-~--···~~----·~-----·-~~~-·-~~-·---···--~~---~  1972  1  096  I  3~  e  te4  I  4  716  I  105.7  3  008  SE  1  205  I  2  640  I  21  405 
1974  1  195  I  505  9  597  I  5  290  I  117.::  2  893  72  1  644  I  3  13P.  I  24  452 
1~75  1  11114  I  60!!  9  ~30  I  E 065  I  124.r  3  H7  f2  1  934  I  3  432  I  26  1309 
1976  1  747  I  6115  10  1321  I  E 210  I  120  2  934  e~  2 no  I  3  26li  I  28  041 
1977  1  965  I  792  11  .828  I  f  480  I  143.2  3  400  1C7  2  375  I  3  115  I  30  20lt 
1978  2  091  I  I!~IJ  13  352  I  7  113li  I  173,1  2  517  11~  2  528  I  3  449  I  ~3  SOB 
1979  2  245  I  911  14  538  I  e  556  1  210.E  3  915  :.25  2  733  I  4  n1  I  37  470 
1980  2  544  I  868  15  212  I  e  783  I  254.1  5  OEl  !3~  2  815  I  5  527  I  111  222 
1981  2  608  I  829  l~J  927  I  •  I  lt02  310  f  5611  •  2  P.17  I  s  796  I  "  1982  2  377  I  921  14  852  I  •  I  401  3611  7  568  •  •  I  6  761  I  • 
1~83  D  I  9li4  15  2P7  I  0  I  483  395. J  p  91?7  •  D  I  7  543  I  • 
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FOR  1HE  THREE  NODES  OF  TRANSPORT  :  1  97~  ..  1983 
P~~•••••~••-~•~•·~~~--~~•·•~•••·~•·•~-~••••••••••~•••~•~••Pa•••••••••••••~••~~·-~••~•~••••• 
I  IEAF.·  I  p.  I  Df.  I  [)  I  F  I  Cli  I  IRL  I  I  I  1  j  A'L  I  UK  I  El:C 
1·-··••••P•~··-~~A··--~~·~·~  ..  ~-~-~-·~·--·~·---~~-~~-~·-~~---····~·~--~·~···~~·~·--~PP~~p~~-·~1 
RAIU'AJS  IN  J.IRD  GROSS  ffJN  ..  JJ.t  lt'OFJI.ED  I 
1·-·· ..  ·~~--~~~-~---~----~·--···-~~····--~---·········~---..  ···-····------.·-~·--..  -···--···· 
I  197~  I  44.5  I  13.1  I  322  I  3U.e I  I  3.~  I  13~.4 I  2.f  I  28.8  I  l59.9  I  1021 
I  1975  I  Z9.2  I  12,1  1  2e2.6  1 2e8.s  1  I  · 2.11  I  126.5  I  2.1  I  '27. 7  I  162. 9  I  9117 
I  1976  I  39,7  I  13.2  I  292. a  I  303.6  I  I  3.4  I  133.£  I  2.1  I  27. s  I  162 ,1  I  978 
I  1977  I  39.f  I  12.9  I  2S6  I  295.9  I  I  a.3· 1 135.7  1  2  I  21.2  I  162  .• 1  I  965 
I  1978  I  38,2  I  12.2  I  291,8  I  301  I  I  3,5  I  135,3  I  2.1  I  26.1  I  159.7  I  971 
I  1979  I  40,7  I  12. 3  I  316 • 3  I  309. 9  I  I  3,5  I  138,1  I  2.~  I  27.3  I  159.5  I  1  010 
I  19EO  I  39.9  I  12.4  I  317.3  I  309  I  I  4.2  I  138.9  I  2,3  I  28,5  I  156,11  I  1  oo9 
I  1981  I  43,1  I  12.  4  I  Joe. 9  I  297 .1  I  3,1  I  4;5  I  133  I  2  I  29.3  I  151.7  I  985 
I  1982  I  42  I  12.6  I  295,7  I  292,2  I  4,7 I  4,4  I  135,8  I  1,g  I  28,9  I  138  I  956 
I  1983  I  40,7  I  12,6  I  293  I  2S1.8  I  s  I  11.1  I  135.7 I  1,!:  I  2e,6  I  147,4  I  961 
1···-····~~A---~~~-~-.-··~-~~~~~~~·-~~···~~~···~~··-·-·-~p~··~-~--~-·--·~-----~-~~-··-~-~~~~ 
FiOAI:S  Ol!ISICE  BIJILT•l/P  AREAS  IN MRD  VUIICLE•D! 
1-~~~·--~~--··-~~------~-----······--.-·~~-~~~~~~·~---···~·--···~---~··-"~~~-~~~---~-·-"····--
I  1974  I  2fi. 9  18.~ I  176,6  I  175,2  I  I  11,2  I  121.~ I  1. 2  I  32. a  I  118. s  I  682 
I  1975  I  27,9  18,6  I  193. 2  I  201.9  I  I  11,5 I  126,1  I  1.1  I  ~6  I  121,3  I  738 
I  1976  I  21!,6  18.6· I  195,2  I  212  I  I  11,6  I  128.9  I  1,1  I  25,9  I  121,1  I  759 
I  1977  I  30,4  20. 7  I  202. 5  I  217. 8  I  I  12,9  I  131,7  I  1,1  I  3e. e  I  12e. 3  I  7ea. 
I  1978  I  n,F  21.2  I  209.7  I  211.e  I  I  14.3  I  136.4  I  1.2  I  41.P  I  135.e  I  804 
I  1979  I  27  20,5  I  21-.1  I  2te,1  I  I  15.3  I  142,8  I  1, 2  I  4~.1 I  136.2  I  819 
I  19eo  I  20,1  19  I  231.5  I  225  I  115,71  147.f  I  1.2  I  46.2  I  1116,11  I  863 
I  191!1  I  20,5  18.6  I  226.2  I  •  I  9.1  I  15.7  I  154.1  I  1,11  I  1!9  I  158  I  • 
I  1962  I  20.7  ta,  e  I  221.7  I  •  I  9,1  I  15  I  .  I  1, 5  I  49,7  I  163.3  I  • 
I  1983  I  31  19,3  I  240,3  I  •  I  11,1  I  14,2  I  D  I  D  I  51  I  1511,7  I  • 
1·~~--~~~-~-~~~~  ----~~-~--~-·-p·-~~-~~··~~p~~-·~~·~··--·~-~-~---··~-~~~~-~~··~-~··-----~---·~ 
WA1EF.ftAIS  IN  MFJ)  DEADifEICh'T  TON•JJ.; 
1-p-~--~~P-~-··~-~----~--·-···-~~·~··-~-·-~~-~-~-~PP•~P···-·~~P·~·---- ·---··--------~·M·-~·-·1 
19711  I  12.1  I 
~  I  102  I  ~6  I  I  ..  I  0  I  0  73, s  I  • 2  I  214  I 
1975  I  9, 5  I  - I  ~4.  s  I  n.s I  I  ..  I  0  I  0  65,1!  I  .2  I  191  I 
197E  I  11,9  I  - I  111.2  I  22,7  I  I  ..  I  0  I  0  f2. s  I  • 2  I  229 ·I 
1 r:77  I  11,5  I  - I  ~9. 3  I  20.1  I  I  ..  I  0  I  0  73,f  I  .2  I  205  I 
1978  I  11, E  I  - I  1C2,e  I  20.1  I  I  ..  I  0  I  0  e1,4  I  • 2  I  217  I 
1~79  I  11,2  I  - I  f8,1!  I  21  I  I  - I  0  I  0  74,7  I  , 2  I  2ce  I 
l9EC  I  11,2  I  - I  '27. 5  I  n.2 I  I  ...  I  0  I  0  74,7  I  ,2  I  205  I 
191!1  I  1C,e  I  - I  9~  I  1~.s  1  - I  - I  0  I  0  (S,f  I  • 2  I  HO  I 
1952  I  10.1  I  ..  I  ~3,  9  I  1P  I  ...  I  ..  I  0  I  0  f6,1  I  ,2  I  He  I 
1983  I  10,1  I  ...  I  99,4  I  16.9  I  - I  ..  I  0  I  0  E8,2  I  .1 I  H'5  I 
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I  1EAR  I  B  I  DK  I  D  I  F  I  GR  I  IliL  I  r·  I  L  I  NL  I  UK  I  EEC 
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I 
1973  I  100  I  100  I  100  I  100  I  100  I  100_  I  100  I  100  I  100  I  100  I  100 
I 
197~  I  113  I  115  I  107  I  11~ I  127  I  117  I  119  I  108  I  110  I  117  I  113 
I 
1975  I  127  I  127  I  11~  I  127  I  1~~ I  1~1 I  139  I  120  I  120  I  114-5  I  128 
I 
1976  I  138  I  138  I  ue 1  139  I  163  I  166  I  162  I  133  I  131  I·  170  I  1~2 
I 
1977  I  1~8  I  153  I  123  I  152  I  183  I·  189  I  192  I  1~1  I  1~0 I  196  I  158 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
1978  I  ·154  I  168  I  126  I  166  I  206  I  203  I  215  I  146  I  146  I  212  I  170 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
1979  I  162  I  HS  I  132  I  184  I  245  I  230  I  214-7  I  152  I  152  I  241  I  188 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
1980  I  172  I  2oe  I  129  I  209  I  306  I  272  I  300  I  161  I  163  I  28~ I  215 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
1981  I  185  I  232  I  147  I  236  I  381  I  328  I  358  I  17.5  I  174  I  317  I  2~2 
I  I  I  I 
1982  I  202  I  25E  I  155  I  26·5  I  ~61  I  384  I  417  I  190  I  183  I.  345  I  268 
I  I 
1983  I  211  I  274  I  161  I  291  I  555  I  424  I  14-72  I  207  I  189  I  361  I  2fl5 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
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AT  CURRENT  PFtiCES  :  1974  •  1983 
1973 =  100 
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I  YEAR  I  B  Df.  I  D  F  Gli  I  IRL  I  I  L  NL  I  UK  I  EEC  I 
1~~···~~~······---·~~..-.  ..•........  ~--p~~~~~~-···~--~·  ..  ·--··--·--··~··~-·--~--~·~···~···-~····1 
I  RAILIIA!S  I 
J••-w•A ..  •••••~·~•••••~--·-..  -.-•••••--•••••••••••••••••  ...  •••~•••·•~•-.••~~•••~~-~~--•••••~~J 
H!74  I  ue I  12e  I  115  I  125  I  I  139  I  113  I  111  I  108  I  131  I  120  I 
1975  I  140  I  15C:  I  121  I  150  I  ·1  11!0  I  12s  I  130  I  141  I  166  I  137  I 
1976  I  155  I  111  I  133  I  173  I  I  195  I  177  I  110  I  154  I  173  I  156  I 
1977  I  173  I  112  I  131  I  198  I  I  225  I  234  I  176  I  183  I  206  I  173  I 
1978  I  202  I  140  I  134  I  232  I  I  244  I  300  I  185  I  te4  I  246  I  191  I 
1979  I  224  I  lSE  I  136  I  275  I  I  316  I  379  I  221  I  HS  I  287  I  212  I 
1980  I  273  I  166  I  143  I  315  I  I  457  I  4~6  I  222  I  210  I  331!  I  241  I 
1281  I  308  I  176  I  143  I  384  I  I  621  I  653  I  225  I  216  I  373  I  211  I 
1982  I  313  I  211  I  143  I  400  I  I  711!  I  794  I  228  I  •  I  389  I  •  I 
I  1983  I  262  I  256  I  142  I  449  I  I  674  I  974  I  213  I  •  I  444  I  •  I 
1~·~~~~·-·-~--~-~~-~  ..  ·-~~----~-~·~---~--····-~-·~·~~-~···---·····~-~----~~~~-··------·---~1 
I  ~M  I 
J~~~~~---······-~···~·-·-~~-~--·-·-~---~  ..  "~~~~·-·-·~--~~------~·-·~·~~~--·----~-~~~-~~-~·----~~1 
I  1!l711-l  1031  1251  1091  1171  I  1091  1021  1251  1331  1191  1131 
I  !S75  I  120  I  147  I  110  I  121  I  I  125  I  118  I  138  I  153  I  141  I  122. I 
I  1  S76  I  111-0  I  145  I  lOB  I  121  I  I  133  I  115  I  150  I  161J  I  149  I  125  I 
I  1977  I  145  I  1  !lO  I  113  I  131  I  I  170  I  142  I  154  I  161J  I  143  I  133  I 
I  1S78I  1491  2HI  1251  1541  I  2121  14f!l  1701  1741  151!1  1481 
I  !S79  I  159  I  242  I  136  I  lRO  I  I  259  I  168  I  170  I  H2  I  lSO  I  167  I 
I  1980  I  179  I  249  I  143  I  177  I  I  306  I  233  I  199  I  H5  I  221  I  lfll  I 
I  1  !?Bl  I  179  I  237  I  139  I  •  I  I  375  I  325  I  •  I  1  ~6  I  215  I  •  I 
I  19f!2  I  175  I  2es  l  12e  I  •  I  I  441  I  3~2 I  •  I  •  I  265  I  •  I 
I  1  sa3  I  •  I  2E6  I  126  I  •  I  I  514  I  472  I  •  I  •  I  312  I  •  I 
r-~·-··-~~--~-p~~~-·~··~---~····~--.-···M·~~~--·-·~·---~·~·-·-·~-~·--~-~-~-----··-~--~---~---~~1 
I  INLAND  J.~TERJ.:AYS  I 
J-~~--~~~---~--~~~··~-·--·~-~~--~~~~·•••A~~·••••-·--•••••••••·~~--~-~w·~~--~~-~~~-~-~~--~·--·•••1 
1974  I  10s  I  ..  I  108  I  100  I  I  ..  I  •  I  53  I  103  I  •  I  110  I 
1975  I  153  I  - I  115  I  122·  I  I  ..  I  •  I  10  1.  103  I  D  I  121  I 
l97E  I  169  I  - I  111  I  101  I  I 
~  I  •  I  40  I  115  I  c  I  125  I · 
1977  I  l=E  I  ..  I  116  I  126  I  I  ..  I  •  I  36  I  112  I  D  I  152  I 
:s7e  1  1FS  I  - I  125  I  ue 1  I  - I  0  I  40  I  112  I  .D  I  159  I 
1979  I  2CC  I  - I  133  I  1n 1  I  - I  0  I  25  I  102  I  ·,  0  I  168  I 
1980  I  224  I  ~  I  137  I  241  I  I  ..  I  0  I  nl  110  I  0  I  193  I 
1981  I  265  I  ..  I  133  I  234  I  I  - I  0  I  41  I  110  I  0  I  196  I 
1.ge2  I  255  I  - I  131  I  •  I  I  ..  I  0  I  75  I  0  I  c  I  •  I 
1283  I  275  I  ..  I  133  I  •  I  I  ..  I  •  I  62  I  .  I  D  I  •  I 
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A't CONSTANT. PRICES  1  197- •  1983 
1973  =  100 
•·~~·a•  ..  ••••  ..  ~-~~••  ..  • ..  •••~•·•--•  ..  •••-••••~--·~·~••••_.•••••~••••••••~•••••~~~•••~••••••••••• 
I  rEAR  I  B  I  DK  I  D  I  l'  I  CE  I  IRL  I  I  I  L  I  NL  I  lJK  I  EEC 
1•••••·.-~  ..........  ~·····-·  ..  ~  ...  ~  ..  -~  ...  ········-········~-····-~·~·--..  ···~~·-~·-~-~.-J 
I  RAILfiA1S  I  ,  ..........  ~··········~·····-............................  ·-·······~-~··-···~-..........  ~ ....... 
1~74  I  104  I  111  I  108  I  110  I  I  1191  95  I  103  I  ~8  I  112  I  106 
1~1s  I  111  I  125  I  106  I  11e  I  I  12e  I  93  I  108  I  111!  I  114  I  107 
1276  I  112  I  124  I  112  I  12- I  I  118  I  109  I  83  I  117  I  102  I  110 
1977  I  117  I  113  I  101  I  130  I  I  1191  122  I  125  I  131.1  105  I  109 
1978  I  131  I  83  I  106  I  140  I  I  120  I  140  I  127  I  126  I  116  I  112 
1979  I  138  I  85  I  103  I  149  I  I  138  I  153  I  145  I  122  I  119  I  113 
1980  I  159  I  so  I  103  I  151  I  I  168  I  165  I  138  I  129  I  119  I  112 
1981  I  166  I  76  I  97  I  163  I  I  189  I  183  I  129  I  124·  I  118  I  112 
1982  I  155  I  83  I  92  I  151  I  I  187  I  190  I  120  I  •  I  113  I  • 
1983  I  121  I  93  I  88  I  154  I  I  159  I  206  I  103  I  •  I  123  I  • 
1······~--....  ·-··~-.····~·~  .......  p  ..  ~p··-~~-·~·~.._.  ....  ~···-······-··  .... ~  ........ 
ROADS 
1··---~·~  ..  ····---·--~···········  ..  ~···~·----.-·······  ..  ~····--··  ..  ······-··············--··-·· 
I  1974  I  91  I  109  I  102  I  102  I  I  93  I  86  I  115  I  121  I  101  I  10C 
I  1975  I  95  I  .116  I  97  I  95  I  I  89  I  85  I  115  I  128  I  97  I  96 
I  1976  I  101  I  105  I  92  I  87  I  I  80  I  71  I  113  I  125  I  88  I  88 
I  1977  I  98  I  124  I  91  I  86  I  I  90  I  74  I  110  I  117  I  73  I  1!4 
I  1978  I  97  I  130  I  100  I  93  I  I  105  I  69  I  111  I  119  I  75  I  87 
I  1279  I  91!  I  131  I  103  I  98  I  I  113  I  68  I  112  I  126  I  79  I  1!9 
I  1980  I  104  I  120  I  103  I  85  I  I  1131  78  I  124  I  120  I  e2  I.  84 
I  19el  I  ~7  I  102  I  95  I  •  I  I  114  I  91  I  .  I  112  I  61!  I  • 
I  1982  I  87  I  105 ·I  83  I  •  I  I  115  I  94  I  •  I  •  I  771  • 
I  1983  I  •  I  97  I  78  I  •  I  I  121  I  100  I  •  I  •  I  e6  I  • 
1·~·-··p···-···~·~~~~-~·-·~···p···  ..  ·····-~~~~~~~·-·--····~·-~·~·~-~·········~-·-~~~~--··-~·~--
INLAND  1r:41EHi11'S 
1•••••·--~·-~···--~~···~~~--~·-·~  ..  ~--~P•••~·P·~~-··-·~-~----·••••••••-••--.•••••-••--~~~-·-·-~·-1 
1974  I  26  I  ..  I  101  I  ee  1  I  ..  I  0  I  49  I  93  I  0  I  97 
1975  I  121  I  ..  I  101  I  ~6  I  I  ..  I  0  I  sa  1  BG  I  D  I  .  92 
1~76 I  122  I  ..  I  94  I  73  I  I  ..  I  D  I  30  I  es  I  D  I  95 
1  f277  I  134  I  ..  I  94  I  83  I  I  - I  0  I  25  I  .8o  I  D  I  96 
1978  I  120  I  ...  I  99  I  71  I  I  - I  0  I  27  I  77  I  0  r  93 
1972  I  123  I  - I  101  I  72  I  I  - I  0  I  16  I  67  ..  I  D  I  8S 
1980  I  13C  I  ..  I  99  I  115  I  I  ..  I  0  I  14  I  68  I  0  I  90 
1981  I  142  I  - I  91  I  99  I  I  ..  I  0  I  23  I  63  I  0  I  81 
1982  I  12E  I  - I  es  1  •  I  I  ..  I  0  I  40  I  •  I  0  I  • 
1983  I  127  I  - I  83  I  •  I  I  - I  D  I  30  I  .  I  D  I  • 
•••+•••·~~~~~~-------·-··~·-·~~--·  ..  ···-·-·~~~···-·~~·-··~-~-~··~~-~-~·~·-·~··p~·-··------·~·--·-
--....  ,... ...  "'  i' 
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'lYJ'IAL  FOR  RAIUlAIS,  ROADS 'AND  WATE'RJlA rs  :  1974  •  1983 
1973. = 100 
'  -~···-~·-······~·····~····················~···················································~-- 1 rEAR  I  B  I .  DK  I  IJ  I  F  I  GR  I  IRL  I  I"  I  L  I.  NL  I  UK  I  EEC 
1·····-~·······~---~·--···~·  ..  ~·····  ..  ··········~····················~-···········--·-·······-~·1 
AT  CURRENT  PRICES  I 
·········~-·-······-········  ..  ··································--··········-·················· 
1974  I  106  I  126  I  110  I  118  I  I  113  I  104  I  121  I  121  I  121  I  114 
1975  I  126  I  149  I"  113  I  125  I  I  132  I  120  I  136  I  147  I  145  I  125 
1976 ·I  144  I  150  I  114  I  129  I  I  140·  I  121  I  139  I  158  I  153  I  131 
1977  I  153  I  186  I  117  I  141  I  I  176  I  159  I  159  I  161  I  154·  I  141 
1~78  I  160  I  203  I  121  I  165  I  I  216  I  176  I  173  I  168  I  173  I  157 
1979  I  112  I  226  I  136  I  193  I  I  266  I  201  I  182  I  182  I  201  I  175 
1980  I  197  I  233  I  143  I  200  I  I  324  I  280  I  204  I  188  I  249  I  193 
1981  I  206  I  226  I  140  I  •  I  t  403  I  385  I  •  I  189  I  242  I  • 
1982  I  202  I  258  I  132  I  •  I  I  473  I  465  I  •  I  •  I  286  I  • 
1983  I  ·,  . I  264  I  129  I  •  I  I  532  I  563  I  •  I  •  I  334  I  • 
w~~·••~•~·~·~·~••••~~-~~~~•••••~~·P~•~•·~~~~-·~~~••••-~•~•·•~~~-·~·~~~-~•·••~·~~~A·~-·~~~-•~~~~ 
AT  CONSTANT  PRICES 
1-~-~-~-~-~~-····~~~~·--····-····~~~-~-··~···~-~~··~~-~···~·-~~··-~·~~~·~~·p~·~~~~··~-~--···~~~ 
1~m~ 1  94  I  109  I  103  I  102  I  I  96  I  8B  I  112  I  116  I  103  I  101 
1975  I  99  I  117  I  99  I  99  I  I  93  I  86  I  113  I  122  I  100  I  98 
1976  I  104  I  109  I  96  I  93  I  I  85  I  78  I  105  I  121  I  90  I  92 
1977  I  104  I  122  I  95  I  93  I  I  93  I  83  I  113  I  115  I  78  I  89 
1978  I  104  I  121  I  101  I  ioo  1  I  101  I  82  I  119  I  115  I  81  I  92 
1979  I  106  I  122  .I  103  I  105  I  I  115  I  84  I  120  I  120  I  86  I  93 
1980  I  115  I  112  I  103  I  96  I  I  119  I  93  I  127  I  115  I  88  I  90 
1981  I  111  I  97  I  95  I  0  I  I  123  I  101  I  ..  I  109  I  76  I  • 
1~e2  I  100  I  101  I  85  I  •  I  I  123  I  111  I  ..  I  ..  I  83  I  • 
1~83  I  •  I  96  I  eo  I 
0  I  I  1~5  I  11s  I  •  I  ..  I  93  I  • 
-p·~~~"·-~·p~-~~--M~-~~~~p·A·~·~~~-·~~-~~·-~~·~-~~~h·~~··~p~~··~-~~~~-~~~·--~~P·~-~··~~~~~····~~ 19  EVOLCJTIO'&  GF  THE  l/IILIZATION  OF  INFRASTRVCTURES 
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1974  - '1983 
1973 =  100  ................  ~·~·  ..  -----..  ~············~····  ..............  ~··  ....  ~·  .... ~  ........... . 
I  W.F.  I  B  DK  I  D  F  Gli  I  IRL  I  I·  L  NL  UK  I  EEC  I 
J·~~  ....  ~··~~·-···~·~··.-·····--·~~·-~·~  ...  ~-..-~-~··  ..  ••  .........  ~~····~···--·~~·~···  ..  ···~~1 
I  ~n~~  I 
I••P..._  ...  ~-·····-..  --···-..  ··~  ...............  ~~·····~·~·~~~  .......  ~~-~--~  ..........  ~ 
I  1g"74  I  105  I  100  I  99  I  103  I  I  100  I  102  I  113  I  99  I'  100  I  101 
I  1  g"75  I  93  I  97  I  88  I _  95  I  I  -100  I  96  I  91  I  95  I  102  I  94 
I  1976  I  94  I  101  I  90  I  100  I  I  100  I  102  I  .  91  I  95  I  101  I  97 
·1  1977  I  94  I  98  I  ee  I  98  I  I  97  I  103  I  87  I  93  I  101  I  96 
I  1978  I  90  I  93  I  90  I  99  I  I  103  I  103  I  91  I  92  I  too  I  96 
I  1979  I  96  I  94  I  98  I  · 102  I  I  103  I  105  I  100  I  94  I  100  I  100 
I  1980  I  911- I  95  I  9e  I  102  I  I  124  I  '106  I  100  I  98  I  98  I  100 
I  1981  I  102  .I  95  I  95  I  98  I  I  132  I  101  I  87  I  101  I  95  I  98 
I  1982  I  99  I  96  I  91  I  96  I  I  129  I  103  -1  83  I  99  I  86  I  95 
I  1983  I  96  I  96  I  91  I  96  I  I  121  I  103  I  .83  I  ·  98  I  92  I  95 
.1·-~  ..  -------··~-.---·---··-------·~--~--·--···-·~·---·~·-····--·.--.-.--~-~~-~··~-·-~ 
F:OADS 
1~--..a-~----·  ..  ····---~----~--.--....  -~-·----~·~~·-~···--------·~-·-~-..  ·~---····--~·-~··--
I  1g"74  I  104 
I , 1g"JS  I  108 
I  1976  I  111 
I  1g"77  I  111! 
I  1978  I  122 
I  1979  I  105 
I  1980  I  117 
I  1981  I  11e 
I  1982  I  119 









































98  I  120 
102  I  110 
104  I  110 
101  I  110 
111  I  120 
116  I  120 
120  I  120 
125  I  111-0 
•  I  150 











97  I  99 
99  I  101 
104  I  110 
105  I ·  114 
111  I  117 
112  I  119 
120  I  125 
12~  I 
124  I 
127  I  • 
1·-----···---~-~---··-~--~-----·---~--·-~--·-~·-------·-······-~~-~·---~~-·-----~~-------~·-~· 
.  HLJ.JlD  JiA7ERJiA1S  . 








































































100  I 
100  I 
100  I 
100  I 
100  I 
100  I · 
100  I 
100  I 
100  I 
so  I 
99  I 
sa  I 
106- I 
911  I 
100  I 
9S  I 
94  I 
BE  I 
87  I 
90  I 
---·~----~------~--------~------~-----··-~--~-·---··--~---~-·-~--~··~--~--~--~---~·~-~-·~·------
_...  -.......  ;. ... i  "-
'  ·.-